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Registration begins Monday, December 44

We’d like to welcome you to a new semester of fun, learning, 
and relaxation at GVR. The 2018 Winter Course Catalog 
promises to offer something for nearly everyone— discover 
everything from nature and animals, ceramics and lapidary, 
to language, music, sports and fitness. Mahatma Gandhi 
said, “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you 
were to live forever.” We are proud to offer you 288 courses 
titles with 727 individual sessions. In addition to many 
favorite subjects, we are offering 47 new courses. Some 
of the interesting new courses include: Burlap Wreath, 
Energy Medicine Yoga, Full Wave ® Breath for Better 
Health, Madera Canyon - Santa Rita Mountains Biodiversity, 
Beyond the Field Guide: Owls, Vegetarian Cooking, 
Beginning Card Magic, and Songs for Political Action. If 
traveling interests you more, we have 7 trips taking you 
around Arizona. The Tucson Rodeo Parade and Canyon 
Lake trips are classic favorites or we have the new All About 
Frank Tour - Arizona Heritage Center and Taliesin West. 
Due to its popularity, GVR has partnered once again with 
GrayLine Tours to offer another trip to Rocky Point, Mexico, 
so brush off your passports! Learning through leisure 
education is a great way to broaden your horizons, stay 
active and engaged, and make new friends who share similar 
interests.

When you find yourself between classes, we invite you to 
come down to the West Center on Tuesdays to check out 
the Food in Root Farmer’s Market. This market showcases 
local produce, baked goods, street food, and artisans. The 
Market will take place each Tuesday from 9am-1pm. In 
addition to its amazing 2018 season, GVR Live is proud to 
present Billy McGuigan’s Rock and Roll Weekend! There 
are three shows available now with more music and events 
to follow! Lastly, be sure to save the date for the second 
Southern Arizona CultureFest scheduled for March 3!

There is much to discover here at GVR! Enjoy the ride!

Kent J. Blumenthal, Ph.D, CAE
CEO, Green Valley Recreation, Inc.

WELCOME TO THE WINTER 
SEMESTER AT GVR! 
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ROOM ABBREVIATIONS
ACAC      Acacia Room

 AGAV      Agave Room
 AMADO      Amado Room
 ANZA      Anza Room
 ART      Art Room
 AUD      Auditorium
 BILL      Billiards Room
 CER      Ceramics
 CTWD      Cottonwood Room
 CRUZ      Santa Cruz Room
 CYPR      Cypress Room
 FSTA      Fiesta Room
 GAME      Game Room
 HAND      Handbuilding
 IRWD      Ironwood
 JNPR      Juniper Room
 KITCH      Kitchen
 KINO      Kino Room
 LAP      Lapidary

 LNGE      Lounge
 MSQT      Mesquite Room
 OCOT      Ocotillo Room
 PARK      Parking Lot
 PICKL      Pickleball Court
 POOL      Pool
 PVR      Palo Verde Room
 REC      Recreation Room
 RM1      Room 1
 RM2      Room 2
 RMA      Room A
 RMB      Room B
 RMC      Room C
 SAG      Saguaro Room
 SCPT      Sculpture Room
 STU      Studio
 TC      Tennis Courts
 WHL      Wheel Room

MAJOR CENTERS 
 1 West Center (WC)

1111 GVR Dr.
Box	Office:	(520)	625-0288 

  2 East Center (EC) 
7 S. Abrego Dr. 

  3 Las Campanas (LC)
565	W.	Belltower	Dr. 

  4 Desert Hills (DH) 
2980	S.	Camino	Del	Sol	

 5 Canoa Hills (CH)
3660	S.	Camino	Del	Sol 

  6 Santa Rita Springs (SRS) 
921 W. Via Rio Fuerte 

 7 Canoa Ranch (CR)
5750	S.	Turquoise	Mountain	Dr.	

SATELLITE CENTERS
 8 Abrego South (ABS)

1655	S.	Abrego	Dr.
    9 Continental Vistas (CV) 

906	W.	Camino	Guarina
10 Madera Vista (MV) 

440	S.	Camino	Del	Portillo
 11 Casa Paloma I (CPI) 

400	W.	Circulo	Del	Paladin
 12 Casa Paloma II (CPII) 

330	N.	Calle	de	las	Banderolas
 13 Abrego North (ABN) 

1601	N.	Abrego	Dr.
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Registration begins Monday, December 46

ARTS & CRAFTS 10
Ceramics 10

Ceramics, Beginning 10

Clay & Sculpture 10
Ceramics, Beginning 10

Fun With Sculpture 10
Glazing From a Painter’s Perspective 10

Handbuilding - From Start to Finish 10
Introduction to the Clay Studio 10
Storyteller - Ethnic or Personal 11

Wheel 101 11
Wild Animal Sculpture 11

Flower Arranging 11
Flowers for Fun I 11

Flowers for Fun II 11
Flowers for Fun III 11
Flowers for Fun IV 12

Jewelry 12
16 Strand Kumihimo Braided Necklace 12

Amulet Beaded Purse 12
Bling Bracelet 12

Bead Series: Creative Bead Workshop 12
Bead Series: Techniques in Beadstringing 12

Bead Series: Wire Working with Beads 12
Dutch Spiral Bracelet and Earrings 13

Peyote with a Twist Bracelet 13
Twists & Spirals Kumihimo Braided Necklace 13

Lapidary & Silversmith 13
Basic Chain Making 13

Basic Wire Wrap Jewelry Class 13
Cabochon Bundle Wrap Class 14

Dichroic Jewelry 14
Intro to Lapidary, Silversmith, & Jewelry Making 14

Intro to Precious Metal Clay (PMC) 14
Kumihimo Beginner 14

Lapidary Class 14
Metal Forming: Introduction 15

Silversmithing 15
Three Easy Rings (Metal Forming) 15

PAINTING & DRAWING 15
Acrylic Portrait Experimentation (SRAL) 15

Art of the Travel Journal 15
Beginning Zentangle® 16

Birds & Beasts - Acrylic Experimentation (SRAL) 16
Calligraphy an Art Form 16

Creating Form with Light and Shadow in Pencil 16
Drawing - Studio 16

 Drawing for Fun 16

Drawing for Fun - Advanced 16
Easy Painting Party 17

From Photo to Finish in Watercolors 17
Intermediate Watercolor I 17

Intermediate Watercolor II 17
Oil Painting for Fun 17

Oil Painting with Maximum Color Impact 17
Pen and Ink With Watercolor 17

Plein Air Inside and Out (SRAL) 18
Solving the Puzzle of Portraiture (SRAL) 18

Southwest Acrylic Painting 18
Taking Command of Color 18

Tantalizing Textures in Watercolor 18
The Wonder of Wax Painting 18

Traditional Techniques of Chinese Brush Painting 19
Watercolor Workshop 19

Watercolor: Wet ‘n Wild 19
Zentangle® The Adventure Continues 19

Specialties 19
Advanced Basket Weaving 1 19
Advanced Basket Weaving 2 19

Basket Weaving - Gourd 19
Burlap Wreath 20

Cards for all Occasions 20
Creative Cards with Carol 1 20
Creative Cards with Carol 2 20
Creative Cards with Carol 3 20

Fun Chimes 20
Glass Fusing for Beginners 20

Gourd Art Fundamentals 21
Intermediate Glass Fusing 21

Introduction to SoulCollage® 21
Mosaic Design on Flat or Rounded Surface 21

Needle Felting - Felted Angel 21
Painted Wine Glasses 21

Valentine Card Making 22
Wet Felting 22

Textiles 22
Binding Techniques for Quilted Projects 22

Multiple Borders - A Technique Class 22
Panel Magic 22

Sculptured Fabric Art 22
Sushi Sewing 22

Woven Tablerunner 22

CARDS & GAMES 23
Basic Texas Hold ‘Em 23

Beginning Bridge 23
Beginning Mah Jongg - National 23

Bridge II 23

COURSE DIRECTORY
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Bridge III 23
Chess - Beginning 23

Chess - Intermediate 23
Chess Tactics for the Advanced Player 23

Improve Your Chess Pattern Recognition 24
Opening 2 Clubs - Slam Bidding 24

Pocket Billiard Games for Fun & Improvement 24

DANCE & MUSIC 24
Dance 24

Advanced - Beginner Single Step Swing 24
Argentine Tango - Beginning/Intermediate 24
Ballroom, Latin, Swing, Country and More! 24
Beginning Country Two-Step and Ten Step 24

Beginning Single Step Swing 25
Beginning Tap 25

Clogging - Beginning 25
Clogging - Intermediate 25

Country Two-Step Part II 25
International Folk Dance 25

Line Dance I 25
Line Dance II 25

Modern Square Basic Class for New Dancers 26
Nightclub Line Dancing 26

Tap Technique - Advanced/Intermediate 26

Music 26
Bathtub Singers Level I 26

Bathtub Singers Level II 26
How to Play Guitar by Ear 26
How to Play Piano by Ear 26

Instant Guitar for Hopelessly Busy People 27
Instant Piano for Hopelessly Busy People 27

HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS  27
Aquatic 27

Healing Water Aquatic Exercise 27
Try Scuba Experience 27

Smooth Swimming 27
Snorkeling Class 27

Fitness 28
20/20/20 28

Belly Dance Style Workout 28
Easiest, Safest, and Most Effective Home Exercise Program 28

Exercise - Fun and Fitness 28
No If’s, Abs, or Butts 28

Step Intervals Plus - Intermediate 29
Step/Floor Aerobics - Beginning 29

Strength and Flexibility with Lucy 29
Stretch for Gals 29

Stretch for Guys 29

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Experienced 29
Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Principle 30

Tai Chi and Qigong, Green Valley Style 30
 Tai Chi and Qigong, Green Valley Style (2 Hour Workshop) 30

Health 30
Brain Aerobics 30

Crystals for Health 30
Essential Oils for Health and Wellness 30

Full Wave® Breath for Better Health 31
Joint and Gland Exercises 31

Learn Relaxation - Meditation in One Day! 31
Meditation for Everyone 31

Put Your Feet First! 31
Releasing Stress Naturally  (TRE) 31

Pilates 32
Balance and Posture 32

Pilates - Intermediate 32
Pilates 101 32

Pilates for Healthy Back and Joints 32
Pilates Mat 32

Sports 32
 Develop a Consistent Tennis Serve and Simple Return 32

Improve Your Tennis - 3 Day Workshop 33
Pickleball 101 (Introduction) 33

Pickleball 201 33
Pickleball 202 33

Yoga 33
Chair Yoga with Yoga Saguaro 33

Deepening Your Practice Part I 34
Deepening Your Practice Part II 34

Energy Medicine Yoga 34
EZ Does It Yoga - A Gentle Practice 34

Flow Vinyasa for Ladies 34
Guided Rest Meditation 35

Hatha Yoga Saguaro - Level I/II 35
Hatha Yoga Saguaro for Back Care 35

Soft Stretch Yin Yoga 35

Stand Stable & Secure  35

Yoga - Level I/II 36

Yoga Beyond Beginners 36

Yoga for Beginners 36

Yoga for Athletes and Seated Warriors 36

Yoga to Improve Your Golf Game 37

Yogalates 37

Zumba 37
Zumba Basic 37

Zumba® Gold with Toning 37

COURSE DIRECTORY
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LANGUAGE ARTS & WRITING 37
French 37

French - Beginner Conversation III 37

French - Intermediate I 37

French - Intermediate II 38

French - Intermediate III 38

French Advanced Conversation 38

German 38
German I 38

German II 38

German III 38

Spanish 38
Casa del Estudiante 38

Spanish - Advanced I 38

Spanish - Advanced II 39

Spanish - Advanced III 39

Spanish - Basics 39

Spanish - Elementary I 39

Spanish - Elementary II 39

Spanish - Elementary III 39

Spanish - Elementary IV 39

Spanish - Elementary V 39

Spanish - Intermediate I 39

Spanish - Intermediate II 40

Spanish - Intermediate III 40

Spanish - Intermediate IV 40

Vámonos! 40

Writing 40
Creating an Illustrated Journal 40

Write Your Life 40

Your Story Matters 40

NATURE & GARDENING 41
Plants 41

Caring for Your Desert Landscaping 41

Creating a Butterfly Garden 41

Landscaping with Desert Natives 41

Planting a Hummingbird Garden 41

Sky Island & Sonoran Desert Wildflowers 41

Successful Cactus and Succulent Gardens 41

Vegetable Gardening in Containers 41

Travel 42
A Naturalist’s Tour of our Sky Islands Part I 42

A Naturalist’s Tour of Our Sky Islands II 42

Arizona’s Colorado Plateau 42

Ecology of the Grand Canyon - North Rim 42

Ecology of the Grand Canyon - South Rim 42

Lakes of Southeast Arizona 43

Madera Canyon - Santa Rita Mountains Biodiversity 43

Memorable Canyons of Southern Arizona I 43

Memorable Canyons of Southern Arizona II 43

Sea of Cortez - An Ocean of Treasures 43

Sonoita Creek State Natural Area 43

The Chiricahua Mountains: Sky Islands Kingdom 44

The Magnificent Mogollon Rim 44

The White Mountains of Arizona 44

Wild New Mexico!  44

Wildlife & Wilderness 44
Aquatic Arizona Biodiversity  44

 Arizona Butterflies Part 1: Swallowtails, Oranges & Sulphurs 44

Arizona Butterflies Part 2: Coppers, Hairstreaks & Blues 45

Arizona Butterflies Part 3: Brush-foots 45

Arizona Butterflies Part 4: Skippers 45

Arizona’s Amphibians 45

Basic Desert Wilderness Survival Skills 45

Basic Naturalist Training 45

Beyond the Field Guide: Flycatchers 45

Beyond the Field Guide: Owls  46

Beyond the Field Guide: Sparrows  46

Birdwatching - Hands On! 46

Lizards, Lizards, Lizards 46

Mammals of Arizona 46

Sensational Serpents 46

Sky Islands Invertebrates - Diminutive Dazzlers! 47

Sky Islands Jaguars & Ocelots - Shadow Cats! 47

Sky Islands Monsoon Madness 47

Terrific Turtles and Tortoises  47

Thorns, Stingers, and Fangs - Welcome to AZ! 47

Wildlife Tracking in Arizona & Beyond! 47

Zoology: A Look at the Animal Kingdom 48

SPECIAL INTEREST 48
Food & Beverage 48

 The Art of Planning and Hosting the Perfect Tea Party 48

Northwest Wines 48

Vegetarian Cooking 48

Vintage Wines 48

Wine and Women 48

COURSE DIRECTORY
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Wine Appreciation I 48

General 49
AARP Smart Driver Course 49

Advanced Card Magic 49

Astronomy - Where are the Bright Stars and Planets? 49

AngelSpeake® Advanced Techniques 49

AngelSpeake® Workshop 49

Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End 49

Beginning Magic 49

Chakra Balancing 50

Civil Discourse - Mind Expansion 50

Climate Change in Arizona & Beyond: Survival Guide 50

Change Your Look, Chalk Paint Your Furniture 50

Color Your World 50

Declutter Your World 50

Decorate Your World (Beginning) 50

Decorate Your World (Intermediate) 51

Designing Custom Draperies (Beginning) 51

Designing Custom Draperies (Intermediate) 51

Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) for Weight Loss 51

 From Drab to Glam: Makeup Tips and Techniques for Women 51

How to Organize and Preserve Your Family History  51

Intuition 51

 Makeup Party: Learn and Practice Makeup Techniques 52

Matinee Movies 52

Modern & Urban Survival It’s not if, but when! 52

Peace, , Contentment, Joy: They’re Yours for the Thinking 52

Shakespeare I: A Winter’s Tale/As You Like It 52

Shakespeare II: Romeo and Juliet/Antony and Cleopatra 52

Shakespeare III: Othello/Cymbeline 53

Shakespeare IV: King Lear 53

Songs for Political Action 53

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table 53

 The Bible for  Atheists 8: The Role of Women in the Bible 53

The Paradox of Choice: Why More is Less 53

 Truth, Facts, Knowledge & Belief—From Bible to Body Politic 53

Technology 54
Cut the Cord on Cable/Satellite TV Costs 54

Google: Beyond the Search Box 54

iPad I - Beginner 54

iPad II - Intermediate 54

iPad III - Apps 54

 Meet Alexa (Amazon Echo) & Google’s Assistant (Google Home) 54

Phone and TV Technology 55

TRIPS & TOURS 55
Day Trips 55

Casa Grande Ruins and Queen Creek  55

Olive Mill Tour 55

Sandhill Cranes and Amerind Foundation Tour 55

Canyon Lake Boat Tour on the Apache Trail 55

Tucson Rodeo and Parade 55

 All About Frank Tour - Arizona Heritage Center and Taliesin West 55

Barleen’s Arizona Opry Show 55

Twilight Dinner Cruise on Canyon Lake 56

Overnight Trips 57
Rocky Point, Mexico 57

Lectures 57

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 58
Tour Refunds 59

Withdrawals & Refunds 59
Non-Member Registrations 59

Drop-in Policy 59
Registration Form 60

Professional Services 61
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CERAMICS
Ceramics, Beginning 
This course is a prerequisite for joining the Ceramics Club. 
Students will learn how to prepare green ware and bisque, 
apply undercoats and glazes and other techniques. Students 
will complete 3 projects, included in the material fee, to take 
home. $30 material fee payable to the Ceramics Club of GVR 
the first day of class. Students must be able to attend all 6 
classes. Bring apron to protect clothing. 
Instructor: Carol Dance/Jane Groendyk
Fee: Member $40   Classes: 6
CR# DATES        DAY       TIME LOCATION
37971    1/15-31       M,W     8:30-11:30AM    DH-CER 
37972    2/19-3/7     M,W     8:30-11:30AM    DH-CER
37929    3/13-29      Tu,Th             5-8PM    DH-CER

CLAY & SCULPTURE
ABCs of Glazing
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
Students will learn the many methods of applying glazes, 
under-glazes and oxides with brush technique, sponging, 
pouring and more. They will be taught how to mix, blend 
an overlap high fire glazes and gain the knowledge of how 
different clays, structure, and textures affect glaze outcome. 
Discover how to enhance your projects with decals, sgraffito, 
and Mishima and gain a new perspective with the different 
exteriors applied to sculpture projects. Experience all the clay 
studio has to offer while learning how to make your projects 
unique.  Material fee of $10 payable to instructor at class.  
Instructors: Cyndee Remington, Sue Peetoom, Marilynn 
Serra, Virginia Friend 
Fee: Member $60 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY      TIME LOCATION
38779      2/2-23        F 12-4PM              SRS-HAND
38780      4/6-27        F 12-4PM              SRS-HAND

Fun With Sculpture
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
Students in this class will have two instructors who will 
guide them in creating a sculpture of their choice. SUPPLIES 
NEEDED: Basic clay tools and 25 lb. bag of Los Altos Clay. All 
clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. Many tools will be 
available on loan.
Instructors: Nancy Schultz and Elenie Eliasen 
Fee: Member $60 Classes: 5
CR# DATES      DAY      TIME LOCATION
38782     1/10-2/7     W    9AM-12:30PM SRS-SCPT
38783 2/14-3/14   W    9AM-12:30PM SRS-SCPT

Glazing From a Painter’s Perspective
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
So you have mastered a few basic glaze combinations and 
you’re itching to do some experimenting, yet somehow most 
combinations you try fail to satisfy you. This class aims to 
give you the tools to improve your odds. Understanding 
glaze properties, basic color theory and methodical testing 
can go a long way toward getting you the results you’re after. 
There is a $10 material fee to be paid to the instructor at 
the beginning of the first class. SUPPLIES NEEDED: 2 or 3 
bisqued items for the second class, glaze experimentation, 
also glazing brushes.
Instructor: Layne Johnson 
Fee: Member $45 Classes: 3
CR# DATES           DAY      TIME LOCATION
38791  1/27-2/10        Sa       9AM-12PM                 SRS-HAND 
38792   3/10-24            Sa          12-3PM SRS-HAND

Handbuilding - From Start to Finish
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
As a follow-up to the Introduction to the Clay Studio, 
two instructors will assist you in learning techniques for 
fun with hand building beyond the basics. The session 
projects: Day 1 create free-form items such as vases, pots 
or trays; Day 2 create an object using a slump mold; Day 3 
will be a project of the student’s choice, and Day 4 we will 
concentrate on glazing the projects completed in the first 
3 sessions. There will be homework between each session. 
SUPPLIES NEEDED: Basic clay tools and a 25lb of clay that 
includes grog. All clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. 
Other tools are available for purchase or loan at the studio. 
Instructor: Sue Peetoom, Marilynn Serra 
Fee: Member $60 Classes:  4
CR# DATES          DAY      TIME LOCATION
38784      1/9-30             Tu           12-4PM SRS-HAND
39158      3/6-27             Tu           12-4PM SRS-HAND

Introduction to the Clay Studio
This class is required for Clay Studio membership. PLEASE 
NOTE: You must attend all four classes in order to join 
the Clay Studio. Learn the properties of clay and create 
several projects—from raw clay to a finished, glazed item. 
The amazing world of hand building, wheel throwing, and 
sculpture with clay will be opened to you. Proper use of 
studio equipment and safety issues will also be taught. Be 
prepared for an energetic and fun-filled experience. The $10 
supply and firing fee is payable to the instructor the first day 
of class. Tools and clay are provided for use during the class 
periods. Bring an apron or wear old clothing.
Instructors: Jane Ercolani, Russ Nichols 
Fee: Member $50 Classes: 4
CR# DATES             DAY           TIME LOCATION
38788       1/8-29 M 12-4PM SRS-HAND
38785       2/5-26 M 12-4PM SRS-HAND 
38786       3/5-26 M 12-4PM SRS-HAND
38787       4/2-23 M 12-4PM SRS-HAND

ARTS & CRAFTS
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Storyteller - Ethnic or Personal
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
Build a storyteller to celebrate your origins and ancestors 
or an activity you loved doing with your parents or 
grandparents. SUPPLIES NEEDED: 1 bag SB Red or 1 bag of 
Speckled Buff clay (must be purchased at the Clay Studio), 
basic clay tools plus a round loop tool #7205, and a feather 
texture brush #7003. Recommended tools are available in 
the Studio. Bring a clear plastic film bag (available for $.25) 
and the front or back of an old t-shirt to keep your creation 
moist. IMPORTANT: Prior to first class, have a bisque shard 
with handles finished and fired so you can start building your 
piece on it. Make your shard at least ¼’ thick and about 8-9’ 
round or square shape. 
Instructor:  Donna Herrera 
Fee: Member $60 Classes: 4
CR#  DATES      DAY               TIME                LOCATION
38781       3/7-28 W 9AM-12PM        SRS-HAND

Wheel 101
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
An introduction or reintroduction to the fundamental 
techniques necessary to center a piece of clay and create 
basic forms on the potter’s wheel. After you are comfortable 
with forming a cylinder, we will explore several fun projects, 
such as: bowls, a wide-bottom pot and plates. SUPPLIES 
NEEDED: Speckled Buff clay, cutoff wire, wood and rubber 
rib, needle tool, small sponge and a wood modeling tool. 
Material fee of $10 payable to Clay Studio. Supplies can be 
purchased at the Clay Studio. All clay must be purchased at 
the Clay Studio.
Instructor: Virginia Friend 
Fee: Member $65 Classes: 4
CR# DATES       DAY             TIME LOCATION
38789      1/9-30 Tu 12-4PM             SRS-WHEEL
38790      3/1-22 Th 12-4PM             SRS-WHEEL 

Wild Animal Sculpture
Prerequisite: Must be a member of the Clay Studio of GVR. 
Students will have two instructors who will guide them in 
creating a realistic animal sculpture. SUPPLIES NEEDED: 25 
lb. bag of Los Altos or Red Stone clay and basic clay tools. All 
clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. Bring your own 
reference picture of a wild animal. 
Instructors: Gary Ballew and Janice Walker 
Fee: Member $55 Classes:  4
CR# DATES       DAY            TIME LOCATION
38598     2/1-22 Th      9AM-12:30PM SRS-SCPT

FLOWER ARRANGING 
Flowers for Fun I
What to do with the flowers you buy or grow in your garden? 
All design styles are covered from vases to high style. 
Each week you will take home a professionally designed 
arrangement. You also will learn care, handling, and the 
names of different flowers and foliage along with basic 
design techniques. You are guaranteed a fun time with each 
class. Week 1: Vasing flowers in bud and large vases. Week 
2: One sided arrangement. Week 3: Vegetative (looks like a 
growing garden). A material fee of $45 (3 arrangements) for 
container, fresh flowers, and foliage will be paid to instructor 
at class. BRING a sharp thin-bladed paring knife. 
Instructor: Carol Pfister 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38304       2/16-3/2 F 1-4PM  DH-ART
38305      4/27-5/11 F  9AM-12PM  DH-ART

Flowers for Fun II
Each week you will take home a professionally designed 
floral arrangement. You will also learn care, handling, and 
the names of different flowers and foliage along with basic 
design techniques.  You are guaranteed a fun time with each 
class. Week 1: Round Centerpiece. Week 2: Long and Low 
Centerpiece. Week 3: High Style with Tropical Flowers. A 
material fee of $45 (3 arrangements) for container, fresh 
flowers and foliage will be paid to instructor at class. BRING 
a sharp, thin-bladed paring knife. 
Instructor: Carol Pfister 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38306         3/8-22 Th       1-4PM  DH-ART

Flowers for Fun III
Prerequisite: Flower Arranging for Fun I or II. What do you 
with all the flowers you buy or grow in your garden? All 
design styles are covered from vases to high style. Each 
week you will take home a professionally designed floral 
arrangement. You will also learn care, handling and the 
names of different flowers and foliage along with basic 
design techniques. You are guaranteed a fun time with each 
class. Week 1: Topiary. Week 2: Long and Low Centerpiece 
with Candle. Week 3: Party Centerpiece. A material fee 
of $45 (3 arrangements) for containers, fresh flowers and 
foliage will be paid to instructor at class. BRING a sharp, thin-
bladed paring knife. 
Instructor: Carol Pfister 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38307         4/6-20 F       1-4PM  DH-ART

ARTS & CRAFTS
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Flowers for Fun IV
Prerequisite: Flower Arranging for Fun I or II. We will make a 
corsage and boutonniere during the first week, an ‘L’ shaped 
arrangement week two, and week three a southwestern 
surprise. A material fee of $45 (3 arrangements) for 
containers, fresh flowers, and foliage payable to instructor at 
class. BRING a sharp, thin-bladed paring knife.
Instructor: Carol Pfister 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38291    1/19-2/2 F      1-4PM  DH-ART

JEWELRY
16 Strand Kumihimo Braided Necklace
Learn three different patterns of Kumihimo 16-strand braids 
and how to combine them into one necklace. It’s easier than 
you may think! Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY 
LIST is provided at the time of registration. 
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 2
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38418    2/20-27 Tu      1-5PM CP2-REC
38767     4/3-10 Tu      1-5PM CP2-REC

Amulet Beaded Purse
Learn to make a beaded amulet purse that can be used 
as a necklace or a shoulder bag. A fun project to make for 
yourself or give as a gift. We will use primarily right angle 
weave. Beading experience helpful. Homework expected 
between sessions. A $40 material fee is payable to instructor 
at 1st class. Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST 
is provided at the time of registration. 
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes:  3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38773         1/4-18 Th                  1-5PM CP1-REC 
38416         3/1-15 Th 10AM-2PM MV-REC

Bling Bracelet
Make a bracelet using a glass cabochon and findings with 
wire. Complete a beautiful finished bracelet within the 
allotted class time. Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A 
SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time of registration. A $35 
material fee is payable to the instructor. 
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38771        1/25  Th       1-5PM CP1-REC 
38419        3/13  Tu       1-5PM CP2-REC

Bead Series: Creative Bead Workshop
This is the third class in the series: Techniques in 
Beadstringing, Wire Working with Beads, and Creative Bead 
Workshop. Use the knowledge you gained in the basic and 
wire wrapping courses to work on and complete your more 
difficult projects with instructor assistance. Call instructor 
PRIOR TO CLASS for more information and a supply list: 
323-7978. Supply list depends on desired projects. Bring
a lunch. It is recommended, but not required, to take the 
Beadworking classes in sequence. 
Instructor: Shannon Haggerty
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                TIME              LOCATION
38214        2/27  Tu 10AM-2PM  MV-REC
38215          3/20  Tu 10AM-2PM  MV-REC

Bead Series: Techniques in Beadstringing
This is the first in a series of three classes: Techniques in 
Beadstringing, Wire Working with Beads, and Creative 
Bead Workshop. Learn to knot between beads, simple 
stringing, and multi-strands. Learn when to use silk or nylon 
threads, wire or chain—depending on the type of beads. 
Learn to make durable, long-lasting, and marketable jewelry. 
Members should take the Beadworking classes in sequence 
to be able to create a variety of beautiful jewelry. You do 
not complete anything in this class, rather gain knowledge 
to complete projects on your own. Bring a lunch or snack, 
box lid or bead board, and notepad. Call instructor with 
questions 323-7978 or 982-2596. 
Instructor: Shannon Haggerty
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38210           2/13  Tu 10AM-2PM MV-REC
38211         3/6  Tu 10AM-2PM MV-REC

Bead Series: Wire Working with Beads
This is the second class in the bead series: Techniques in 
Beadstringing, Wire Working with Beads, and Creative 
Bead Workshop. Learn the art of wire wrapping with beads 
to create earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and anklets. Create 
your own clasps, rosaries, eye glass chains and much more 
(this is not a stone-wrapping class). We recommend taking 
the Beadworking classes in sequence. Bring a lunch, box 
lid or bead board, and note pad. Call instructor PRIOR TO 
CLASS for more information and a supply list (520) 982-2596. 
Instructor: Shannon Haggerty 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38212         2/20 Tu 10AM-2PM MV-REC
38213           3/13  Tu 10AM-2PM MV-REC

ARTS & CRAFTS
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Dutch Spiral Bracelet and Earrings
Learn to make a Dutch spiral bracelet and earrings using 
bugle beads. Bead weaving experience helpful. Call (515) 
276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time 
of registration.
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38770          1/23  Tu       1-5PM  CP1-REC
38414           3/6  Tu       1-5PM  CP1-REC

Peyote with a Twist Bracelet
A fun and comfortable bracelet made with peyote tubes and 
six beaded strands twisted into a braid. Beading experience 
helpful. Material fee of $35 payable to instructor. Call (515) 
276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time 
of registration. 
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 2
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38413         1/9-16 Tu      1-5PM MV-REC
38768         2/8-15 Th 10AM-2PM LC-CTWD

Twists & Spirals Kumihimo Braided Necklace
A Kumihimo challenge creating twists and spirals into a braid 
consisting of Round 16 braids and splitting a Round 16 into 
two Round 8 braids. Experience with Kumihimo necessary. 
Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided 
at the time of registration. 
Instructor: Annette Krauth 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38417       1/30  Tu      1-5PM CP2-REC
38769       2/22  Th      1-5PM CP1-REC

LAPIDARY & SILVERSMITH
Basic Chain Making
’Chainmail’ - typically armor or jewelry made by connecting 
metal rings to one another. Students will make jewelry (no 
armor) by joining base metal wire rings (jumo rings) to one 
another. Students will learn the basics of wires, including gauge, 
hardness and shapes of wires typically used in chainmail. For a 
supply charge of $35, each student will be provided with basic 
chainmaking tools and supplies (jump rings) to make two copper 
bracelets—each of a different pattern and hook & eye clasps 
for each. Instructor explains and demonstrates the process 
of wrapping and cutting the wire into ‘jump rings.’ Students 
will have the opportunity to purchase materials (sterling 
silver rings) for one or both patterns (fees for these materials 
dependent upon the price of silver and will be announced at the 
first session.) NOTE: This class requires working with pliers and 
can be difficult for arthritic hands. Come and learn from some of 
our dedicated chainmail experts. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee Member: $45 Classes: 2
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38019     1/22-24          M,W 10AM-12PM EC-STU
38020     2/12-14          M,W 10AM-12PM EC-STU
38021          3/5-7              M,W 10AM-12PM EC-STU
38022    4/16-18           M,W   9AM-12PM EC-STU

Basic Wire Wrap Jewelry Class
Please note this class is a prerequisite for more advanced Wire 
Wrapping classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. You’ll 
learn basic wire wrapping techniques including decorative 
and functional uses of wire spirals as well as “loop and loop” 
connections to make bails or bead chains. You’ll complete 
three projects in this hands-on class, learning from our 
experienced wire wrap team how to wrap pendants and 
earrings. We’ll also discuss gauges and types of wire, tools, 
and sources for supplies. Bring any jewelry-making tools 
(pliers, flush cutter, etc.) you may have plus a ruler and fine 
tip Sharpie. Tools will be available for purchase. Please note 
that this class may be challenging for those with arthritic 
hands. Material fee is $20 payable at class. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38047        1/12  F 9AM-12PM EC-STU  
38048        2/15 Th 9AM-12PM EC-STU
38049        3/13 Tu 9AM-12PM EC-STU 
38050        4/19 Th 9AM-12PM EC-STU
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Cabochon Bundle Wrap Class
In this class, we will use square and half round wire to create 
a mounting to display a cabochon so you can wear it as a 
pendant. If you’d like, you may bring your own cabochon 
(approximate size of 1.5 inches by 1.25 inches) and bring 
home the class provided cabochon. Bring your jewelry-
making tools (pliers, flush cutter, etc.) plus a ruler and a fine 
tip sharpie. Tools will be available for purchase. NOTE: This 
class requires working with pliers and can be difficult for 
arthritic hands. Prerequisite: You must have completed the 
GVR Basic Wire Wrap class or the equivalent. Material fee of 
$20 is payable to instructor. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38051        1/18  Th       1-4PM EC-STU  
38052        2/22  Th       1-4PM EC-STU  
38312        3/29  Th       1-4PM EC-STU 
38313        4/26  Th       1-4PM EC-STU 

Dichroic Jewelry
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced 
Dichroic Jewelry classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. 
Students will assemble 3 pieces of fusible glass and dichroic 
glass. These pieces may be used for pendants, earrings, 
etc. This class will give a basic knowledge of glass fusion as 
well as dichroic glass capabilities. No prior experience is 
necessary. No tools needed. This is a two day (separated) 
class. The class includes cutting, design, fusing and finishing. 
The material charge of $30 which includes glass, bails, etc. is 
to be paid at the first class. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $40 Classes: 2
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38023     1/15-18          M,Th        9:30AM-12PM   EC-STU
38024     2 19-22           M,Th        9:30AM-12PM   EC-STU
38025     3/12-15          M,Th        9:30AM-12PM   EC-STU
38026      4/9-12            M,Th        9:30AM-12PM   EC-STU

Introduction to Lapidary, Silversmith, & 
Jewelry Making
Come experience a visual introduction to the wonderful 
world of Lapidary, Silversmithing and jewelry making. Using 
multi-media presentations and demonstrations, you will 
be exposed to silversmith, Dichroic glass, wire wrapping, 
chain making, metal forming, Kumihimo, Lapidary, silver 
PMC clay and much, much more. No matter what your skill 
level or dexterity, there is a creative area for you to explore! 
Participants will be entered in a jewelry raffle and coupons 
towards classes will be offered. 
Instructed by GVR Lapidary Club. 
Fee: Member  $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38016        1/24  W 9AM-12PM LC-CTWD

ARTS & CRAFTS
Intro to Precious Metal Clay (PMC)
Please note this class is a prerequisite to more advanced (PMC) 
classes offered by GVR Lapidary Club. The student is given 
knowledge in the use of the PMC which is fine silver to form 
a piece of jewelry. It will be kiln fired and finished in class. A 
pendant embellished with a dichroic glass cabochon will be 
the finished project. Basic tools for completing any project 
will be provided with the material fee of $95 (depending on 
silver prices).
 Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member  $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38038        1/19  F 12:30-5PM EC-STU 
38039        3/16  F 12:30-5PM EC-STU

Kumihimo Beginner
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced 
Kumihimo classes covered by the GVR Lapidary Club. Kumihimo 
is the ancient Japanese braiding technique to create a 
cording with many designs and colors. This braid can be used 
as belts, handles, decorative accents, jewelry and so much 
more. The thickness of the braid varies depending on the 
textile used. This class will teach you the basic concept of 
Kumihimo and the technique for a basic round braid known 
as kongo gumi. There are many different styles of braids to 
expand upon after you learn the basics. Bring paper, pen and 
scissors. All materials needed will be supplied. Additional 
supplies available for purchase. $25 material fee payable at 
the start of class. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38027           1/13  Sa     12-4PM DH-ART
38309           2/24  Sa     12-4PM  DH-ART
38310           3/24  Sa     12-4PM  DH-ART

Lapidary Class
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced 
Lapidary classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. Learn to 
cut, grind and polish quality stones. Learn to prepare the 
gem cabochon to set in jewelry. Class participation requires 
standing and walking to use the various equipment. Materials 
charge (rough gemstones) is $35 payable at the first class.
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $45 Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38028       1/2-4              Tu-Th      3-5PM WC-LAP
38029      1/8-10            M-W        3-5PM WC-LAP
38030    1/15-17           M-W  3-5PM WC-LAP
38031       2/5-7              M-W  3-5PM WC-LAP
38032    2/12-14           M-W  3-5PM WC-LAP
38033       3/5-7              M-W  3-5PM WC-LAP
38034    3/12-14           M-W  3-5PM WC-LAP
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Metal Forming: Introduction
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced 
Metal Forming classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. This 
introductory class includes safety, metals, tools and their 
care, and techniques used in metal forming/smithing. Learn 
about disc cutting, dapping blocks, punches, mandrels, 
stamps, hammers and mallets, hydraulic press, corrugation 
and other metal forming tools. The Acetylene/air torch will 
be used to anneal/soften sheet metal before forming. You 
will see many examples of copper, brass and silver jewelry 
designed by GVR Lapidary Club members. There will be a 
hands-on activity to make a textured copper pendant and 
earrings. Wear closed-toe shoes and long pants. Bring small 
jewelry pliers and a Sharpie pen if you have them. Material 
fee of $20 payable to instructor. 
Instructed by GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38035        1/20  Sa 1-4:30PM DH-LAP
38036        2/10  Sa 1-4:30PM DH-LAP
38037        3/10  Sa 1-4:30PM DH-LAP

Silversmithing
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced 
Silversmithing classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. 
Students will be introduced to the basic elements of 
Silversmithing and the steps to successful, productive 
soldering including torch control, choosing the correct 
solder, and fitting a solder joint. There will be a short lecture, 
a demo, and then you will practice the techniques-taking the 
components of the project and assembling them to form a 
finished piece. You will learn the methods of cutting, sawing, 
cleaning, and polishing your piece of jewelry. All tools and 
materials are furnished. Wear old clothes, closed-toed shoes, 
and tie long hair back. Please indicate any special physical 
needs when registering. Because of the open flames used, 
oxygen tanks cannot be allowed. The material fee of $75 will 
be collected the first day of class. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee Member $60 Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38041       1/3-5               W-F       2-5PM EC-STU 
38042     1/24-26           W-F 2-5PM EC-STU 
38043        2/14-16           W-F 2-5PM EC-STU 
38044    2/28-3/2          W-F 2-5PM EC-STU 
38045        3/21-23           W-F 2-5PM EC-STU 
38046          4/4-6               W-F 2-5PM EC-STU 

Three Easy Rings (Metal Forming)
Prerequisite: GVR Intro to Metal Forming (in last two years) 
or equivalent experience AND approval of instructor 
(contact instructor via www.gvlclub.org and email us using 
Contact Us on the menu bar. Learn to safely use Lapidary 
Club jewelry studio equipment including acetylene torch, 
jeweler’s saw, and metal forming tools. You will learn to size 
and make up to three styles of rings in sheet metal and heavy 
wire. Copper and sterling silver provided, no need to bring 
tools, but please bring a lunch. Please wear close-toed shoes 
and long pants. Material fee of $15 payable to instructor. 
Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club 
Fee: Member $25 Classes:1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38887        1/27  Sa 10AM-12PM DH-RMA

PAINTING & DRAWING
Acrylic Portrait Experimentation (SRAL)
We will focus on all things acrylic. This class is for beginner 
to advanced students who are interested in exploring mixed 
media acrylic techniques with a portraiture focus. Together, 
we’ll explore many different acrylic mediums and their potential 
applications to add interest to your acrylic portrait work. We 
will learn several traditional and non-traditional ways to use 
acrylic & acrylic painting mediums. Our primary focus will be on 
the portrait, learning to better understand and communicate 
the features of the face form 3-D to a 2-D platform. We will 
learn to incorporate pattern, design using stencil, find our 
own personal ‘scrawl style’ and more! SUPPLY LIST provided 
during registration. Discounted fees for multiple classes with 
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration.
Instructor: Tonja Sell 
Fee: Member $225/Non-member $235 Classes: 2
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38753        3/12-13          M-Tu 9:30AM-3PM SRS-ART

Art of the Travel Journal NEW!
Rather than a photograph, why not accurately sketch those 
things that interest you most like objects, architecture, and 
landscape. Learn principles of drawing on location using 
positive/negative space, shapes, values, relationships, etc., then 
apply new concepts learned while in the field. Students will 
receive lectures, demonstrations, and one-on-one instruction. 
Each day will conclude with a comprehensive critique. All levels 
welcome. Visit www.nicholaswilsonstudio.com.
Instructor: Nicholas Wilson 
Fee: Member $195/Non-member $205 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38739      2/14-3/7 W 11AM-4PM CP2-REC
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Beginning Zentangle®
If you can draw a line, a dot, or a curve, you can create 
Zentangle®. This is an easy-to-learn, relaxing method of 
creating beautiful images from structured patterns. This 
art form is fun, rewarding, and artistically satisfying for all. 
In these introductory sessions, you will learn the basics of 
Zentangle®. You do not need to be an artist to create beautiful 
Zentangle® art. $15 fee paid to instructor at class includes all 
supplies. Susan is a certified Zentangle® instructor.
Instructor: Susan Kmiec
Fee Member $50/Non-member $ Classes: 3
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38227       1/16-30 Tu 9-10:30AM CP1-REC
38228        3/6-20 Tu 9-10:30AM CP1-REC

Birds & Beasts - Acrylic Experimentation 
(SRAL) NEW!
This class is for beginner to advanced students who are 
interested in exploring mixed media acrylic techniques 
with a focus on animals. We will focus on all things acrylic. 
Together, we’ll explore many different acrylic mediums and 
their potential applications, adding interest to your acrylic 
animals and birds. Our primary focus will be on animals. We’ll 
explore how to quickly and gesturally capture the essence 
of our subjects form. We will look at important structural 
elements, including muscles and landmark features that 
are essential to defining the animals we are representing. 
We’ll also explore traditional and non-traditional ways to 
use acrylic & acrylic painting mediums including optional 
collage elements. Discounted fees for multiple classes with 
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration.
Instructor: Tonja Sell 
Fee: Member $225/Non-member $235 Classes: 2
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38805       3/14-15           W-Th         9:30AM-3PM SRS-ART

Calligraphy an Art Form
How is your handwriting? Want your letters to have a little 
more oomph from the envelope? Improve your handwriting 
and learn the ‘beautiful writing’ of the monks and scribes 
from the days of the Enlightenment. Learn the basic italic 
script, the use of the broad edge pen, and the pen strokes 
necessary for many more calligraphic alphabets. Learn the 
basics of designing with words and be exposed to a whole 
new world of art that you can do! $40 material fee covers 
pens, inks, papers, and handouts.
Instructor: Charlie Reppenhagen 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
39136       1/4-25 Th  9AM-12PM CP2-REC
39137         3/1-22 Th 9AM-12PM CP2-REC

Creating Form with Light and Shadow in Pencil
This course is designed to help you see and document how 
light and shadow fall on a variety of objects using graphite 
pencil techniques. Implement the full value range this 
versatile medium is capable of, and create convincing realism 
on paper. Create the illusion of depth, making images ‘pop’ 
right off the page and take on a life of their own. Watch 
instructor demonstrations, and then spend time with a 
variety of interesting exercises with plenty of individualized 
help in a friendly environment. Material fee of $1.50 payable 
to instructor. SUPPLY LIST given at registration. 
Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
 37965     2/14-3/14 W 9AM-12PM EC-ART

Drawing - Studio NEW!
For medium to advanced artists, this studio environment will 
address principles that face us all when creating a serious 
rendering: shapes, form, values, perspective, composition, 
etc. Each student will receive one-on-one attention to his/
her needs while a class critique and discussion will conclude 
each day. Choose your own subject and bring good reference 
photos. Please visit: www.nicholaswilsonstudio.com. 
Instructor: Nicholas Wilson 
Fee: Member $150/Non-member $160 Classes: 3
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38561      1/22-2/5 M 10AM-3PM CP2-REC

Drawing for Fun
Students will learn to put what they see into beautiful 
art. Please bring to class: 90# weight paper, pencils 2-6-8. 
Instructor: Jan Wills 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 4 
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION

1/4-25 Th EC-ART
39193         2/1-22              Th   9-11AM EC-ART
39194         3/1-22              Th   9-11AM EC-ART

Th EC-ART

Drawing for Fun - Advanced
With the basics under our belt, we will explore more detail 
and have an instructor arranged culminating field trip. Please 
bring: 90# weight paper, pencils 2-6-8. 
Instructor: Jan Wills 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 4
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION

1/9-30 Tu 39184                          9-11AM EC-ART 
39185         2/6-27               Tu     9-11AM EC-ART 
39186       3/6-27              Tu     9-11AM EC-ART
39187         4/3-24               Tu     9-11AM EC-ART

39195         4/5-26                  9-11AM 
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Easy Painting Party
In this 3-4 hour fun, no stress class, you will complete your 
own artistic masterpiece in acrylic. All supplies will be 
provided and are included in the course fee. Each class will 
paint a different painting (please see the eBlast for images): 
#1 is Cowboy Sunset, #2 is Butterfly, and #3 is Prickly 
Pear Sunset. Students are encouraged to wear an apron or 
shirt that can get paint on it. Due to the purchase of supplies, 
registration closes 5 days prior to start date. There will also be no 
refunds after that date. 
Instructor: Karen Workman 
Fee: Member $36/Non-member $46 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38216           1/10  W  9AM-1PM LC-IRWD
38217            2/7 W  9AM-1PM LC-IRWD
38218            3/7 W  9AM-1PM LC-IRWD

From Photo to Finish in Watercolors
This course takes you through the full journey from choosing 
the subject and taking the photos to the final stroke of the 
artist’s hand. Learn the challenges and benefits of combining 
photos, principles of composition, tricks to transferring that 
information to your ground, and how to use photographs as 
a tool without being dependent on them. Work through each 
step of the process with examples provided by the artist, 
personal attention and positive feedback. SUPPLY LIST given 
at registration. Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37966      2/14-3/14 W       1-4PM EC-ART 

Intermediate Watercolor I
Learn watercolor painting with Bert Boerema, a practicing artist 
and instructor. Subjects are landscapes-southwest and others. 
Technique is emphasized and instructions are very specific. 
Bert provides a line drawing, then works along with the class 
in painting; guiding step by step. Each class session provides 
opportunity to produce a complete painting. Some experience 
in watercolor is recommended. Visit Bert’s web site, www.
bertboerema.com for samples of his work. SUPPLY LIST given 
at registration or on ‘Classes’ page on Bert’s web site. 
Fee: Member $90/Non-member $100 Classes: 4
CR#  DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38100       1/3-24 W 9AM-12PM DH-ART
38101          1/4-25              Th      1-4PM DH-ART

Intermediate Watercolor II
Continue to learn watercolor painting with Bert Boerema, 
a practicing artist and instructor. The focus continues to 
remain on landscapes with emphasis on technique and specific 
instruction. Bert provides a line drawing, then works along 
with the class in painting, guiding step by step. Each class 
session provides opportunity to produce a complete painting. 
Some experience in watercolor is recommended. Visit www.
bertboerema.com for samples of his work. SUPPLY LIST given 
at registration or on the ‘Classes’ page on Bert’s website.
Instructor: Bert Boerema
Fee: Member $90/Non-member $100 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38102      1/31-2/21 W 9AM-12PM  DH-ART
38103        2/1-22 Th       1-4PM  DH-ART

Oil Painting for Fun
Have fun learning basic art principles. Watch a canvas turn 
into a painting in 4 weeks. Build upon your knowledge, 
allowing you to increase your artistic choices when you paint. 
Bring to class: a 16 in. x 20 in. canvas, basic paints and brushes.
Instructor: Jan Wills 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
39188      1/5-26 F 9AM-12PM EC-ART
39189         2/2-23 F 9AM-12PM EC-ART
39190         3/2-23 F 9AM-12PM EC-ART
39191         4/6-27 F 9AM-12PM EC-ART

Oil Painting with Maximum Color Impact
Oil painting landscape and still life with emphasis on color 
mixing, color temperature and value. An 8 x 10 subject 
photo will be supplied. SUPPLY LIST given at registration. 
Instructor: Beth Ray 
Fee: Member $138/Non-member $148 Classes: 4
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38249         2/5-26 M 9AM-12PM EC-ART

Pen and Ink With Watercolor
Have you ever wished there was a little more punch to your 
pen and ink drawings or wanted some crisp details in your 
watercolors? You can accomplish both when you put these 
two timeless and traditional illustrative mediums together. 
Learn, or get a refresher course of the basic techniques of 
both mediums. Demos, lectures and individual attention are 
all offered in a friendly atmosphere so you can learn some 
of the essential tricks to putting these traditional mediums 
together and make the results really stand out. SUPPLY LIST 
given at registration. 
Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37967       1/10-2/7 W 9AM-12PM EC-ART
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Plein Air Inside and Out (SRAL) NEW!
In this workshop, Walter Porter will focus on teaching some 
of the techniques he learned from years of plein air painting 
that will help you to produce better paintings whether you 
are painting outdoors or in the studio. From concept and 
composition, through the importance of values and color 
temperature, to the final brush strokes, Walter will show 
you how a limited palette can streamline your technique and 
help you to become a better painter. SUPPLY LIST provided 
during registration.
Instructor: Walter Porter
Fee: Member $270/Non-member $280 Classes: 2
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38846        2/21-22          W-Th  9AM-4PM SRS-ART

Solving the Puzzle of Portraiture (SRAL)
If you are looking to understand how to better draw the 
features that make up the human face, or if you are timid 
when it comes to drawing people, this class is for you. You 
will gain confidence and learn to accurately draw a likeness. 
Tonja Sell is a nationally known artist and instructor; even if 
you have taken her class before, this is all new material! In 
this fast paced and FUN class, we will look at basic anatomy 
and structural elements that are key to understanding 
how to represent the 3 dimensional format! SUPPLY LIST 
provided during registration. Discounted fees for multiple 
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable 
for online registration.
Instructor: Tonja Sell 
Fee: Member $125/Non-member $135 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38758           3/9  F             9:30AM-3PM SRS-ART

Southwest Acrylic Painting
This class will focus on painting with acrylics on wood or a 
large canvas. Students will use primary colors of red, yellow 
and blue, plus black and white. Subjects may be realistic 
or southwest in nature. If painting on canvas, it must be a 
minimum of 16x20 inches. 
Instructor: Paul McCreary 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 3
CR# DATES        DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38012         2/6-20 Tu      1-3PM EC-ART 
38013         3/6-20 Tu      1-3PM EC-ART

Taking Command of Color
Gain valuable experience in creating the broadest possible 
spectrum of colors from a limited few, creating mood, and 
depth, and the color you really want every time. Explore the 
full potential of color through exercises, discussions, and 
demonstrations: basic color theory, the code buying quality 
paints, their properties and attributes, and create a color 
reference that can be used throughout your artistic career. 
Watercolors will be used in class, but the principles apply 
to all other color media. SUPPLY LIST given at registration. 
Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37968       1/10-2/7 W      1-4PM EC-ART

Tantalizing Textures in Watercolor
You have already had some experience with watercolor, now 
learn just how versatile this traditional medium can be. Create 
the illusion of a variety of textures by using some traditional 
techniques, and several newer techniques you may not have 
been exposed to. Don’t worry; it’s easier than it sounds. We’ll 
take things one step at a time, and create visual textures 
you never thought possible with watercolor. Enjoy weekly 
demonstrations and individual help in a supportive environment. 
SUPPLY LIST provided at registration.
Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37969     3/21-4/18 W 9AM-12PM EC-ART

The Wonder of Wax Painting
Working with a small iron, we melt colored wax blocks 
and use the iron as a paint brush, creating landscapes and 
abstract images. Great for a fun, creative, new experience. 
Material fee of $15 payable to instructor. 
Instructor: John Vandebrooke 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
39127           1/13  Sa 10AM-1PM EC-ART 
39128           2/10  Sa 10AM-1PM EC-ART
39129           3/10  Sa 10AM-1PM EC-ART
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Traditional Techniques of Chinese Brush 
Painting
Explore the nuances of painting in the style Chinese masters 
have developed and refined over many centuries. Geared to 
all levels of artistic experience, I will demonstrate the wide 
range and variety of effects that can be achieved through 
guided practice using the brushes, inks, and paper from 
China. Chinese artists endeavor to express the spiritual 
essence of their subject, allowing the materials to naturally 
perform in the manner for which they were designed. 
Students, depending on their interests, will be able to 
explore both landscape and flower & bird styles of painting 
as well as a few of the Chinese characters. SUPPLY LIST 
given at registration.
Instructor: Alex Jones 
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 Classes: 4
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37893       2/1-22 Th      2-4PM EC-ART  
37894          3/1-22 Th      2-4PM EC-ART

Watercolor Workshop
This is a workshop for intermediate watercolor artists, NOT 
FOR BEGINNERS. Moderator has 30 years of experience in 
watercolor painting and will present a new technique each 
week. Mostly, the workshop will be a way for artists to learn 
from each other and spend two hours painting together. 
Bring your own paints, paper, water container and brushes. 
$5 fee for copies and materials paid to instructor, applicable 
once. SUPPLY LIST provided at registration includes items 
needed to learn new techniques - DO NOT buy new supplies 
until after the first class. NO CLASS 3/17. 
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member (3) $23; (4) $30/Non-member +$10  
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37955 (4)   1/6-27 Sa    9-11AM DH-ART  
37955 (4)   2/3-24 Sa 9-11AM DH-ART
37956 (3)   3/3-24 Sa 9-11AM DH-ART
37957 (4)  4/7-28 Sa 9-11AM DH-ART

Watercolor: Wet ‘n Wild
This isn’t your grandma’s watercolor! No-way! This class 
will introduce you to a bushel-full of new techniques, new 
products in the watercolor world, and even creative materials 
found in your own kitchen! The modern day masters are 
using them, why not us, too! Give up total control, get a little 
abstract, add texture and variety and a spark of interest to 
your watercolor paintings as you let the watercolor surprise 
you, help you express your creative voice and make you feel 
like a kid again! SUPPLY LIST provided at registration.
Instructor: Susan Morris 
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 Classes: 5
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37970   3/21-4/18 W      1-4PM EC-ART

Zentangle® The Adventure Continues
Build on the creative and relaxing designs learned in 
Beginning Zentangle® and continue your journey by gaining 
additional understanding of the Zentangle® method. These 
classes will expand your pattern library while teaching you 
techniques that will optimize the quality of your Zentangle® 
art. Bring Zentangle® kit. Material available for purchase 
from instructor. $10 material fee paid to instructor at class. 
Susan is a certified Zentangle® instructor. 
Instructor: Susan Kmiec
Fee Member $50/Non-member $60 Classes:3
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38230        3/12-26 M      11AM-12:30PM CP1-REC

SPECIALTIES
Advanced Basket Weaving 1
Students will weave on an 8x12 oval wood base. Weaving 
techniques include triple twine and twill weave. New method 
of overlays creating interesting X pattern. Finished basket 
measures 8’ x 12’ x 10’ high. Picture of the basket is available 
upon email request. (ajzaloz@gmail.com) Material fee $25. 
Instructor: Arlene Azloznik 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 2
CR#  DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38301       4/9-16 M  9AM-1PM    DH-ART

Advanced Basket Weaving 2
Students will weave on a 4 x 9 oval wood base using dyed 
spokes and weavers and plain seagrass. Unique rimming 
technique using seagrass will be taught. Finished basket 
measures 10’ x 5’ x 6’ high. Material fee of $20 payable to 
instructor. Picture of the basket is available upon email 
request (ajzaloz@gmail.com).
Instructor: Arlene Zaloznik
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38302           3/27  Tu 9AM-1PM LC-IRWD

Basket Weaving - Gourd
Students will weave with Danish Cord and waxed linen 
thread on a prepared gourd. Embellishments will be available. 
Material fee of $25 payable to instructor. Picture of the gourd 
is available upon email request (ajzaloz@gmail.com). 
Instructor: Arlene Zaloznik
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38303            1/8 M  9AM-1PM EC-ART 
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Burlap Wreath NEW!
Using natural jute burlap, participants will create a sunflower 
type wreath measuring 20’-24’ in diameter. Several color 
choices will be available. Participants need to bring sharp 
scissors that will cut the burlap fabric. A material fee of $30 
payable to instructor. Email or text instructor for pictures of 
finished wreath. honorasue@yahoo.com or (419) 789-9695. 
Instructor: Sue Helle
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38540         1/12 F       1-3PM LC-AGAV
38541            2/16 F       1-3PM LC-AGAV
38542         3/16 F       1-3PM LC-AGAV

Cards for all Occasions
Come made 5 different cards for various occasions. Class will 
specialize in using unusual folds when making these cards. You 
will need to bring scissors. I will provide all the materials, plus 
1 roll of adhesive. If you need a refill for your adhesive, you 
may purchase one for $3. This class is for everyone. Material 
fee of $10 payable to instructor. MUST REGISTER by 3/15/18.
Instructor: Marilyn Peasley 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES        DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38072         3/22 Th       1-4PM  SRS-FSTA

Creative Cards with Carol 1
Twist & Pop Snowman: we will be making a special A2 sized 
card that, when opened, becomes a snowman with arms that 
pop wide open. Using specific banner stamps he can hold a 
little message for your recipient! Email me for pictures at: 
stampincaroln@gmail.com. Call me for any other questions at 
(520) 240-9248. SUPPLY LIST provided during registration.
Instructor: Carol Norby 
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38455           1/26  F 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Creative Cards with Carol 2
Z box Pop Up Card: a fun card with a unique fold that 
combines 2 techniques into one yet fold into an A2 size card. 
When opened a fun box will hold your scene for your specific 
occasion. This is a diorama so you will need stamps to create 
your scene. SUPPLY LIST provided during registration. Email 
me for pictures at stampincaroln@gmail.com. Call me for any 
other questions at (520) 240-9258. 
Instructor: Carol Norby 
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38456         2/9 F 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Creative Cards with Carol 3
Double Diamond with a Twist Card: this is an unusual card 
that stands on it’s own! It has some fancy folds and at least 
3 stamping areas! SUPPLY LIST provied during registration. 
Email me for pictures at stampincaroln@gmail.com. Call me 
for any other questions at (520) 240-9258. 
Instructor: Carol Norby 
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38457           3/9 F 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Fun Chimes
Learn to shape and bend copper and colored wire into 
artistic forms, adding glass beads and a bell to create a 
unique hanging ‘fun chime’ that won’t annoy your neighbor. 
You will learn to use pliers and jigs to bend copper wire to 
design a large bead wrapped ornament as well as Celtic 
knot, spiral and marble cage to embellish your creation. No 
prior beading or wire wrapping experience necessary. A 
$20 fee is collected the first day of class to cover all of the 
materials used to make your fun chime. Hand/wrist strength 
is necessary. Due to the purchase of materials prior to class, 
there will be no refunds made three days prior to start of class. 
If you have any questions, please call the instructor at (520) 
399-9133. SUPPLY LIST provided at registration. 
Instructor: Linda Touzeau 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 2
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38274      1/8-15 M    12-4PM MV-REC
38275         4/5-12 Th    12-4PM  MV-REC

Glass Fusing for Beginners
Learn how to cut and fuse glass while designing and 
assembling your own fused glass wind chime. Start by 
learning the art of cutting glass. Using your new found skill, 
cut and nip your wind chime from a wide assortment of 
fusing glass and assemble it in preparation for fusing. On the 
final day of class, you will assemble your chime. All students 
must wear closed toe shoes and safety glasses. A $40 supply 
fee covers all tools and materials. No experience necessary. 
Because the instructors purchase supply kits for students, there 
will be no refunds 1 week prior to class start. 
Instructors: Linda Touzeau and Linda Reed 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 3
CR#   DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38270        1/10-24 W       1-3PM MV-REC
38271          4/4-18 W       1-3PM MV-REC
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Gourd Art Fundamentals
Learn to clean and decorate gourds with paint, dye, and 
decorative materials such as leather, feathers and botanicals. 
SUPPLY LIST and cleaning instructions given at registration. 
Gourd must be cleaned PRIOR TO FIRST CLASS. Estimated 
supply cost: $25 +.
Instructor: Diane West 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38888         3/1-22 Th      1-4PM  LC-ACAC

Intermediate Glass Fusing
If you’ve taken Glass Fusing for Beginners and want to take 
fusing to the next level, continue your exploration by creating 
a 12x12 inch fused glass panel that can be slumped into a 
sconce, a platter, or remain flat. The second project is 12 inch 
diameter bowl that can be used as a serving or fruit bowl. All 
glass products and firing is supplied. A materials and firing 
fee of $85 collected the first day of class. Prerequisite: Glass 
Fusing for Beginners - no exceptions. Please request a SUPPLY 
LIST of required tools from GVR. Due to the purchase of glass/
materials prior to class, there will be no refunds after 2/27/18 .
Instructors: Linda Touzeau and Linda Reed 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38273         3/6-20 Tu     12-4PM  ABN-REC

Introduction to SoulCollage®
SoulCollage is an internationally popular new way to develop 
self-insight using collage art. Make amazing creations 
from cut-out images pasted onto 5x7 cards—even with 
no previous artistic experience. Each card picture ends up 
expressing parts of you and your experiences in beautiful 
new and surprising ways that you will treasure. If you can 
cut and paste, you can do this! $17 material fee payable to 
instructor covers all materials. Your instructor has been a 
therapist and teacher for over 30 years and has conducted 
hundreds of workshops. 
Instructor: Margalis Fjelstad
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 5
CR#  DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38614   1/29-2/26 M 9AM-12PM SRS-FSTA

Mosaic Design on Flat or Rounded Surface
Learn how to create mosaic designs on flat surfaces like mirrors 
or round surfaces like plant pots or vases (your choice). A large 
collection of tile, glass, beads and other items will be available 
to design your piece. Learn how to nip glass and tile to fashion 
borders, pictures or a unique design. You will become familiar 
with the types of adhesives to use for a given project and how 
to grout the piece. $25 material fee payable to the instructor 
includes mirror or pot and all the tiles, glass and adhesive. 
Second class is only two hours (1pm-3pm).
Instructor: Ann Catalanotto 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 2
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38687        1/16-18         Tu,Th       1-5PM  EC-ART
38688      2/26-27         M,Tu       1-5PM EC-ART 
38689        3/26-27          M,Tu       1-5PM EC-ART 

Needle Felting - Felted Angel NEW!
Needle felting is the art of crafting felted objects out of un-
spun wool using a repeated jabbing action with barbed felting 
needles. These needles are very sharp and pointed, so hand-
eye coordination is important. Using a variety of colored wool 
fiber and tools supplied by the instructor, participants will 
create a free-standing angel or fairy approx. 8’ tall. Material 
fee of $20 payable to the instructor includes wool and needle. 
Email hnorasue@yahoo.com for project photos.
Instructor: Sue Helle 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38536            1/5  F      1-3PM  LC-AGAV
38537            2/2  F      1-3PM LC-AGAV
38538            3/2  F      1-3PM LC-AGAV

Painted Wine Glasses NEW!
Participants will create two wine glasses with a flower 
theme. You will bake them at home which will cause the 
paints to become permanent. All supplies will be provided 
by the instructor. A material fee of $15 is payable to the 
instructor. Email or text instructor for photos of project: 
hnorasue@yahoo.com or (419) 789-9695. 
Instructor: Sue Helle 
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38543           1/22  M    9-11AM ABS-REC
38544           2/12  M    9-11AM ABS-REC
38545        3/12  M    9-11AM ABS-REC
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Valentine Card Making NEW!
Hearts and flowers, kisses and candy...let’s have a fun 
afternoon creating Valentine cards for our loved ones or to 
donate to the soldiers overseas to get special mail! Patricia 
has had fun making card since she came to Green Valley 8 
year ago, not professionally, just for fun. All essential supplies 
will be provided, but you are welcome to bring any special 
embellishments you want to include. Dozens of samples 
available to help you design your own card. 
Instructor: Patricia Izzi 
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38433        1/31  W      1-3PM CP1-REC

Wet Felting NEW!
This class will introduce wet felting techniques with the 
creation of optional projects (eyeglass case, flower pin or 
coasters). Using your hands, soap, and water, participants 
will blend multiple wool fibers to create the flower petals. 
No experience necessary. Hands will be in water and used 
for squeezing and kneading the wool. Supplies needed are 
an old bath towel. A material fee of $15 is payable to the 
instructor. Email or text instructor for photos of project: 
hnorasue@yahoo.com or (419) 789-9695. 
Instructor: Sue Helle 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38546         1/17 W     9-11AM  ABS-REC
38547         2/14 W     9-11AM ABS-REC
38548         3/14 W     9-11AM ABS-REC

TEXTILES
Binding Techniques for Quilted Projects
Make your own binding to match your quilted project. This 
session will give you the opportunity to learn the proper 
way to measure, cut, and make both bias binding and width 
if fabric binding. SUPPLY LIST provided during registration. 
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38298        3/22  Th  9AM-1PM LC-ACAC

Multiple Borders - A Technique Class
Have you been troubled over wavy borders that often don’t 
allow the quilt or wall-hanging to lay smooth? This class will 
give you the opportunity to learn the proper way to measure 
and apply one or more borders to quilts, wall-hangings, or 
other items you make. You will also learn the easy way to miter 
a corner border. SUPPLY LIST provided during registration.
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38297           2/22  Th 9AM-12PM LC-ACAC

ARTS & CRAFTS
Panel Magic
Have you ever purchased a large print fabric or a panel that 
you just ‘had to have,’ then it gets put away and one day you 
find it and think, ‘what will I ever do with this?’ The answer 
is to come learn the Panel Magic technique. You will find a 
myriad of ways to use the large prints or panels collecting 
dust in your stash. Contact Jacquelyn at jacquelyn@
thestitchinrn.com for a photo sample of the project. SUPPLY 
LIST provided at registration.
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38300            1/8  M    12-4PM LC-ACAC

Sculptured Fabric Art
The large print fabrics will make a beautiful and useful piece 
of art for your home. You will determine the shape. My 
sample (see SUPPLY LIST) is a lovely floral shallow tray. It will 
not be microwavable or dishwasher safe. Material fee of $5 
payable to instructor. 
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38299        3/26  M 9AM-12PM LC-ACAC

Sushi Sewing
A great way to use up some of your treasured fabric scraps. This 
is an abstract art wall hanging. An original design of mine, from 
my scrap pile. Join me for 2 fun-filled sewing sessions that will 
bring a new piece of art to your home. I will be demonstrating 
a unique edge finish for this project and many future projects. 
Email jacquelyn@thestitchinrn.com for a photo of the project. 
SUPPLY LIST provided during registration.
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 2
CR#  DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38296        2/17-24 Sa  9AM-1PM LC-ACAC

Woven Tablerunner NEW!
The woven look is a great and beautiful way to enhance any 
table. Although we won’t be ‘weaving’, the sewing effect is 
dynamic trick to make the look woven. Three fabrics is all 
you need and this weave will really come alive. SUPPLY LIST 
will have the photo of the project and the material fee is 
the cost of the pattern provided in class. Easy for beginners 
to advanced sewists and more fun than you can imagine. 
Material fee of $7 payable to the instructor. 
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
39157       1/10  W    12-4PM LC-ACAC
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CARDS & GAMES
CARDS & GAMES
Basic Texas Hold ‘Em
Learn relative strengths of hands, betting, folding, 
tournament structure, and more. This class is for beginning 
and intermediate players. It will give you a chance at a game 
that cannot be truly mastered.  
Instructor: Paul McCreary
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes:  3
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38014       2/7-21 W 10AM-12PM EC-GAME  
38015       3/7-21 W 10AM-12PM EC-GAME

Beginning Bridge
Learn the basics of playing bridge. This is a class for new 
players and those coming back to bridge who want to learn 
modern methods. Each class will have a lesson and related play 
of hand. $8 material fee payable to instructor, covers book.
Instructor: Bill Hackbarth 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37934      1/30-2/27 Tu       9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

Beginning Mah Jongg - National
This is an introductory course to the popular game of Mah 
Jongg. A 2017 National Mah Jongg League card is needed 
and will be available from the instructor at a cost of $8 
during the first class meeting. Beginners should plan to 
attend the first two sessions to learn the basics of playing 
National (American) Mah Jongg. 
Instructor: Jane Lombardo 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes:  6
CR#  DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37880         1/ 8-19          M,W,F 9-11:30AM   CP2-REC

Bridge II
This class is NOT FOR NEW PLAYERS. You will learn staymen 
and jacoby transfers, stressing play of the hand which is the 
second step in learning bridge. 
Instructor: Bill Hackbarth 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37935        3/6-4/3 Tu     9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

Bridge III
This course is NOT FOR NEW PLAYERS. You will learn 
competitive bidding, doubles and play of the hand. $8 for 
book paid to instructor at first class. 
Instructor: Bill Hackbarth 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37936       3/7-4/4 W        9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

Chess - Beginning
No prior knowledge of chess is necessary for this beginning 
class. Chess combines relaxation with true intellectual 
exercise. For the many who try to learn on their own but 
often fail, this class will provide a way to learn the game that 
will avoid discouragement and spending unnecessary time 
and effort with poor results. Try it - you’ll like it! SUPPLIES 
NEEDED: a chess set and board which will be discussed at 
first class. $5 fee for handouts paid to instructor first class. 
Men and women welcome.
Instructor: Jimmie Clark 
Fee: Member: $35/Non-member $45 Classes:  9
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37909        1/8-3/5 M       6-8PM EC-GAME

Chess - Intermediate
A playing knowledge of chess or completion of the Beginning 
Chess class is required for this class. Intermediate students 
often wonder which pieces to move in the opening or middle 
game, having little knowledge of chess fundamentals. Most 
chess books discuss what to learn but say little about the 
method of learning. Visualizing the entire board is essential. 
A chess player can progress only by coordinating study 
with practice. This course is designed to take you past the 
elementary stage in chess by teaching you basic strategic and 
tactical fundamentals. Men and women welcome. Supplies 
required: a chess set and board.  $5 fee for handouts paid to 
instructor first class. 
Instructor: Jimmie H. Clark 
Fee: Member: $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 9
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37910       1/9-3/6             Tu        6-8PM EC-GAME

Chess Tactics for the Advanced Player
This course is for players with a good understanding of chess 
or who have completed the Intermediate Chess class and are 
striving to improve to reach a higher level. Learning middle 
game tactical techniques, including combinations, is an efficient 
way to rapidly improve your chess play. The method used will 
present certain fundamental challenges to the student. We will 
then repeatedly combine new ideas with familiar ones, thereby 
broadening the student’s knowledge while simultaneously 
reinforcing previous knowledge. Men and women welcome. 
Supplies required: a Staunton design chess set and board. $5 
materials fee for handouts payable to instructor. 
Instructor: Jimmie Clark 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 9
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37911    1/11-3/8            Th      6-8PM EC-GAME
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Improve Your Chess Pattern Recognition
This class strikes at the middle-game in Chess. We will learn 
proper piece positions, counter-intuitive moves: recaptures, 
exchanges, sacrifices, etc. We also will learn about surprising 
silent sacrifices, and lastly a number of broader concepts 
including characteristic maneuvers, all designed to get us 
to a familiar recognized pattern! During a game we often 
make decisions influenced by the knowledge of patterns that 
we have acquired. Why not study the middle-game in this 
manner? Material fee of $5 payable to instructor.  
Instructor: Jimmie H Clark 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 9
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38308      1/12-3/9             F      6-8PM EC-GAME

Opening 2 Clubs - Slam Bidding
This class is NOT FOR NEW PLAYERS. You will learn how to 
open high point hands, bid slams and play of hand.
Instructor: Bill Hackbarth 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37933    1/31-2/28 W         9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

Pocket Billiard Games for Fun & Improvement
These three games are fun and help improve your skills in the 
areas of stroke, spin, English, caroms, position, and more. Dr. 
Yulish presents this material in easy to understand language. 
The three games are: 1. Billiard/Pocket Combination Game 
2. Dot Position 3. Bowling and maybe more. Students will 
receive free email manual with pictures.
Instructor: Dr. Samuel Yulish 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR# DATES      DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38562        2/12  M 3-4:30PM    WC-BILL

DANCE & MUSIC
DANCE
Advanced - Beginner Single Step Swing
Add fun to your Single Step Swing with more advanced 
moves that will enhance your dancing pleasure. You must 
have taken Beginning Single Step Swing or know the basics. 
This level will definitely bring smiles, plus a yearning to get 
out on the dance floor! Come join me and have a great time! 
Wear non-stick, smooth soled shoes. Couples and singles 
welcome. Fee is per person. 
Instructor: Donna Green 
Fee: Member $32/Non-member $42 Classes: 4
CR# DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37937         3/7-28 W      5-6PM CH-PVR

Argentine Tango - Beginning/Intermediate
Learn to dance the sensuous Argentine tango. Classes are 
progressive. Lessons are tailored to each student’s proficiency 
level, from first time to intermediate dancer. Classes prepare 
students to participate in local, twice monthly Argentine 
tango social dances (Milongas). Tango is great exercise for 
body and mind plus a wonderful way to meet new people. 
Recommended that students wear shows either felt or leather 
soles, and women should wear shoes with slight heel and ankle 
support. Couples and singles welcome. Drop-in fee $9, please 
see the Drop-in Policy. NO CLASS 3/9 or 3/16. 
Instructors: Beverly Tobiason & Chuck Soukup 
Fee: Member (3) $21; (4) $28/Non-members +$10  
CR#    DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
37973 (4)     1/5-26 F      6-7PM SRS-ANZA  
37974 (4)     2/2-23 F 6-7PM SRS-ANZA
37975 (3)     3/2-30 F 6-7PM SRS-ANZA  
37976 (3)    4/13-27 F 6-7PM SRS-ANZA

Ballroom, Latin, Swing, Country and More!
No need for a partner—all welcome! Dance to improve 
and maintain balance, fitness, posture, core, toning, brain 
function, and more! In this class you will learn the footwork 
to many different dances. As a result you will learn to know 
what dance goes to what genre of music. Come and join me 
to ‘get a leg up’ learning to dance! Quite fun! Wear non-stick 
smooth soled shoes. Drop-ins welcome, $8. 
Instructor: Donna Green 
Fee: Member $32/Non-member $42 Classes: 4
CR#     DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38319             1/4-25 Th 6:30-7:30PM CH-PVR  
38320          1/9-30 Tu 10-11AM CH-PVR
38321             2/1-22 Th  6:30-7:30PM CH-PVR
38322             2/6-27 Tu 10-11AM CH-PVR
38323             3/6-27 Tu 10-11AM CH-PVR
38324          3/8-29 Th 6:30-7:30PM CH-PVR
38325             4/3-24 Tu 10-11AM CH-PVR  
38326             4/5-26 Th 6:30-7:30PM CH-PVR

Beginning Country Two-Step and Ten Step
Two Step: this counter-clockwise progressive dance is fun and 
easy to do! You will learn rhythm, frame, lead/follow, turns, and 
a variety of dance moves. Guaranteed fun! Ten Step: it only has 
ten steps and is also performed in a counter-clockwise motion. 
You can dance it by yourself or with a number of people. Very 
easy to learn! Come and enjoy dancing with two Country 
dances for the price of one! Great exercise! Great way to meet 
people! Couples and singles welcome. Wear nonstick, smooth-
soled shoes or boots. Fee is per person.
Instructor: Donna Green 
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10 
CR#           DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38327 (4)      1/4-25 Th       5-6PM CH-PVR
38328 (3)      2/8-22 Th       5-6PM CH-PVR
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Beginning Single Step Swing
Come learn one of the highly popular dances, Single Step 
Swing. This dance is very versatile and can be danced to 
many different tempos. It is popular for its simple nature and 
is often danced to slow, medium or fast tempo jazz, blues, or 
rock and roll. Swing has very simple structure and footwork 
along with basic moves and styling. It is very easy to learn 
and quite fun to do. Wear nonstick, smooth soled shoes. 
Couples and singles welcome. Fee is per person. 
Instructor: Donna Green 
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10  
CR#      DATES       DAY                 TIME              LOCATION
38329 (4)       1/3-24 W      5-6PM CH-PVR
38330 (3)       2/7-28 W      5-6PM CH-PVR

Beginning Tap
This class is for those who have tap dancing on their ‘Bucket 
List.’ Learn proper technique, how to dance, have fun and get 
a great workout. Bring tap shoes. If you need to purchase 
shoes, buy Bloch (pronounced ‘block’) split sole. 
Instructor: Peggy Rushford 
Fee: Member (4) $32: (5) $40/Non-member +$10  
CR#           DATES       DAY                TIME              LOCATION
38599 (5)      1/3-31 W         9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38600 (4)      2/7-28 W         9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38601  (4)     3/7-28 W         9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38602 (4)      4/4-25 W         9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ

Clogging - Beginning
Learn a classic American dance. Dance to a variety of music 
while one foot is always on the floor. Wear tennis shoes or other 
secure footwear (no sandals). Clogging taps available from 
instructor (optional). Drop-ins $8. Please see our Drop-in policy.
Instructor: Donna Thiel
Fee: Member (4) $28: (5) $35/Non-member +$10  
CR#           DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38236 (5)      1/3-31 W 2:30-3:30PM SRS-CRUZ
38237 (4)      2/7-28 W 2:30-3:30PM SRS-CRUZ
38238 (4)      3/7-28 W 2:30-3:30PM SRS-CRUZ
38239 (4)      4/4-25 W 2:30-3:30PM SRS-CRUZ

Clogging - Intermediate
Prerequisite: Clogging - Beginning. There will be more steps 
and routines to great music. Wear clogging taps or other 
secure footwear (no sandals). Drop-ins $8. Please review our  
Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Donna Thiel 
Fee: Member (4) $28: (5) $35/Non-member +$10  
CR#          DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38240  (5)     1/3-31 W 3:30-4:45PM SRS-CRUZ
38241 (4)      2/7-28 W 3:30-4:45PM SRS-CRUZ
38242 (4)      3/7-28 W 3:30-4:45PM SRS-CRUZ
38243 (4)      4/4-25 W 3:30-4:45PM SRS-CRUZ

Country Two-Step Part II
Prerequisite: MUST have taken Beginning Country Two-Step. 
You will learn more moves with variations and patterns with 
more arm and footwork. Very fun to do! Couples and singles 
welcome. Wear non-stick, smooth soled shoes or boots. Fee 
is per person.
Instructor: Donna Green 
Fee: Member $32 Classes: 4
CR#          DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
37938             3/1-22  Th        5-6PM CH-PVR

International Folk Dance
This class is an introduction to dances from all over the 
world, including the U.S., at a very relaxed pace. Recreational 
folk dancing is great exercise and a lot of fun. 
Instructor: Judy Wilson
Fee: Member $36/Non-member $46 Classes: 12
CR#           DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38331       1/11-3/29  Th  1-2:30PM CP2-REC

Line Dance I
Have fun learning basic line dances practiced in the GVR 
Line Dancers Club. Coed, no partner needed. Great exercise 
for mind and body. Students are encouraged to attend all 
classes, especially the first two. No new students after the 
second class. 
Instructor: Cindy Feist 
Fee: Member $54/Non-member $64 Classes: 6
CR#          DATES      DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38091            1/2-2/6 Tu 5:30-6:30PM CH-PVR
38092          2/21-3/28 W    9-10AM CH-PVR

Line Dance II
Prerequisite: Line Dance I within the last 3 years. Co-ed; no 
partner needed. No new students after second class. Great 
exercise for your mind and body! After completion of the class, 
GVR members are invited to join the GVR Line Dancers Club.
Instructor: Cindy Feist 
Fee: Member $54/Non-member $64 Classes: 6
CR#          DATES      DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38094           1/3-2/7  W     9-10AM CH-PVR
38095        2/20-3/27  Tu 5:30-6:30PM CH-PVR
38096         4/4-5/9  W     9-10AM CH-PVR

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located 
on page 59.
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Modern Square Basic Class for New Dancers
This is a great way to exercise your mind and body. Modern 
square dancing uses all types of music: rock, pop, jazz, country, 
bluegrass, oldies. modern, etc. and mixes it with fun and 
interesting dance choreography. This is not how you imagined 
square dancing, the variety of music in this modern version 
offers something for everybody’s taste and is a great way to 
make new friends. Two left feet? No problem. No dancing 
experience is necessary. Rick Gittelman, nationally known 
caller, will be your teacher. Casual dress, wear comfortable 
shoes. Drop-ins $7. Please review our Drop-in Policy.
Fee: Member $70/Non-member $80 Classes: 12
CR#          DATES      DAY          TIME              LOCATION
37895         1/8-2/14         M,W  2:30-4PM LC-AGAV
37896       2/19-3/28       M,W  2:30-4PM LC-AGAV

Nightclub Line Dancing
Have you always wanted to learn the Electric Slide, Cupid 
Shuffle, and Boot Scootin’ Boogie? Singles and couples are 
invited to come and learn these easy line dances. 
Instructor: Cindy Feist 
Fee: Member $27/Non-member $37 Classes: 3
CR#          DATES      DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38099       2/21-3/7  W       10:30-11:30AM CH-PVR

Tap Technique - Advanced/Intermediate
This class will focus on footwork and technique. For 
intermediate and advanced dancers, the emphasis will be on 
improving clarity of sound and execution. Bring tap shoes. 
Instructor: Peggy Rushford 
Fee: Member (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10 
CR#          DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38603 (5)      1/3-31  W       10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38604 (4)      2/7-28  W       10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38605 (4)      3/7-28  W       10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ
38606 (4)      4/4-25  W       10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ

MUSIC
Bathtub Singers Level I
Are you unable to resist singing in the bathtub, shower, car 
or about anywhere else? Come and learn the techniques of 
breathing, resonance, and projection that the pros use in a class 
setting where you can sing with and for other song addicts like 
yourself. WARNING: This class may take you down unexpected 
roads in a musical land. Drop-ins are welcome, $15.
Instructor: Elizabeth Wells 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 4
CR#      DATES       DAY TIME LOCATION
37995      1/9-30           Tu     11:15AM-12:15PM  LC-OCOT
37996      2/6-27           Tu     11:15AM-12:15PM  LC-OCOT 
37997        3/6-27            Tu     11:15AM-12:15PM  LC-OCOT
37998        4/3-24            Tu     11:15AM-12:15PM  LC-OCOT

Bathtub Singers Level II
If you have some or all of these symptoms, this class is 
for you: the spontaneous humming of tunes in your head, 
singing along to the music played in stores where you shop, 
an uncontrollable urge to give concerts while in the shower. 
WARNING: This class can be a gateway experience that leads 
to  performance seeking behavior. Level II is recommended for 
those who have taken 3 or more sessions of Bathtub Singers 
Level I or prior voice training. Drop-ins are welcome, $15. 
Instructor: Elizabeth Wells 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 4
CR#              DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
37999         1/9-30 Tu   10-11AM LC-OCOT
38000         2/6-27 Tu   10-11AM LC-OCOT  
38001         3/6-27 Tu    10-11AM LC-OCOT  
38002      4/3-24 Tu    10-11AM LC-OCOT 

How to Play Guitar by Ear
Learn one of music’s deepest mysteries: how to play 
songs without relying on music. Ideal follow-up to the 
‘’Instant Guitar’’ class and open to anyone who has a basic 
understanding of chords on any instrument. Prior experience 
with guitar chords recommended. Included: starting note 
of a song, chord changes, chord progressions, finding the 
correct chords, learn songs from recordings, transposing, the 
Universal Key Signature, using the Circle of Fifths and the 
most common chord patterns. Materials fee of $29 for the 
‘’How to Play Guitar by Ear’’ book and Practice DVD will be 
collected in class by the instructor. Course fee of $30 discounted 
to $25 if taking same day with ‘’Instant Guitar.’’ Course unavailable 
for online registration. Website: Instantguitarnow.com. 
Instructor: Craig Coffman 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR#          DATES       DAY          TIME              LOCATION
38269             2/10     Sa    1-3:30PM EC-AUD

How to Play Piano by Ear
Learn one of music’s deepest mysteries: playing songs 
without relying on music. A practical presentation of music 
theory that includes predicting chord progressions, learning 
from recordings, and transposing—expressed in everyday 
language. An ideal follow-up to the “Instant Piano” class and 
open to anyone with a basic understanding of chords. Expand 
your musical horizons and free yourself from sheet-music 
dependence. Required material fee of $29 for the “How to 
Play Piano by Ear” book and practice CD paid to instructor. 
Discounted fees for multiple classes with this instructor, please 
see staff. Course unavailable for online registration. Website: 
justonceclasses.com
Instructor: Craig Coffman 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38267        1/13  Sa  1-3:30PM EC-AUD
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Instant Guitar for Hopelessly Busy People
Have you ever wanted to learn the guitar? In just a few hours 
absolute beginners can learn enough about playing the guitar 
to give years of musical enjoyment and won’t have to take 
private lessons to do it. This crash course will teach some basic 
chords and get you playing along with your favorite songs right 
away. Bring your acoustic guitar. Required material fee of $29 
paid to instructor at class for workbook and DVD. Discounted 
fees for those taking two or more classes with this instructor, please 
see staff for discount. Course unavailable for online registration. 
Website: justonceclasses.com.
Instructor: Craig Coffman 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38268        2/10  Sa 9AM-12PM EC-AUD

Instant Piano for Hopelessly Busy People
In a few hours, learn enough secrets of the trade to allow 
years of musical enjoyment. While regular piano teachers 
teach note reading, piano professionals use chords. If you 
can find middle C and know the meaning of ‘Every Good 
Boy Does Fine,’ you already know enough to enroll in this 
workshop. Total beginners request a free pamphlet by 
sending a SASE to: Innovative Keyboard Instruction, 2841 S. 
Southwind Dr., Gilbert, AZ 85295. A required material fee of 
$29 for workbook and practice CD paid to instructor at class. 
Discounted fees for multiple classes with this instructor, please 
see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.Website: 
justonceclasses.com.
Instructor: Craig Coffman 
Fee: Member  $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38266           1/13   Sa 9AM-12PM  EC-AUD

ACQUATIC
Healing Water Aquatic Exercise
Water allows for a total body workout for all fitness levels. 
Water exercises have been proven to minimize chronic 
diseases, pain and improve one’s overall wellness. Come 
benefit from water’s amazing properties. We will do a deep 
H20 workout (good for core stabilization) followed by a 
shallow H20 workout. SUPPLIES NEEDED: noodle, hand 
buoys (mini or regular) and buoyancy belt. Contact instructor 
at cbsargee@gmail.com with any questions. 
Instructor: Christine Bernardo 
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 Classes: 8
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39198      1/8-31            M,W      3-4PM CR-POOL
39199      2/5-28 M,W      3-4PM CR-POOL
39200      3/5-28 M,W      3-4PM CP1-POOL
39201      4/2-25 M,W      3-4PM CP1-POOL

Try Scuba Experience
Ever wonder how it might feel to experience weightlessness 
like an astronaut or wish you had ability to breathe 
underwater to see what it would be like to explore the world’s 
oceans? 75% of our planet is underwater, let us show you 
how you can explore it! Begin a lifetime of fun and adventure 
now. This 2 hour class covers the basics of scuba diving and 
provides practice time with scuba equipment in the pool so 
you can experience what it is like to scuba dive. There will be 
30 minutes of instruction followed by 90 minutes using the 
equipment in the pool. Equipment provided. Please provide 
height, weight, and shoe size at registration. 
Instruction by Desert Divers 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39205          2/14 W      1-3PM CP2-POOL
39206         4/11 W      1-3PM CP2-POOL 

Smooth Swimming
Improve your swimming strokes through proper breathing. 
Breathing correctly is a major factor in making your swimming 
strokes as effective as possible. Timing aligns your breathing 
and stoke mechanics into an effective, productive stroke. 
Don’t struggle in the water any longer. This class is for you!
Instructor: Leslie Akers 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39209      1/9-30 Tu   1-1:45PM CR-POOL
39210      1/9-30 Tu   2-2:45PM CR-POOL
39211      2/6-27 Tu  1-1:45PM CR-POOL
39212       2/6-27 Tu  2-2:45PM CR-POOL

Snorkeling Class
Have you ever tried to go snorkeling only to wind up with a 
mask full of water, or choked on water when trying to clear 
your snorkel? This 2 hour class will teach you everything 
you need to know to be able to safely, comfortably, and 
confidently go snorkeling. You will learn how to select 
properly fitting equipment, clear water comfortably from 
your mask and snorkel, properly use your fins, perform 
surface dives to explore underwater, and learn about the 
physiology of snorkeling. Equipment provided. Please 
provide height, weight and shoe size at registration. 
Instruction by Desert Divers 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39208          1/ 17 W      1-3 PM CP2-POOL
39207         3/14 W      1-3 PM CP2-POOL
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FITNESS
20/20/20
20 minutes aerobic exercise, 20 minutes strength training, 20 
minutes floor, core, and stretching exercises. Excellent combo 
for all your workout needs. Great for both men and women. 
Please bring hand weights, resistance tubing with handles, mat, 
towel, and water. Fun for all! No judgment zone! Drop-in fee 
$8. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Julia Jacob
Fee: Member $32/Non-member $42   Classes:4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39202       1/6-20 Sa   10-11AM LC-OCOT 
39203       2/3-24 Sa   10-11AM LC-OCOT 
39204       3/3-24 Sa   10-11AM LC-OCOT

Belly Dance Style Workout
This workout is designed for the female body from the neck to 
the knees. Using some of the movements from this dance you 
will gain better posture, balance and lose inches. Info will be 
given at the first class as to what to wear. This class is on-going 
year round. Drop-in fee $6. Please review our Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Donna Thiel 
Fee: Member (4) $20; (5) $25/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38232 (4)   1/4-25 Th 3-4:15PM LC-CYPR
38233 (4)   2/1-22 Th 3-4:15PM LC-CYPR
38234 (5)   3/1-29 Th 3-4:15PM LC-CYPR 
38235 (4)   4/5-26 Th 3-4:15PM LC-CYPR 

Easiest, Safest, and Most Effective Home 
Exercise Program
A wonderful program to teach physically challenged people 
and seniors to use stretching and resistance training to 
improve their muscular condition. Very simple exercises 
to do at home. No pain allowed, no guilt-experience 
immediate results! Dr. Yulish, who has muscular problems 
and fibromyalgia, did not exercise for decades in fear of 
exacerbating his condition. Shortly after starting this 
program he was able to do many activities that he had 
put off for years. His mini e-book on the subject has sold 
thousands of copies. Finally, a program for almost everyone! 
Do not start a new exercise program without talking to your 
physician first. 
Instructor: Sam Yulish 
Fee: Member $22/Non-member $32 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37964         2/14 W  2-3:30PM ABS-REC

Exercise, Fun, and Fitness
Stretch, tone up, low-impact aerobics, dance and much more 
to great music. Men are invited too. On-going class year 
round. Wear loose clothing and tennis shoes. Tuesdays in 
PVR Room, Fridays in Saguaro Room. Drop-in fee $5. Please 
review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Donna Thiel 
Fee: Member (8 $32; (9$36/Non-member +$10 
CR#          DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38244 (9)      1/2-30 Tu,F 8-9:15AM CH-PVR
38245 (8)      2/2-27 Tu,F 8-9:15AM CH-SAG
38247 (8)      3/2-30 Tu,F 8-9:15AM CH-SAG
38246 (8)      4/3-27 Tu,F 8-9:15AM CH-PVR

No If’s, Abs, or Butts
This is a mixed format class combining yoga, Pilates, and 
calisthenics with a focus not just on sculpting the ‘6-pack’ 
but cultivating a strong core to support lower back health. 
We will also be spending equal time targeting glutes to 
strengthen and stretch, as hip health is as important to hip 
function as the way you look in jeans! Yoga mat required. 
Drops-ins welcome, $10. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Vivian Sanchez 
Fee: Member (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES       DAY       TIME              LOCATION
38646 (4)   1/8-29 M 6-6:45PM LC-CYPR
38647 (4)   2/5-26 M 6-6:45PM LC-CYPR
38648 (4)   3/5-26 M 6-6:45PM LC-CYPR
38649 (5)   4/2-30 M 6-6:45PM LC-CYPR

Step Intervals Plus - Intermediate
Love step aerobics? Want to tone the upper and lower body? 
This is the class for you. We will mix step aerobics with 
weight training segments throughout the class. This workout 
is packed with high energy FUN and will burn lots of calories! 
Abdominal work and a nice stretch at the end gives you a full 
body workout. Please bring a set of weights (based on your 
skill level), mat, towel, and water. Modifications provided 
during class, prior step aerobics experience recommended. 
Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor, 
please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Instructor Robin Lowe 
Fee: Member (4) $28; (5) $35/Non-member +$10 
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38219 (4)    1/4-25 Th     8-9AM CV-REC
38220 (4)    1/8-29 M     8-9AM CV-REC
38221 (4)    2/1-22 Th     8-9AM CV-REC
38222 (4)    2/5-26 M     8-9AM CV-REC
38223 (5)    3/1-29 Th     8-9AM CV-REC
38224 (4)    3/5-26 M     8-9AM CV-REC
38225 (4)    4/2-23 M     8-9AM CV-REC
38226 (4)    4/5-26 Th     8-9AM CV-REC
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Step/Floor Aerobics - Beginning
This is an exhilarating, challenging, yet SAFE workout! 30-35 
minutes of aerobics, followed by upper body strength exercises, 
and finishing with a slow, soothing total body stretch session. 
Your body and mind will feel wonderful! Please bring light to 
moderate weights, mat, towel and water. This is a 50 minute 
class! Drop-in fee $8. Please see the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Lucy Kehl 
Fee: Member  (8) $48; (9) $54/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES           DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38793 (9)  1/2-30            Tu,F        9:30-10:20AM  CV-REC
38794 (8)  2/2-27            Tu,F        9:30-10:20AM  CV-REC
38795 (9)  3/2-30            Tu,F        9:30-10:20AM  CV-REC
38796 (8)  4/3-27            Tu,F        9:30-10:20AM  CV-REC

Strength and Flexibility with Lucy
Get strong and flexible, improve your posture, balance, and 
breathing! We will do basic strength exercises using your 
own body weight and free weights. Emphasis will be on 
correct posture, balance and breathing for each exercise. 
You will strengthen bones, muscles, joints and improve your 
agility. Total body stretches will relax and soothe your body. 
Guys!! This class will improve your performance in all your 
other athletic activities! Please bring weights, mat, towel 
and water. Drop-in fee $8. Please review the Drop-in Policy. 
Instructor: Lucy Kehl 
Fee: Member (8) 48; (9) $54/Non-member +$10 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38801 (9)   1/2-30 Tu,Th 4:30-5:30PM LC-CYPR
38802 (8)   2/1-27               Tu,Th 4:30-5:30PM LC-CYPR
38803 (9)   3/1-29 Tu,Th 4:30-5:30PM LC-CYPR
38804 (8)   4/3-26 Tu,Th 4:30-5:30PM LC-CYPR

Stretch for Gals
This class includes varied exercises designed to increase 
energy, improve circulation, strengthen muscles, expand range 
of motion, lubricate joints, relieve stiffness, keep your back 
in alignment, improve posture and enhance overall physical 
ability whatever your interest or sport. We try to move every 
muscle in your body during class using varied disciplines 
such as classical stretch, basic Yoga and Pilates. All done 
to the music you know and love. Come join us. Please wear 
comfortable clothes and athletic shoes (no flip flips). Bring a 
sticky mat, water and 2 to 8 lb weights. All skill levels welcome. 
Drop-in fee $8. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Jan Jordan 
Fee: Member (4) $28; (8) $56; (9) $63/Non-member +$10 
CR#         DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37904 (9)   1/3-2/28 W 9:30-10:30AM  CV-REC
37902 (8)   1/5-2/23  F 9:30-10:30AM  LC-CTWD
37903 (4)     3/2-23  F 9:30-10:30AM  LC-CTWD 
37901 (4)     3/7-28 W 9:30-10:30AM  CV-REC

Stretch for Guys
This class includes varied exercises designed to increase 
energy, improve circulation, strengthen muscles, expand 
range of motion, lubricate joints, relieve stiffness, keep your 
back in alignment, improve posture and enhance overall 
physical ability whatever your interest or sport. We try to 
move every muscle in your body during class using varied 
disciplines such as classical stretch, basic Yoga, Pilates 
and even some Canadian Air Force exercises. All done to 
the music you know and love. Come join us. Please wear 
comfortable clothes and athletic shoes (no flip flips). Bring 
a sticky mat, water and 2 to 8 lb weights. All skill levels 
welcome. Drop-in fee $8. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Jan Jordan 
Fee: Member (4) $28; (8) $56; (9) $63/Non-member +$10 
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37905 (9)   1/3-2/28 W 8-9AM CV-REC
37907 (8)   1/5-2/23  F 8-9AM LC-CTWD
37906 (4)     3/7-28 W 8-9AM CV-REC
37908 (5)     3/2-30  F 8-9AM LC-CTWD

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Experienced
For those who have completed one or more sessions of Stretch, 
Strengthen and Stabilize, who understand the principals and 
nature of the class and enjoy the practice. This class will go a 
bit deeper into the work. If it’s been a long time since you’ve 
practiced, you’ll want to refresh with the Principal class. There 
will still be correction and personal guidance. Wear loose 
clothing and bring a yoga mat. Drop-in fee $15. Call Beth at 
318-9590 with further questions. NO CLASS 1/11.  
Instructor: Beth Jonquil 
Fee: Member (3) $36; (4) $48/Non-member +$10
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39149 (3)     1/4-25 Th 10-11:30AM SRS-FSTA
39150 (4)     1/8-29 M 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39151 (4)     2/1-22 Th 10-11:30AM SRS-FSTA
39152 (4)     2/5-26 M 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39153 (4)     3/1-22 Th 10-11:30AM SRS-FSTA
39154 (3)    3/5-19 M 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39155 (5)     4/2-30 M 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39156 (4)     4/5-26 Th 10-11:30AM SRS-FSTA
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Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Principle
Learn and practice exercises that will promote whole 
body correction-alignment to establish muscular balance 
through stretches and gentle exercises. This can help and 
even eliminate lower back and shoulder pain, chronic pain 
from injuries, and postural issues. With practice, it will help 
correct disparity between the two sides of the body, restore 
balance, and build functional strength. We will focus of the 
anatomical principals and primary exercises of this form. 
In this class I will be more available for personal attention. 
Wear loose clothing (no jeans or belts) and bring a yoga mat. 
You must be able to get up and down from the floor. This 
class is required before taking the experienced level classes. 
There are standing, floor, and knee based exercises, with 
alternate exercises for special needs. Drop-in fee $15. Call 
Beth Jonquil at 318-9590 with questions about the class. 
Fee: Member (3) $36; (4) $48; (5) $60/Non-member +$10
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39146 (5)     1/3-31  W 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39147 (4)     2/7-28  W 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD
39148 (3)     3/7-21  W 10-11:30AM CR-AMAD

Tai Chi and Qigong, Green Valley Style
This course is a two month ongoing series in its third year. 
All past students and beginners are welcome. Kat, a certified 
qigong therapist and Tai Chi Chuan instructor, encourages 
all to ‘look within,’ unblocking the Divine Heart power. She 
guides seated and standing qigong postures and movements, 
which can regulate breathing, improve balance, and open all 
systems of the body for improved health and longevity. The tai 
chi form taught is endorsed by the Arthritis Foundation. Wear 
comfortable clothing and a smile. Questions? Call Kat at (907) 
227-4450. Drop-in fee $10. Please review the Drop-in Policy. 
Instructor: Kat Strandlie 
Fee: Member (8) $70; (9) $80/Non-member +$10 
CR#          DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION

Tu,Th      8:30-9:30AM LC-CYPR
Tu,Th 8:30-9:30AM LC-CYPR

38003 (8)     1/4-30 
38004 (8)     2/1-27 
38005 (9)     3/1-29 Tu,Th 8:30-9:30AM LC-CYPR

Tai Chi and Qigong, Green Valley Style - 
Two Hour Workshop
Participants leave with a restored sense of life energy (Qi), 
refreshed and relaxed after seated and standing exercises, 
which can balance and restore internal systems. She 
discusses medical applications and encourages all to ‘Look 
Within’ for guidance. The Tai Chi form taught, endorsed by 
the Arthritis Foundation, can strengthen memory, restore 
and improve balance if practiced. Participants learn basic 
principles of alignment applicable to most styles of internal 
arts. Call Kat at (907) 227-4450 with questions. 
Instructor: Kat Strandlie 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37916          1/7  Su     9-11AM  LC-CYPR

HEALTH
Brain Aerobics
With an aging population worrying about Alzheimer’s 
disease, stress causing memory blockages and our poor 
diets impacting our brain cells, what are we to do? Brain 
Aerobics, a simple method to keep your brain active, has 
now been enhanced by new research that proves using a 
new technique as little as 10 minutes a day can help maintain 
your brain health, decrease your risk of dementia and keep 
you alert and functioning well mentally. Material fee of $8 
for handouts paid to instructor at the first class. 
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner 
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38428       3/6-27 Tu 2:30-4:30PM EC-GAME

Crystals for Health
Crystals have been used for centuries by many cultures to 
relieve pain, stress, improve sleep or mobility and help with 
overall wellbeing. This is a BEGINNER’S class to help you 
become familiar with the power of crystals, how to select them, 
cleanse the, ‘program’ them and how to use them successfully 
to improve your health. Feel free to bring any of your own 
‘treasures’ or learn what you need to know before the Gem 
Show.  A $5 material fee paid to instructor at first class.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38430      1/9-30 Tu 2:30-3:30PM LC-ACAC

Essential Oils for Health and Wellness
Where did wellness from plants originate? Why are people 
turning to natural options? What are essential oils? What 
areas of your life would you like to target with essential oils? 
How are essential oils used and incorporated into a healthy 
lifestyle? Fee includes handout and take home samples of 
Lemon, Lavender, Peppermint, and Breathe essential oils, 
Deep Blue Rub, On Guard toothpaste, and Breathe lozenge 
($15 value). 
Instructor: Sally Bryan, doTerra Wellness Advocate 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39130         1/5  F 9:30-11AM ABS-REC
39131        1/16  Tu   1-2:30PM LC-CTWD
39132        1/29  M   1-2:30PM LC-ACAC
39133        2/13  Tu 9:30-11AM LC-ACAC
39134        2/28  W 9:30-11AM ABS-REC
39135        3/20  Tu 9:30-11AM LC-ACAC
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Full Wave® Breath for Better Health NEW!
Full-Wave® Breathing is the single most important exercise 
to feel less stressed, more energized and alive. Since much 
of our emotional experience registers in the abdomen and 
torso, our emotional responses interact with our breathing. 
We hold our breath, pause, or breathe shallowly to avoid 
feeling old trauma stored in the chest and abdomen. The 
body’s patterns of breath avoidance become habitual over 
time. Dysfunctional respiration reinforces chronic tension. 
The self-repeating loop of tension and shallow breathing 
becomes habitual. Full-Wave® Breathing interrupts this 
predictable loop and new energy flows to depleted areas 
restoring natural vitality. Wear loose clothing. Material fee 
$7 paid to instructor at first class. 
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner 
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38778      1/8-29 M          3:30-4:30PM EC-LNGE

Joint and Gland Exercises NEW!
These simple stretching exercises for joints and glands 
increase circulation to all parts of your body and help improve 
your overall flexibility. By releasing accumulated tensions 
these exercises help relieve the pain of arthritis, rheumatism, 
or any general stiffness. As we work on face, neck, shoulders, 
arms, hands, wrists, abdomen, torso, legs and feet we also 
bring new calmness to the mind. ANYONE CAN PARTICIPATE  
because movements are SLOW and are done in a sitting 
position. $5 material fee paid to instructor at class.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38573         3/5-26 M 3:30-4:30PM EC-GAME

Learn Relaxation - Meditation in One Day!
Dr. Sam Yulish has been meditating/relaxing since 1971. 
You will see immediate results. Exercises are NO PAIN and 
NO STRAIN. Relaxation and meditation will improve every 
aspect of your life: physical, mental and spiritual. And it is 
so easy! This class is nonreligious and has no affiliations 
of any kind to any organization--point blank. Physically 
handicapped or challenged people are welcome. (Check with 
your doctor). Start in one day improving the quality of your 
life. Bring chair cushion if needed. 
Instructor: Sam Yulish 
Fee: Member $18/Non-member $28 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37881         2/7  W  2-3:30PM EC-GAME

Meditation for Everyone
Looking for more inner peace and calmness? In this course 
you will learn the research on meditation, a simple meditation 
technique, activities/exercises that calm the nervous system 
and mind, and how to be more peaceful throughout the day. 
Anyone can participate. Non-sectarian. Pat and Joe have been 
meditating for 40 years and love it! Pat has an M.S. in learning 
disabilities and Joe has an M.A. in school psychology. Free 
book on meditation given to students.
Instructors: Pat and Joe Ambrosic 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38333      1/8-29 M 9:30-11AM CH-MSQT

Put Your Feet First!
Do you have bunions, arthritis, fallen arches, tendonitis, 
fasciitis, and/or loss of balance, strength and flexibility 
in your feet? This one hour interactive class will give you 
tools and information to work out the kinks in your own 
feet. We will practice specific stretches and strengthening 
exercises, as well as working on your gait to help you feel 
more confident in your own shoes. We spend our whole lives 
walking on our feet and never pay much attention to them 
until they start to hurt. Come and find out how you can start 
pampering them so they feel better. Drop-in fee $12. Please 
review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Jennifer Adolfs 
Fee: Member $12/Non-member $22 Classes:  1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38264         2/9    F       2-3PM LC-JNPR

Releasing Stress Naturally  (TRE)
We all have muscle tension that we hold (jaw, shoulders, 
back, stomach, etc.). Enjoy how TRE (tension/trauma 
releasing exercises) releases stress and/or trauma related 
muscle tension held in the body. Six simple exercises are 
followed by watching your body release this muscle tension 
automatically. You can use this technique on your own. The 
results have been amazing! This is light exercise. Please bring 
a yoga mat or blanket, small pillow, water bottle, and wear 
loose clothing. 
Instructor: Pat Ambrosic 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38332    1/16-2/6 Tu 9:30-11AM CH-MSQT
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PILATES
Balance and Posture
Improve your balance and posture as well as your gait (walking 
pace) with this specially designed class. During the once a 
week class, you will practice specific exercises designed to 
challenge your balance as well as the core postural alignment. 
Just standing taller and being stronger will greatly improve 
your confidence with walking and moving in general. Balance 
and gait assessment testing will be conducted the first and last 
meetings to see your improvement. Drop-in fee $12. Please 
review our Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Serenity Pilates Instructors 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes:  6
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38262  1/12-2/16  F          12:30-1:20PM LC-JNPR
38263     3/2-4/6  F          12:30-1:20PM LC-JNPR

Pilates - Intermediate
This class is designed for those with at least one year prior 
Pilates experience. These exercises include intermediate and 
advanced level progressions to further challenge your core 
strength and concentration. This class will include the standing 
Pilates exercises as well. Please bring a mat and pillow if 
needed. Drop-in fee $12. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Jennifer Adolfs 
Fee: Member $34/Non-member $44 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38257       1/8-29 M 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR
38258       2/5-26 M 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR
38259       3/5-26 M 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR 

Pilates 101
Starting with the fundamentals progressing into the 
beginner level of movement, this is a great refresher class for 
Pilates enthusiasts. Bring a mat and pillow, if needed. Drop-
in fee $12. Please review the Drop-in Policy. 
Instructor: Serenity Pilates Instructors 
Fee: Member  (4) $34; (5) $42/Non-member +$10 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38251 (5)   1/3-31 W 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR
38252 (4)   2/7-28 W 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR
38253 (4)   3/7-28 W 8:30-9:20AM LC-JNPR

Pilates for Healthy Back and Joints
This class will focus on the 12 fundamental exercises and the 
6 principles of Pilates; they are designed to increase your 
body awareness by placing your focus on using your core 
musculature to gain a better understanding of the Pilates 
work. This is a gentle, low intensity class for all populations 
who want to improve their core strength and agility. This 
class also makes modifications for those with back and joint 
issues such as; Osteoporosis, Stenosis, Arthritis, etc. Bring 
an exercise mat and towel or pillow. Drop-in fee $12. Please 
review the Drop-in Policy. NO CLASS 2/23. 
Instructor: Jennifer Adolfs 
Fee: Member $34/Non-member $44 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38254      1/5-26  F        11:10AM-12PM LC-JNPR
38255      2/2-3/2  F        11:10AM-12PM LC-JNPR

Pilates Mat
Pilates mat-based exercises are based on the principles of 
breathing, concentration, focus, precision, centering and flow. 
Pilates will help you develop better body awareness, postural 
improvement, balance, flexibility, core strength and muscle 
tone. Instructor may introduce small accessory equipment. 
Bring a mat and small pillow or towel if needed for head 
support. Drop-in fee $12. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Serenity Pilates
Fee: Member $42/Non-member $52 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38260       4/2-30 M 8:30-9:20AM  LC-JNPR

SPORTS
Develop a Consistent Tennis Serve and 
Simple Return
Placement and consistency are more important than power, 
so you will learn with the newest instructional aids. You will 
be introduced to the flat, slice, and topspin serves but the 
most time will be spent on a repeatable slice service motion. 
The service return drills will give you practice on both your 
forehand and backhand. You will learn to keep the return 
compact and simple for success. Bring a tennis racket. 
Instructor: Ray Wardlaw 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37914     1/16-18            Tu-Th     12-1PM    WC-TC
37915     2/13-15            Tu-Th     12-1PM    WC-TC
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Improve Your Tennis - 3 Day Workshop
This is a three day workshop to improve your tennis game. 
Day 1 will focus on consistent contact of both volleys and 
groundstrokes. Day 2 will emphasize shaping the shot and 
includes predicting the movement of your opponent’s shot. Day 
3 will reinforce target tennis to move your opponent. Each day 
will have at least 1 hour of drill followed by competitive play to 
complete each workshop. Bring your tennis racket. 
Instructor: Ray Wardlaw 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37912      1/9-11              Tu-Th 12-1:30PM WC-TC 
37913         2/6-8                 Tu-Th 12-1:30PM WC-TC 

Pickleball 101 (Introduction)
Learn the fundamentals of Pickleball, the fastest growing 
senior sport in North America. Class consists of 3 2-hour 
sessions on 3 consecutive Mondays. First class will focus 
on court layout, rules, etiquette, grip, position, and drills for 
serving/return of serve. The second class will cover volley/
dink shot and drill for both. The third class will be a review 
and supervised games with your peers. Paddles available for 
students. Wear tennis shoes. 
Instructor: Paul May 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37890      1/8-22 M      3-5PM CR-PICKL
37891         2/5-19 M      3-5PM CR-PICKL
37892         4/2-16 M      3-5PM CR-PICKL

Pickleball 201
Participants should be at least a 2.5 skill level. The third shot drop, 
drive and lob will be introduced with continued emphasis in the 
soft game. When to execute which third shot will be addressed 
to maximize success. Serve and return strategies will be taught 
in combination with the third shot. There will be an emphasis on 
dinking, angles, and proper court positioning. The importance of 
footwork in defending a lob and volley skills will be taught.
Instructor: Carol Hammerle 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37958     1/10-24 W 3-5PM CR-PICKL
37959    2/21-3/7 W 3-5PM CR-PICKL

Pickleball 202
Pickleball 202 is a sequel to Pickleball 201. Participants are 
required to have taken Pickleball 201 OR have a skill level of 
2.5 or better. We review and build on the skills and strategies 
introduced in Pickleball 201. Advanced skills such as the third 
shot, team strategies, and movement will be reviewed in variety 
of drills such as the three and seven ball drills. Additional 
advanced skills such as unannounced lob from no volley zone, 
smash, block and use of the ball machine will be addressed.
Instructor: Carol Hammerle 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37960   1/31-2/14 W     3-5PM CR-PICKL
37961    4/11-25 W     3-5PM CR-PICKL

YOGA
Chair Yoga with Yoga Saguaro
A unique style that adapts yoga poses using a chair, allowing 
you to feel supported, stable, and safe. Poses are practiced in 
a seated position or the chair is used for support. Chair yoga 
can lead to stress reduction, improved health, wellness, and 
foster graceful aging. Emphasis on breath, balance, and taking 
things at your own pace. Men welcome! Richard recently 
completed (50 hours) ‘Integrative Yoga for Seniors’ training at 
Duke University, and is a registered yoga teacher, E-500 RYT, 
Yoga Alliance. Helpful PROPS (available for purchase): yoga 
mat, yoga straps. Drop-in fee $10. Discounted fees for multiple 
weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course 
unavailable for online registration.
Instructor: Richard Roth 
Fee: Member (3) $24; $(4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38384 (3)    1/5-19  F       10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
38380 (4)    1/9-30 Tu     10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
38385 (4)    2/2-23  F       10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR 
38381 (4)    2/6-27 Tu     10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
38386 (5)    3/2-30 F       10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR 
38382 (4)    3/6-27 Tu     10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
38383 (4)    4/3-24 Tu     10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
38387 (4)    4/6-27 F       10:15-11:15AM LC-JNPR
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Deepening Your Practice Part I
This workshop series is for the student that wishes to 
explore Yoga in more depth. This segment of the 2-part 
series is informational as well as ‘practical’ but works as 
an excellent base for the student that is looking to truly 
expand their practice. Note: Part I strongly recommended 
before Part II; drop-ins also welcome, $15. Week I: Why 
NOT to do Yoga? Introduction to Types & Styles of Yoga. 
Week II: Physiology, History and Philosophy. Week III: 
Breathing Practices; Chakras, Mantras and Chanting. Week 
IV: Postures-why, how, modification, contra indications and 
benefits. Contact instructor, Vivian Sanchez, (520) 312-
4810, with questions. 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38629       1/8-29  M      4-5PM  LC-CYPR

Deepening Your Practice Part II
This workshop series is for the student that wishes to 
explore Yoga in more depth and is the more ‘physical’ 
segment of the 2-part series. Note: Some yoga experience 
is recommended but not mandatory. Part I is strongly 
recommended before Part II, yet, each class can be done 
as a drop-in ($15). Week I: Sun Salutations versus Moon 
Salutations. Week II: Inversions and Folds, Dissection and 
Deconstruction. Week III: Backbends and Twists, Dissection 
and Deconstruction. Week IV: Balance and Meditation 
(Gratitude Practice). Contact instructor, Vivian Sanchez, 
(520) 312-4810, with questions. 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38645       2/5-26  M 4-5PM LC-CYPR

Energy Medicine Yoga NEW!
It is said that any ‘healing’ modality that is traditional is 
considered alternative. But these practices have existed 
for thousands of years. This yoga class, based on traditional 
Chinese Meridian lines and chakras, finds graceful flowing 
movements while calming the nervous system, allowing you 
to put all your energy into feeling good, healthy, and vibrant. 
Class includes stretching, breathing, laughing, tapping and 
working pressure points to break up tightness and stuckness. 
All levels, everyone welcome. Bring a yoga mat. Discounted 
fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see 
staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Drop-in fee $12. 
Instructor: Stacey Bell
Fee: Member (40) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10 
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39241 (4)     1/5-26   F      8-9AM  LC-JNPR
39242 (4)     2/2-23   F 8-9AM  LC-JNPR
39243 (5)     3/2-30   F 8-9AM  LC-JNPR 
39244 (4)     4/6-27   F 8-9AM  LC-JNPR

EZ Does It Yoga - A Gentle Practice
If you always wanted to try yoga but don’t feel you are 
flexible, this is the class for you. Great, gentle class for people 
of all shapes and sizes. Perfect for anyone who wants to 
take it a little slower. We work on basic poses to stretch and 
strengthen all major muscles and joints, as well as develop 
greater relaxation in the pose. Breathing flexibility practice 
is also stressed. Please bring yoga mat, yoga strap, yoga 
blocks, and 2 Mexican blankets or beach towels. Instructor 
has props for sale. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes 
with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration. Drop-in fee $13. Please review the Drop-in Policy. 
Instructor: Marti DeLong 
Fee: Member (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38434 (5)    1/2-30 Tu         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38435 (4)    1/4-25 Th         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38442 (4)    1/4-25 Th 1-2:15PM CR-AMAD
38443 (4)    2/1-22 Th 1-2:15PM CR-AMAD
38436 (4)    2/6-27 Tu          9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38437 (4)    2/1-22 Th         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38444 (5)    3/1-29 Th 1-2:15PM CR-AMAD
38438 (4)    3/6-27 Tu          9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38439 (4)    3/8-29 Th         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38440 (4)    4/3-24 Tu         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD
38441 (4)    4/5-26 Th         9:30-10:45AM CR-AMAD

Flow Vinyasa for Ladies NEW!
Looking for a full body work out that will leave you stronger, 
more energized and alive? Practicing in a safe space with 
only ladies—feel the confidence to explore your strength 
and stamina. This class will be energetic with a lot of creative 
movements. We will move the way life does, allowing the 
muscles you use daily to get stronger, sexier, and sleeker. 
Build bone and muscle strength while sweating to lose excess 
weight. Bring a yoga mat. Discounted fees for multiple weekly 
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable 
for online registration. Drop-in fee $12. 
Instructor: Stacey Bell
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39237        1/10-31 W      4-5PM LC-CYPR
39238         2/7-28 W      4-5PM LC-CYPR
39239         3/7-28 W      4-5PM LC-CYPR
39240         4/4-25 W      4-5PM LC-CYPR
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Guided Rest Meditation
Do you have chronic pain, stress, depression, PTSD, 
insomnia, or anxiety? This specific body-sensing mediation 
called Yoga Nidra is a proven practice to reduce stress, 
tension, and pain. Guided meditation will leave you calm, 
focused, and able to glide through your day and sleep like a 
baby. Come dressed for comfort, bring a mat, blanket, and 
maybe a pillow. Anyone can do it, all welcome! Props: Bring 
a yoga mat. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with 
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration. Drop-in fee $12. 
Instructor: Stacy Bell
Fee: Member (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10   
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39222 (4)     1/4-25 Th 10-11AM LC-CYPR 
39221 (4)     1/8-29 M 10-11AM LC-CYPR
39223 (4)     2/1-22 Th 10-11AM LC-CYPR  
39224 (4)     2/5-26 M              10-11AM LC-CYPR 
39226 (5)     3/1-29 Th 10-11AM LC-CYPR
39225 (4)     3/5-26 M 10-11AM LC-CYPR  
39227 (5)     4/2-30 M 10-11AM LC-CYPR 
39228 (4)     4/5-26 Th 10-11AM LC-CYPR

Hatha Yoga Saguaro - Level I/II
For students with a consistent yoga practice of one year and 
knowledge of the basic 30 poses (asanas). Sun Salutations 
are followed by standing/seated poses, twists, balance, back 
bending, and some inversion poses. Strong emphasis will 
be on breathing techniques (pranayama). Richard has been 
instructing yoga since 2004 with extensive yoga study in 
India. He recently completed ‘Integrative Yoga for Seniors,’ 
a 10-day training at Duke University. REQUIRED PROPS 
(available for purchase): firm yoga mat, 2 blocks, yoga strap 
and 2 firm blankets. Drop-in fee $13. Discounted fees for 
multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff. 
Course unavailable for online registration. 
Instructor: Richard Roth 
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#         DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38395 (3)     1/5-19  F 8:30-10AM LC-CYPR
38391 (4)     1/9-30 Tu 8:30-10AM LC-JNPR
38396 (4)     2/2-23  F 8:30-10AM LC-CYPR
38392 (4)     2/6-27 Tu 8:30-10AM LC-JNPR
38397 (5)     3/2-30  F 8:30-10AM LC-CYPR
38393 (4)     3/6-27 Tu 8:30-10AM LC-JNPR
38394 (4)     4/3-24 Tu 8:30-10AM LC-JNPR
38398 (4)     4/6-27  F 8:30-10AM LC-CYPR

Hatha Yoga Saguaro for Back Care
No experience necessary. Men and women welcome! If you 
can breathe, you can practice hatha yoga. This gentle class is 
designed for those with back challenges and anyone intent on 
strengthening their back for improved stability and posture. 
Emphasis on breathing techniques and poses designed to 
stretch, strengthen, balance, and harmonize the body, mind, and 
spirit. Richard is certified annually by Yoga Alliance as E-500 
RYT and recently completed the 10-day ‘Integrative Yoga 
for Seniors’ training at Duke University. REQUIRED PROPS 
(available for purchase): yoga mat, 2 blocks, 8’ yoga strap and 2 
very firm blankets (Mexican ideal). Drop-in fee $10. Discounted 
fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see 
staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Instructor: Richard Roth 
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38349 (4)   1/9-30 Tu     11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-JNPR
38350 (3)   1/5-19 F        11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-CYPR
38351 (4)   2/6-27 Tu     11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-JNPR
38352 (4)   2/2-23 F        11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-CYPR
38353 (4)   3/6-27 Tu     11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-JNPR
38373 (5)   3/2-30 F        11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-CYPR
38374 (4)   4/3-24 Tu     11:30AM-12:30PM    LC-JNPR
38375 (4)   4/6-27 F        11:30AM-12:30PM   LC-CYPR

Soft Stretch Yin Yoga NEW!
Using seated or very close to the ground poses, we let gravity 
help us in a good way! Breathing for several minutes in 
each pose, we stretch muscles, lengthen connective tissue, 
strengthen the bones and essentially exercise the joints to 
reduce inflammation and pain. Fantastic for fibromyalgia 
or uptight & wound up. All levels, everyone welcome. Bring 
a yoga mat. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with 
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration. Drop-in fee $12. 
Instructor: Stacey Bell
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39217 (3)     1/6-20 Sa   9-10AM LC-CTWD
39218 (4)     2/3-24 Sa 9-10AM LC-CTWD
39219 (5)     3/3-31 Sa 9-10AM LC-CTWD
39220 (4)     4/7-28 Sa 9-10AM LC-CTWD
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Stand Stable and Secure NEW!
Bring stability and strength back! This practice will focus 
on your ability to balance with ease like a kid and find the 
posture of one, too. As we age our bones lose density, our 
muscles lose mass, and we start to sag and shrink. This yoga 
practice will strengthen your ability to and stand upright 
with beauty, and balance with grace. All level, everyone 
welcome, bring a yoga mat.
Instructor: Stacey Bell
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50  Classes: 4  
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39268      1/4-25  Th   9-10AM   LC-JNPR
39269      2/1-22  Th   9-10AM   LC-JNPR
39270      3/1-29  Th   9-10AM   LC-JNPR
39271      4/5-26  Th   9-10AM  LC-JNPR

Yoga - Level I/II
This class is for students with some yoga experience. Principles 
of alignment will be taught with emphasis on breath, awareness 
and safety. Instructions for deepening the poses will be offered 
so students can move into those positions if they desire. This 
course will continue to explore and work on intermediate 
poses. Your own yoga mat is required. Additional props also 
good to bring: blanket (one or two Mexican blankets work well), 
block(s), and yoga strap. Kathy has props (except mats) for sale. 
Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor, 
please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration. Drop-
in fee $12. 
Instructor: Kathy Edds 
Fee: Member (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37886 (4)  1/8-29 M 9-10:30AM LC-CTWD
37887 (4)  2/5-26 M 9-10:30AM LC-CTWD
37888 (4)  3/5-26 M 9-10:30AM LC-CTWD
37889 (5)  4/2-30 M 9-10:30AM LC-CTWD

Yoga Beyond Beginners
This class is for beginners who want a more vigorous practice 
and added pose challenges. You will receive a firm command 
and understanding of yoga principles. The class is structured 
as more of a methodical breakdown of yoga poses and how 
to adjust them for your own practice. Emphasis will be on 
breath, balance, and alignment. Required: yoga mat, 8’ strap, 
1-2 blankets (Mexican work well) and 2 blocks. Instructor has 
props for sale (except mats). Discounted fees for multiple weekly 
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable 
for online registration. Drop-in fee $12.
Instructor: Kathy Edds 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:  4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37882     1/10-31 W 3-4:30PM LC-CTWD
37883      2/7-28 W 3-4:30PM LC-CTWD 
37884      3/7-28 W 3-4:30PM LC-CTWD 
37885      4/4-25 W 3-4:30PM LC-CTWD 

Yoga for Beginners
Designed for students without previous knowledge of 
yoga or for those who may desire a gentler practice. This 
class is slow and methodical so students can learn the basic 
elements of how to practice yoga. Students should be able 
to get up and down from the floor. Emphasis is on breath 
and physical alignment, with poses being repeated to allow 
for developing a strong understanding of yoga principles. 
Required props: your own yoga mat is required. Additional 
props to bring: blanket (one or two Mexican blankets work 
well), 2- 4’ yoga blocks, and an 8’ yoga strap. Valerie is 
registered with Yoga Alliance as a 200 hour RYT. Drop-in fee 
$12. Please review the Drop-in Policy.
Instructor: Valerie Davenport 
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37897 (4)   1/8-29 M 1:30-2:45PM LC-CTWD
38314 (4)   1/9-30 Tu 1:30-2:45PM LC-AGAV
37898 (4)   2/5-26 M 1:30-2:45PM LC-CTWD
38315 (4)   2/6-27 Tu 1:30-2:45PM LC-AGAV
37899 (4)   3/5-26 M 1:30-2:45PM LC-CTWD
38316 (3)  3/13-27 Tu 1:30-2:45PM LC-AGAV
37900 (5)   4/2-30 M 1:30-2:45PM LC-CTWD
38317 (4)   4/3-24 Tu 1:30-2:45PM LC-AGAV

Yoga for Athletes and Seated Warriors
Do you play golf, tennis, archery, pickleball? Even jewelry 
making or painting? These one-sided sports and activities 
are wonderful fun, but can create havoc in your body. This 
class will promote alignment and balance for your entire 
body. Find a stronger swing and longer drive while reducing 
hip and back pain in this all-level hatha yoga class. Because 
you are an athlete. Bring a yoga mat. Course unavailable for 
online registration. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes 
with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online 
registration. Drop-in fee $12. 
Instructor: Stacy Bell
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#         DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39230 (4)     1/5-26 F             5:30-6:30PM LC-CYPR
39229 (4)     1/9-30 Tu          5:30-6:30PM LC-CTWD
39231 (4)     2/2-23 F             5:30-6:30PM LC-CYPR
39232 (4)     2/6-27 Tu          5:30-6:30PM LC-CTWD
39233 (5)     3/2-30 F             5:30-6:30PM LC-CYPR
39234 (4)     3/6-27 Tu          5:30-6:30PM LC-CTWD
39235 (4)     4/3-24 Tu          5:30-6:30PM LC-CTWD
39236 (4)     4/6-27 F             5:30-6:30PM LC-CYPR
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Yoga to Improve Your Golf Game
Flexibility is an essential component of your golf swing. 
The ability to stretch properly can add strength, increase 
lower body strength and help maximize torso turn. Basic 
yoga poses will be taught to help stabilize the shoulder for 
club control, to improve core strength for torso rotation, 
and to improve balance. Instruction in breath work will 
help to foster relaxation and focus. Please bring a yoga mat, 
yoga blocks, and 2 Mexican blankets or thick beach towels. 
Instructor has props for sale. Discount available for those 
taking two or more classes per week with this instructor, please 
see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Drop-in fee $13. Please review the Drop-in Policy. 
Instructor: Marti DeLong 
Fee: Member (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10 
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38446 (5)    1/2-30 Tu 7:30-8:45AM CR-AMAD
38447 (4)    2/6-27 Tu 7:30-8:45AM CR-AMAD
38448 (4)    3/6-27 Tu 7:30-8:45AM CR-AMAD
38449 (4)    4/3-24 Tu 7:30-8:45AM CR-AMAD

Yogalates
60 minutes of Pilates and yoga combined to sculpt long, 
lean, and stronger muscles while also promoting flexibility to 
increase range of motion. Lots of options and modifications 
offered to meet the needs of the beginner as well as the ‘gym 
rat.’ Yoga or Pilates mat required. Drop-ins welcome, $10. 
Instructor: Vivian Sanchez 
Fee: Member (40 $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10 
CR#         DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38650 (4)    1/5-26 F 11AM-12PM LC-CTWD
38651 (4)    2/2-23 F 11AM-12PM LC-CTWD
38652 (5)    3/2-30 F 11AM-12PM LC-CTWD
38653 (4)    4/6-27 F 11AM-12PM LC-CTWD

ZUMBA
Zumba Basic
Join the Party! Learn the basics of salsa, cha cha, hip hop, 
line dances, and more. Then we’ll put them together into Fun 
Dances! The warm up will emphasize correct body alignment, 
balance and breathing, so that the dance moves will improve 
your body’s fitness. This is a 50 minute class. Drop-in fee $8. 
See Drop-in policy in course catalog. Bring water. 
Instructor: Lucy Kehl 
Fee: Member (8) $ 48; (9) $54/Non-member +$10
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38797 (9)   1/2-30 Tu,F     10:40-11:30AM CV-REC
38798 (8)   2/2-27 Tu,F     10:40-11:30AM CV-REC
38799 (9)   3/2-30 Tu,F     10:40-11:30AM CV-REC
38800 (8)   4/3-27 Tu,F     10:40-11:30AM CV-REC

Zumba® Gold with Toning
The Zumba® Gold-Toning program combines the enticing 
world rhythms of the Zumba® Gold program with strength-
training techniques, creating an easy-to-follow, health-
boosting dance-fitness program for the young at heart, 
including beginners. Using weights, you will build strength 
and tone all the target zones. JOIN THE PARTY, DITCH THE 
WORKOUT! Drop-in fee $10. Bring 1 to 2 lb. weights and 
water. Discount available for those taking two or more classes 
per week with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable 
for online registration.
Instructor: Terri James, licensed instructor since 2008 
Fee: Member (4) $34; (5)$43/Non-member +$10 
CR#       DATES       DAY     TIME                LOCATION
38870 (5)   1/3-31 W 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38871 (4)   1/5-26 F 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38872 (4)   1/8-29 M 9-10AM LC-AGAV 
38873 (4)   2/2-23 F 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38874 (4)   2/5-26 M 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38875 (4)   2/7-28 W 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38876 (5)   3/2-30 F 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38877 (4)   3/5-26 M 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38878 (4)   3/7-28 W 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38879 (4)   4/4-25 W 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38881 (4)   4/6-27 F 9-10AM LC-AGAV
38880 (4)   4/9-30 M 9-10AM LC-AGAV

FRENCH
French - Beginner Conversation III
This is the continuation of BEGINNER II with focus on more 
complex life and language situations. Pre-intermediate-
level speakers welcome. Please bring the required text 
Learn French the Fast and Fun Way by Elizabeth Bourquin 
Leete (available at local bookstore) to the first day of class. 
Instructor, Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker. 
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37919      1/9-2/6 Tu         9:30-11:30AM LC-ACAC

French - Intermediate I
You can speak some French. Strengthen your conversational 
skills with a good command of common verbs, the spinal 
cord of the language. We will focus on the present tense 
and explore a lot of idiomatic expressions. Full benefits 
for this class involve consistent homework. Please bring 
the required text Practice Makes Perfect: French Verb 
Tenses (available at local bookstore) to the first day of class. 
Instructor, Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker. 
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37920    2/20-3/13 Tu         9:30-11:30AM LC-ACAC
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French - Intermediate II
You are able to express yourself in the present tense. Now you 
want to use and differentiate past tenses. This class will help 
you by providing a lot of practice in a meaningful context while 
giving you the opportunity of building up your vocabulary. 
Please bring the required text Practice Makes Perfect: French 
Verb Tenses (available at local bookstore) to the first day of 
class. Instructor, Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker.
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37921      1/11-2/8 Th       2-4PM LC-ACAC

French - Intermediate III
Continue reinforcing your conversational skills with a good 
command of the verbs in the future tense and conditional 
mode. A lot of practice in a meaningful context will help you 
acquire new vocabulary and become more fluent. Please 
bring the required text Practice Makes Perfect: French Verb 
Tenses (available at local bookstore) to the first day of class. 
Instructor, Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker. 
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37922    3/22-4/19 Th        2-4PM LC-ACAC

French Advanced Conversation
Cette classe est pour les personnes qui veulent pratiquer. 
Les sujets de conversation sont choisis par les participants 
du groupe. On peut donc prendre cette classe plusieurs fois 
pour le plaisir de parler et de progresser encore. Instructor, 
Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker. 
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37923     1/12-2/9 F           9:30-11:30AM LC-ACAC
37924      2/23-3/23 F           9:30-11:30AM LC-ACAC

GERMAN
German I
This course will focus on the language, food, customs and 
geography of German speaking countries. You will learn 
basic greetings, how to order a meal and useful expressions. 
There will be no book, but handouts are included. This will be 
a fun class presented by a very energetic, animated teacher 
who has been a high school German teacher for many 
years. She has also taught German to children and adults. 
Instructor: Linda Wall 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#        DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37983       1/9-2/6 Tu 9-11AM ABS-REC
37984    2/13-3/13 Tu 9-11AM ABS-REC

German II
This course is a continuation of German I or requires some 
knowledge of the language. We will continue to focus on the 
language, food, customs and geography of German speaking 
countries. There will be no book, but handouts are included. 
This will be a fun class presented by a very energetic and 
animated high school German teacher. 
Instructor: Linda Wall 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37988     1/10-2/7 W     9-11AM DH-RMA
37989    2/14-3/14 W     9-11AM DH-RMA

German III
This course is a continuation of German II or requires some 
knowledge of the language. We will continue to focus on the 
language, food, customs and geography of German speaking 
countries along with use of the past tense. There will be 
no book, but handouts are included. This will be a fun class 
presented by a very energetic and animated high school 
German teacher. 
Instructor: Linda Wall 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37993      1/8-2/5 M 1-3PM ABS-REC
37994   2/12-3/12 M 1-3PM ABS-REC

SPANISH
Casa del Estudiante
Si deseas sumergirte en el mágico mundo de la cultura de 
México, y si te gusta platicar de la riqueza de otros pueblos y 
de la vida en otros países. Entonces éste es el lugar indicado 
para conversar. No necesitas traer nada a la clase, sólo ganas 
de hablar en español. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker 
and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38866        1/9-30 Tu        1-3PM DH-RMA
38867           2/6-27 Tu        1-3PM DH-RMA
38868        3/6-27 Tu        1-3PM DH-RMA
38869        4/3-24 Tu        1-3PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Advanced I
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Intermediate IV. We will cover the imperative tense. 
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, 
by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native 
speaker and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes:  4
CR#        DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38748        2/2-23   F 12:30-2:30PM  DH-RMA
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Spanish - Advanced II
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Advanced I. The course covers the present subjunctive tense. 
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, 
by Dorothy Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker 
and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $75/Non-member $85 Classes: 6
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38860     1/9-2/13 Tu 9-11AM DH-RMC
38859     3/2-4/13  F 12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Advanced III
This course is for those who completed Spanish Advanced II. 
The course covers the passive voice. Required text: Practice 
Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy Richmond. 
Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and experienced 
instructor. NO CLASS 3/6.
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes 3  
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39266       2/20-3/13 Tu          9-11AM DH-RMC

Spanish - Basics
This course is an introduction to learn the alphabet and 
words, telling time, greetings, useful expressions, and how 
to order a meal. Handouts included. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a 
native speaker and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $45 /Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38292        1/8-22  M     9-11AM DH-RMC
38293         1/11-25 Th     9-11AM DH-RMC
38294       1/11-25 Th         12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Elementary I
Have you completed Spanish Basics? This course is for you! 
We’ll cover the present tense of regular verbs. Required text: 
Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy 
Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and 
experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38744   1/29-2/26 M      9-11AM DH-RMC
38745      2/1-3/1 Th          12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA
38746     2/1-3/1 Th       9-11AM DH-RMC

Spanish - Elementary II
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Elementary I. The course covers the verbs ‘to be: ser, and 
estar.’ Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb 
Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is 
a native speaker and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38749        3/5-26  M     9-11AM DH-RMC
38750        3/8-29 Th     9-11AM DH-RMC
38751        3/8-29 Th          12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Elementary III
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Elementary II. The course covers ‘hay’, ‘tener’ and the 
personal ‘a.’ Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish 
Verb Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, 
B.A., is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38754        4/2-16  M     9-11AM DH-RMC
38755        4/5-19 Th     9-11AM DH-RMC
38756        4/5-19 Th          12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Elementary IV
Have you completed Spanish Elementary III? This course is 
for you! We will learn the common irregular verbs ‘saber’ and 
‘conocer.’ Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb 
Tenses, by Dorothy Richmond. Instructor: Zandra Pardi, B.A.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 5
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38759     1/12-2/9    F      9-11AM DH-RMC

Spanish - Elementary V
Have you completed Spanish Elementary IV? This course is 
for you! This course covers the reflexive verb ‘gustar’ and the 
present progressive tense. Required text: Practice Makes 
Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses by Dorothy Richmond. Zandra 
Pardi is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes 5
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39264   2/16-3/16        F    9-11AM               DH-RMA

Spanish - Intermediate I
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Elementary V. The course covers the preterite tense. 
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, 
by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native 
speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $75/Non-member $85
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39265     1/8-2/12  M     12-2PM  DH-RMA
39267    3/23-4/27 F     9-11AM  DH-RMC
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(520) 245-9476. She will advise you as to which

class is the best for you.
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Spanish - Intermediate II
This course is for those who completed Spanish Intermediate 
I. The course covers the imperfect tense. Required text: 
Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy 
Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and 
experienced instructor. NO CLASS 4/26.
Fee: Member $75/Non-member $85 Classes: 6
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38774    2/19-4/2  M     12-2PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Intermediate III
This course is for those who have completed Spanish 
Intermediate II. The course covers the future and conditional 
tenses. Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb 
Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is 
a native speaker and experienced instructor. 4/23 class held 
in the Mesquite Room at Canoa Hills. 
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38776       4/9-23 M      2-4PM DH-RMA

Spanish - Intermediate IV
This class is for those who completed Spanish Intermediate 
III. The course covers the present perfect tense. Required 
text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, by 
Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native 
speaker and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $45 /Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES           DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38857      1/12-26 F          12:30-2:30PM DH-RMA

Vámonos!
If you are willing to practice all those Spanish verb tenses, 
this is a perfect class for you! We will focus on pronunciation 
and learning some vocabulary and phrases as an introduction 
to conversational Spanish, followed by topics related to 
everyday life in Latin America. Zandra Pardi is a native 
speaker and experienced instructor. 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES      DAY 
38861         1/10-24 W 
38862       1/31-2/14 W 
38863     2/21-3/7 W 
38864      3/14-28 W 
38865       4/4-18 W 

        TIME               LOCATION 
9:30-11:30AM DH-RMC 
9:30-11:30AM DH-RMC 
9:30-11:30AM DH-RMC 
9:30-11:30AM DH-RMC 
9:30-11:30AM DH-RMC

WRITING
Creating an Illustrated Journal
Whether you create personal pages, travel journals or nature 
journals, this class focuses on capturing your world on the 
page using language and imagery. Express your observations 
and thoughts in an illustrated journal using text, collage, 
sketches and art materials. No previous experience needed. 
Material fee of $5 payable to instructor. Bring an unlined 
journal with sturdy pages, pens, and any needed art supplies. 
Also bring a sack lunch. 
Instructor: Gail Frank
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37917            2/3   Sa  9AM-3PM LC-ACAC

Write Your Life
Leave a living legacy of your life’s highlights for family and 
friends. Share with others the stories of your childhood, 
your work, joys, challenges and successes. Constructive 
comments will be offered by classmates. Bring writing to 
first class along with paper and pencil. 
Instructor: Ardyth Guest 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37977       1/2-30 Tu     9-11AM DH-RMA
37978      2/5-3/5 M     9-11AM DH-RMA
37979      2/6-3/6 Tu     9-11AM DH-RMA
37980    3/12-4/9 M 9-11AM DH-RMA
37981   3/13-4/10 Tu 9-11AM DH-RMA

Your Story Matters NEW!
Writing what matters helps us grow through difficult times 
and offers us healing balm. Words are tools to change the 
way we think, discover our wisdom, and transform our 
world, one story at a time. This workshop is for all levels. No 
previous writing experience needed. If you want to make a 
difference in your own life or the world, consider exploring 
the transformative power of words. BRING: a journal and 
pens along with a sack lunch. 
Instructor: Gail Frank
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39020          3/24 Sa   9AM-3PM LC-IRWD

LANGUAGE ARTS & WRITING
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PLANTS
Caring for Your Desert Landscaping
Week 1: What to plant and why. Week 2: Pruning and 
planting. Week 3: Insects, pests, disease and weed control. 
Week 4: Irrigation and fertilizing. Instructor is a Landscape 
Architect, Certified Arborist and has accumulated 30 years 
of gardening experience in the Green Valley area. $10 
material fee paid to instructor at class.  
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37939      1/10-31 W     9-11AM LC-ACAC
37940       2/7-28 W     9-11AM LC-ACAC
37941       3/7-28 W     9-11AM LC-ACAC
37942       4/4-25 W     9-11AM LC-ACAC

Creating a Butterfly Garden
Attract butterflies to your yard with hardy, desert-adapted 
plants. Your instructor is a Landscape Architect, Certified 
Arborist and has accumulated over 25 years of gardening 
experience in the Green Valley area. 
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37943         3/12 M 9-10:15AM LC-ACAC

Landscaping with Desert Natives
Landscape your home with desert natives and reap the 
benefits of low water use, attracting native birds, and 
minimize maintenance.  Instructor is a Landscape Architect, 
Certified Arborist and has accumulated over 30 years of 
gardening experience in the Green Valley area. $4 material 
fee paid to instructor at class. 
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37946          1/8  M      9-10AM LC-ACAC
37947         3/29 Th       8-9AM LC-ACAC

Planting a Hummingbird Garden
Skip the sugar syrup! Learn what to plant to attract 
hummingbirds to your yard all year long. Instructor is a 
Landscape Architect, Certified Arborist and has accumulated 
over 30 years of gardening experience in the Green Valley 
area. $3 material fee paid to instructor at class. 
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37948         1/29 M  9-10:30AM LC-ACAC
37949          3/5  M  9-10:30AM LC-ACAC

Sky Island & Sonoran Desert Wildflowers NEW!
Southern Arizona is famous for periodically hosting 
captivation wildflower shows. Join Botanist and Naturalist 
Vincent Pinto in this exploration of native wildflowers via a 
detailed and beautiful slideshow. Spring, summer and other 
seasonal blooms will be investigated, as you learn not only the 
names of various wildflower, but also how to identify them 
and where to find then. An optional Wildflower field trip on 
3/24 is available. Trip fee is payed directly to the instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38508          1/2 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38509          2/5 M      2-4PM WC-RM2
38510          3/6 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Successful Cactus and Succulent Gardens
Learn which plants to choose for a cactus and succulent 
garden that will survive both our summers and winters. 
Design hints will also be offered to help make your selection 
unique. Instructor is a Certified Arborist and Landscape 
Architect with more than 30 years of experience in the area. 
$3 material fee paid to instructor at class. 
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37950          1/15 M  9-10:30AM LC-ACAC
37951          2/26 M  9-10:30AM LC-ACAC

Vegetable Gardening in Containers
Learn how to grow vegetables and herbs in containers and 
which varieties are best for the desert. Instructor has over 
30 years of experience growing vegetables in the desert. $4 
material fee paid to instructor at class.  
Instructor: Linda Strader 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37953          1/11  Th     9-10AM LC-ACAC
38318          2/12   M     9-10AM LC-ACAC

NATURE & GARDENING
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TRAVEL
A Naturalist’s Tour of our Sky Islands Part I
In southeast Arizona we are endowed with an incredible 
array of fascinating forested mountains that are separated 
from each other by drier valleys. These virtual islands—a 
sort of inland American Galapagos—have latitude, longitude, 
topography, meteorology and geology, conspiring to make 
each mountain range unique in its exact complement of flora, 
fauna and associated natural history. Naturalist and Wildlife 
Biologist Vincent Pinto will take you on a slide show tour to 
some of the most beautiful and diverse Sky Islands in Arizona 
and New Mexico. In Part I, walk with him as he spends a 
day in each of the following ranges: Atascosas, Peloncillos, 
Pinalenos, Catalinas and Galiuros. Part I & II can be taken 
independently of each other. *There is an optional, instructor 
led 3-day field trip to the Chiricahua Mountains, March 26-
28, to explore the largest Sky Island range in the U.S. Trip fee 
is payable directly to the instructor. 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38485          1/18 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38486          2/20 Tu 10 AM-12PM LC-IRWD

A Naturalist’s Tour of Our Sky Islands II
In southeast Arizona, we are endowed with an incredible array 
of forested mountains that are separated by drier valleys. These 
virtual islands - a sort of inland American Galapagos and have 
latitude, longitude, topography, meteorology and geology, 
conspiring to make each mountain range unique in its exact 
complement of flora, fauna and associated natural history. 
Naturalist and wildlife biologist Vincent Pinto takes you on a 
slideshow tour of some of the most beautiful and diverse areas 
of the Sky Islands in Arizona and New Mexico. In Part II, join 
Vincent for in-depth explorations of the Chiricahuas, Dragoons, 
Huachucas, Santa Ritas and Patagonias. Discover the pleasures 
of island hopping in your own backyard! Parts I & II can be taken 
independently of each other. Optional, non-GVR sponsored, 
instructor-led 2-day field trip to the Chiricahua Mountains 
3/26-28. Trip fee will be payable to the instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38487         1/25 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38488         2/26 M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2

Arizona’s Colorado Plateau
Arizona is divided into several distinct geologic provinces: 
the Sky Islands, the Western Deserts, the Mogollon Rim 
and the Colorado Plateau. Guided by naturalist and wildlife 
biologist, Vincent Pinto, we will focus on the final region 
and learn why Arizona’s Colorado Plateau is an incredible 
destination. Explore several iconic parks to help understand 
the area’s geologic, natural and human history.  Petrified 
Forest National Park will reveal some of the area’s rich fossil 
histories and provide a hint of past environments. Today, 
the Painted Desert found in the park is no less intriguing 
than its rich past, as arid-adapted flora and fauna reveal 
their resiliency. Sunset Crater National Monument protects 
a spectacular volcanic landscape that is still in ecological 
recovery. And nearby Wupatki National Monument is 
steeped in pre-pueblo-an native culture.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38497        2/13  Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38498         3/5 M     2-4PM WC-RM2

Ecology of the Grand Canyon - North Rim
The North Rim of the Grand Canyon is seldom visited in 
comparison to the South Rim and thus holds many stunning 
secrets. Using a memorable slide show Naturalist and 
Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto will help you learn about 
the high elevation forests as well as the lower reaches of the 
North side of the Grand Canyon. Though mere miles from 
each other, the South and North Rims in many ways are 
worlds apart, ecologically speaking. Discover the geology of 
the canyon, along with its many native plants and animals. 
Ecology of the Grand Canyon - North Rim can be taken 
independently of the South Rim class. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38495         3/20 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38496         4/10 Tu        2-4PM LC-IRWD

Ecology of the Grand Canyon - South Rim
Arizona’s nickname is ‘The Grand Canyon State’, as we host 
one of the Seven Wonders of the World. Anyone who has 
been to this magnificent rift in the Earth and marveled at its 
beauty may wish to learn about the ecology of this famous 
site. Traveling into the heart of the canyon from the South 
Rim, Naturalist and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto will help 
you discover the wildlife, plants, and land features of this 
cornerstone of Arizona’s wild-lands. Marvel at the sweeping 
vistas and the hidden treasures that await you in this slide 
show that will take you from the South Rim to the Colorado 
River, exploring the depths of the grandest of all canyons! The 
South Rim can be taken independently of the North Rim class.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38493          3/13 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38494          4/10 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
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Lakes of Southeast Arizona NEW!
Come visit the ‘Lake District’ of southeast Arizona with 
Naturalist and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto . Discover 
the beauty and biodiversity of the 4 very diverse lakes 
that adorn the southern tier of counties, adding a unique 
element to an otherwise arid landscape. Remote Arivaca 
Lake, secluded Pena Blanca Lake, Patagonia Lake and the 
higher/cooler Parker Canyon Lake. A wide range of wildlife 
and flora will be explored, as will special sites near each lake, 
and live lake specimens can be viewed. Vincent will lead an 
optional non-GVR field trip to explore several of the lakes on 
February 3. The trip fee will be payable to the instructor. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38511          1/8 M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2
38512          2/1 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Madera Canyon - Santa Rita Mountains 
Biodiversity NEW!
Join Wildlife Biologist & Naturalist Vincent Pinto for an in-
depth photographic look into one of the key canyons within 
Arizona’s Sky Islands. Learn facts about the flora and fauna 
of Madera at an intimate level. Explore the various habitats 
found within this famous chasm including: Madrean Evergreen 
Woodland, Riparian Forests, and Desert environments. 
Madera is a renowned mecca for birds with over 256 species 
recorded within the canyon, including the spot with the most 
hummingbirds recorded in one day in the U.S. Mammals & 
reptiles too are very diverse. Madera’s stunning variety of 
invertebrates will dazzle you, as will seasonal wildflower 
blooms. Experience Madera Canyon as you never have before. 
Optional non-GVR sponsored field trip on February 24, trip 
fee payable to the instructor.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38524         1/22  M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2
38525         2/13 Tu         2-4PM LC-IRWD

Memorable Canyons of Southern Arizona I
Southern Arizona is liberally endowed with an astonishing 
assortment of beautiful and mysterious canyons. Each of 
these wild defiles hosts a memorable and unique array of 
floral, faunal, and geologic wonders. Venture with Naturalist 
and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto, via an engaging and 
in-depth slide show, to explore the unique biodiversity of 3 
spectacular canyons - Cave Creek Canyon, Pima Canyon, and 
Bromeliad Canyon as they all come to life in this exploration 
of our charismatic chasms! Part I & II can be taken 
independently of each other. There is an optional, instructor 
led field trip to explore Bromeliad Canyon. Trip fee payable 
to the instructor. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38501          3/19 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Memorable Canyons of Southern Arizona II
In Part II, we will explore 3 new canyons that are worlds unto 
themselves. Delve into the depths of Face Canyon, Brown 
Canyon, and Gardener Canyon. There you will discover a myriad 
of fascinating flora and fauna that collectively make these 
canyons biodiversity hotspots. Wildlife Biologist and Naturalist 
Vincent Pinto will be your guide, using a stunning slide show as 
well as various displays that help reveal these hidden gems. Part I 
& II can be taken independently of each other.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#         DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38504           1/30  Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38505           3/20  Tu       2-4PM LC-IRWD

Sea of Cortez - An Ocean of Treasures NEW!
Although Arizona is entirely devoid of marine environments, 
the nearby Sea of Cortez or Gulf of California provides 
a world-class opportunity to delve into the sea. Wildlife 
Biologist and Naturalist Vincent Pinto will transport you to 
the beaches, estuaries, coral reefs and sublime underwater 
environments via slideshow. Learn about the region’s fish, 
birds, reptiles, aquatic invertebrates and other natural 
wonders. See why Jacques Cousteau himself dubbed the Sea 
of Cortez ‘the world’s aquarium’. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38469          1/5   F       2-4PM LC-IRWD
38470         2/27 Tu       2-4PM LC-IRWD

Sonoita Creek State Natural Area
Southeast Arizona is endowed with a plethora of wild 
areas. Beyond these well-known destinations lies a hidden 
treasure—Sonoita Creek State Natural Area. This 9,000-
acre wilderness area contains a wide array of habitats. Join 
Wildlife Biologist and Naturalist Vincent Pinto, as he guides 
you through these beautiful habitats. (Optional instructor- 
led, non-GVR sponsored Field Trip to explore SCSNA on 
March 3, 2018. Trip fee is paid directly to the instructor.) 
Fee: Member$20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38459          2/5  M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2
38460         2/20 Tu       2-4PM LC-IRWD
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The Chiricahua Mountains: Sky Islands 
Kingdom NEW!
The Chiricahua Mountains rise to nearly 10,000 feet and 
are geographically the largest of the Madrean Sky Islands. 
They harbor such famous places as Chiricahua National 
Monument with its awe-inspiring balanced rocks, Cave 
Creek Canyon & Fort Bowie National Historic Site. Take an 
informative tour with Wildlife Biologist & Naturalist Vincent 
Pinto. Explore both the well-known sites, as well as the less 
visited haunts of these fabled mountains, diverse landscapes, 
wildlife, plants, and one of the most diverse set of Sky Island 
habitats. (Optional non-GVR sponsored 3 day field trip 
March 26-28, trip fee payable to instructor.) 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38471           1/8   M       2-4PM WC-RM2
38472         1/23 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD 
38473          2/7  W 2-4PM LC-IRWD
38474          3/6 Tu 2-4PM LC-IRWD

The Magnificent Mogollon Rim
The heart of Arizona is cleft by a jaw-dropping series of cliffs 
overlooking equally beautiful canyon country below. The 
Mogollon (pronounced ‘mug-ee-un’) Rim is a rugged escarpment 
that forms the southern limit of the Colorado Plateau. Naturalist 
and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto will guide this photographic 
journey into the heart of ‘rimrock country’ which is a central 
feature in the ecology of our state. From top to bottom you’ll 
learn why Nature uniquely thrives in this remote region that is 
worth visiting. Included will be an investigation of the ancient 
people that once called the Mogollon Rim home, including their 
ethnobotanical uses of local plants.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38502          2/12 M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2

The White Mountains of Arizona
Where in Arizona can you find Mexican Wolves, Saw-whet 
Owls, Water Shrews, elk, beaver, native trout, and many 
plants more reminiscent of the Rocky Mountains? The 
White Mountains region of east-central Arizona boasts an 
impressive list of wildlife and plants amidst stunning scenery. 
Join Naturalist and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto in a slide-
show exploration of the wild reaches of this small slice of the 
North in Arizona. Traveling from winsome meadows, along 
singing streams, and into the dark depths of the region’s forests 
you’ll see this oft-missed gem revealed in spectacular fashion! 
A visit to the Blue Range Primitive Area is included. There 
is an optional, instructor led field trip to explore the White 
Mountains 6/11-13. Trip fee is payable directly to the instructor.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38489          1/30 Tu        2-4PM LC-IRWD
38490          2/26 M        2-4PM WC-RM2
38492          4/11 W        2-4PM LC-IRWD

Wild New Mexico! NEW!
If Arizona has a sister state, then surely it is New Mexico. 
The two share many similarities, yet New Mexico is a world 
unique and beautiful unto itself. Travel via slideshow with 
Wildlife Biologist and Naturalist Vincent Pinto to a variety 
of magical landscapes perched ‘just next door’. Discover 
the deserts, mountains, rivers, grasslands and beyond that 
render New Mexico a premier destination for eco-travelers. 
Along the way you’ll delve into such emblematic natural 
areas such as Carlsbad Caverns, The Gila Wilderness, 
Guadalupe Mountains National Park, White Sands National 
Monument and more! 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38513          1/2  Tu        2-4PM LC-IRWD
38514          2/6  Tu        2-4PM LC-IRWD

WILDLIFE & WILDERNESS
Aquatic Arizona Biodiversity NEW!
While Arizona is generally regarded as an arid state, its watery 
environments are both widespread and diverse. Learn about 
the biodiversity of wildlife and plants that live in and near our 
watery environments from Naturalist & Wildlife Biologist 
Vincent Pinto. Rivers, streams, ponds, lakes, temporary pools, 
marshes and swamps will come to life via an informative 
slideshow & diverse nature displays. Various watersheds 
throughout Arizona will be explored, while you discover the 
fish, amphibians, mammals, birds, reptiles, invertebrates & 
plants that collectively comprise aquatic Arizona. Optional  
non-GVR sponsored field trip on March 10 to the San Pedro 
River, trip fee payable directly to the instructor.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38521          1/23 Tu        2-4PM LC-IRWD
38522          2/12 M        2-4PM WC-RM2
38523          2/28 W        2-4PM LC-IRWD

Arizona Butterflies Part 1: Swallowtails, 
Oranges & Sulphurs
In the first installment of the Butterflies of Arizona, we 
introduce the classification, structure, and metamorphosis 
of all butterflies. We then dive into the swallowtails, which 
include some of the biggest and most impressive butterflies 
on the planet. We conclude the class with a look at 
butterflies that are mostly white, orange, or yellow and are 
quite conspicuous as they flutter through your yard or the 
desert. Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38338           3/5   M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
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Arizona Butterflies Part 2: Coppers, 
Hairstreaks & Blues
The second part of the Butterflies of Arizona focuses on 
some of our most interesting insects. Hairstreaks, blues and 
coppers are collectively known as gossamer wings. They are 
small, fast-flying butterflies that are quite colorful and have 
extraordinary caterpillars. Next we delve into the metalmarks, 
so named for their shimmering wing markings. Both families 
are easily observed in your yard or on a mountain hike. 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38337          3/26 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Arizona Butterflies Part 3: Brush-foots
Did you know that Brush-foots are so named because of 
their specialized front legs? In this class, we introduce 
the largest family of butterflies in the world. Brush-foots 
includes such familiar butterflies as Monarch, Queen, 
Painted Lady and Red Admiral, as well as such magical 
creatures as satyrs, fritillaries and buckeyes. Join us for the 
third installment of this series as we explore these colorful 
and well-known butterflies. Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38336           4/2  M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Arizona Butterflies Part 4: Skippers
In the final installment of the Butterflies of Arizona series, 
we study skippers. Fast-flying dynamos, some skippers 
present serious identification challenges to butterflies. 
Other skippers are stunningly beautiful and easy to 
recognize. This class will explore these fascinating butterflies 
and tackle the many identification hurdles that these 
butterflies present. 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38335           4/9  M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Arizona’s Amphibians
Most people do not often associate the desert with 
amphibians. After all, these animals require an ample 
supply of water to survive. Yet Arizona is surprisingly rich 
in amphibians, many of which take advantage of summer 
rains for an opportunity to breed. This class explores the 
salamanders, frogs and toads of Arizona. We will investigate 
the classification, identification, vocalizations and biology 
of these remarkable animals. Join us for a fun look at our 
amphibian neighbors!
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38334          2/19 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Basic Desert Wilderness Survival Skills
Do you have what it takes to survive in the wilds of Arizona? 
If you love the outdoors, yet lack the skills to survive any 
number of emergency situations, then you owe it to yourself 
to learn now! Wilderness survival expert and naturalist 
Vincent Pinto will share a wide variety of vital and life-saving 
desert survival skills. Drawing upon his 30 years of wilderness 
experience, Vincent will show you do’s and don’ts, how to craft 
survival tools, find and purify water, keep hydrated, construct 
a shelter, navigate without a compass, identify dangerous 
plants and animals, and more! Part of the slide show will 
document a 3-day wilderness survival trip that Vincent 
accomplished using no modern gear. He will also share his 
personal experiences filming for a Discovery Channel survival 
show. There is an optional (non-GVR sponsored) instructor-
led field trip to Raven’s Nest Nature Sanctuary on 3/2/18 to 
learn survival skills firsthand. Trip fee is paid to the instructor 
and includes all class materials and lunch.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38479           1/3  W     2-4:30PM LC-IRWD
38480          2/22 Th 10AM-12:30M LC-IRWD

Basic Naturalist Training
Are you a nature-lover who would like to gain knowledge 
about the flora and fauna around you? Do you long to be 
able to identify and understand the life and ecological 
connections that render our Sky Island Region special? This 
class will build an impressive base of knowledge about our 
unique southern Arizona natural world. Guided by Vincent 
Pinto, naturalist and Wildlife Biologist for over 30 years, 
you’ll learn a wide range of topics aimed at improving your 
naturalist skills. Each session will include slideshows, nature 
displays, interactive nature exercises, a variety of journaling 
exercises, and field guide suggestions. By the end of the 3 
sessions you will learn about Southern Arizona as never 
before! A $20 material fee paid to the instructor will cover 
your many handouts. 
Fee: Member $100/Non-member $110 Classes: 3
CR#        DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38483        3/7-21  W        2-5PM LC-IRWD

Beyond the Field Guide: Flycatchers NEW!
The New World, or Tyrant, flycatchers are one of the 
most diverse families of the birds on Earth. Their diversity 
presents some problems for birders, as there are many 
species (and many of these are exceedingly similar in 
appearance). This class explores the identification of 
flycatchers by focusing on size, shape, habitat and voice. 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38341          2/26 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
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Beyond the Field Guide: Owls NEW!
Owls are among the world’s most familiar and secretive 
birds. This class explores the field identification of these 
nocturnal hunters, focusing on size, structure, habitat and, 
especially, voice. We will also discuss good locations to find 
owls and the ethics of owling. 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38343         1/22 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Beyond the Field Guide: Sparrows NEW!
Sparrows make many birders apoplectic. Many are brown, 
streaky things - the quintessential ‘little brown jobs,’ that 
can be difficult to get a good look at. In this class, we will 
make sparrow identification easier by focusing on structure, 
habitat and behavior. If you have trouble with sparrows, 
there is a light at the end of the tunnel!
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38344          1/15 M 10AM-12PM  LC-IRWD

Birdwatching - Hands On!
Come learn the basic skills of identifying birds or sharpen 
the ones you already have. Learning to interact with birds 
at home or in the field is really fun and SW Arizona is one 
of the most popular birdwatching areas in the world. We’ll 
explore ‘all the ways to observe birds’ and discuss how to 
choose good binoculars, field guides and other tools. The 
first class includes 2-1/2 hours in the classroom followed 
by field practice and lunch, ending mid-afternoon. There 
will be 2 follow-up field trips (non-GVR sponsored) to 
great birding locales for an additional fee to be paid to the 
instructor. Bring binoculars and field guides if you have them, 
but don’t buy new until you take the first class. Also bring 
lunch, beverage and snacks. Come join Sandy, an experienced 
naturalist, for some great fun. Call instructor for information 
at 648-0054. Instructor: Sandy McMahan 
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38615          1/12 F 8-10:30AM EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 1/19 & 1/26
38616           2/9  F 8-10:30AM EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 2/16 & 2/23
38617           3/7  W 8-10:30AM EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 3/14 & 3/21
38618           4/6  F 8-10:30AM EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 4/13 & 4/20

Lizards, Lizards, Lizards
The Sonoran Desert is home to a wide variety of reptiles. 
This class will look at some of the more conspicuous reptiles, 
the lizards. Lizards are often active during the day, exhibit 
interesting behaviors, and some are quite colorful. Why do 
so many lizards do push-ups? How do some lizards easily lose 
their tails when a predator threatens? Join us and find out! 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38339          2/5 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Mammals of Arizona NEW!
The Sky Islands of Arizona host more mammals than any 
comparable area north of Mexico in the western hemisphere. 
A myriad of habitats support over 100 mammal species, 
some of which are found only in this portion of the US. 
Wildlife Biologist & Naturalist Vincent Pinto will guide you 
through various mammal groups. The natural history of each 
species will be investigated, detailed nature displays with 
skins, skull and possibly even live creatures! Vincent will also 
reveal which species of mammals may inhabit your Green 
Valley backyard, as well as local endangered species. Come 
and enjoy this memorable look at our mammal kin. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38527           2/27 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38528           3/13 Tu       2-4PM LC-IRWD

Sensational Serpents
Snakes suffer from a severe public relations problem. They 
are feared and reviled by many people around the world.  In 
this class, we’ll meet some of these wonderful creatures in 
person and discuss many of the 47 species of serpent that 
can be found in Arizona. Did you know that we have a boa 
that lives in our state? We will also look at rattlesnakes and 
how to avoid being bitten by one. 
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38340          1/29  M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
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Sky Islands Invertebrates - Diminutive 
Dazzlers!
The Sky Islands or Madrean Archipelago of Arizona is 
endowed with a truly mind boggling array of Invertebrates— 
animals without internal skeletons. Naturalist and Wildlife 
Biologist Vincent Pinto will guide you into a world where 
flashy subtropical beetles roam the monsoonal landscape, 
where flies eat large wasps, and Harvester Ants are killed by 
ninja-like spiders! Each species covered boasts an intriguing 
natural history and fascinating evolutionary tale including 
many species normally associated with Mexico. Using a 
combination of beautiful slides, preserved specimens, and 
live creatures, Vincent will help you discover the magic of 
this lilliputian world! 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38515          1/22 M       2-4PM WC-RM2
38516           4/3  Tu       2-4PM LC-IRWD

Sky Islands Jaguars & Ocelots - Shadow Cats!
Of all the unexpected wildlife species present in our hyper-
diverse Sky Islands region, none evoke more surprise than 
the presence of 2 tropical cats in Arizona. Both Jaguars and 
their more diminutive cousins, Ocelots, skulk in unknown 
numbers in our state! Join Wildlife Biologist and Naturalist 
Vincent Pinto on an in-depth look to discover their taxonomy, 
distribution, habitat, diet, and much more. What has happened 
to our top feline predator?  What impact can these tropical 
cats have on an Ecosystem? How can you identify a Jaguar and 
Ocelot by tracks & signs?  What is their future in AZ and how 
can you help with their conservation? Vincent will address 
these and other questions in a slide show sure to leave you 
fascinated with these fabulous felines!
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38520          3/15 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Sky Islands Monsoon Madness
Join us if you missed the spectacular rainy season that 
generally falls between July and September in Southeast 
Arizona. Approximately 70% of our precipitation occurs 
during this time-span, bringing forth a profusion of life 
that has to be seen to be believed. Suddenly we go from 
desiccated to deluged and from sere to sylvan!  Join wildlife 
biologist and naturalist Vincent Pinto as he takes you on a 
virtual tour of the wildlife, plants, fungi and watery displays 
that burst forth during our Sky Island monsoon season. 
Wildflowers, breeding birds, insects extraordinaire and 
fascinating ‘herps’ (reptiles and amphibians) are just some of 
the species you’ll meet. This in-depth presentation is sure to 
inform, delight, and surprise! 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38481        2/14   W        2-4PM LC-IRWD

Terrific Turtles and Tortoises NEW!
Turtles and tortoises are familiar reptiles of many habitats— 
ponds, rivers, deserts and the ocean. In this class, we focus 
on the natural history of these ancient animals. We will also 
look at their conservation, as several turtles and tortoises 
are endangered or threatened.
Instructor: Jeff Babson 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38342          2/12 M 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Thorns, Stingers, and Fangs - Welcome to AZ!
Black widows, poison ivy, rattlesnakes, cacti that ‘jump’ at 
you, centipedes, kissing bugs, Africanized bees, stinging ants, 
Gila monsters, and scorpions - welcome to the southwest! 
How in the world can we enjoy the wilds with these 
daunting species as neighbors? Using a combination of slide 
show, live creatures, and preserved specimens, Wildlife 
Biologist Vincent Pinto will help you learn the differences 
between truly dangerous animals and plants versus those 
that we unjustly fear. Further, we’ll delve deeply into the 
identification, natural history, and first aid involved with 
each fascinating species covered. Not only will you increase 
your knowledge and safety with each species, you may also 
discover that you’ve made a few unconventional friends 
along the way - just give them a wide berth at times! 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38475          1/5 F 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38476          2/6 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38477          3/5 M 10AM-12PM WC-RM2
38478           4/4 W 2-4PM LC-IRWD

Wildlife Tracking in Arizona & Beyond!
Despite the fact that wild animals are very secretive and 
elusive, they often leave ample evidence of themselves in 
the form of tracks and signs. Being able to recognize these 
wildlife tracks often proves critical in appreciating our 
extraordinary biodiversity. Wildlife biologist and naturalist 
Vincent Pinto will teach you key concepts of the art and 
science of wildlife tracking. Through a slide show, displays 
and interactive tracking exercises, you’ll gain insight into a 
myriad of wildlife species and learn how to use key tracking 
tools. While the focus will be mammal tracks, we’ll also 
delve into the tracks and other signs left by birds, reptiles, 
amphibians and even invertebrates. A large percentage of 
the species covered also occur outside Arizona. There is a 
(non-GVR sponsored) field trip to the Patagonia Mountains 
on February 16 to practice your tracking skills. Trip fee 
payable to the instructor. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38517        1/24  W 2-4PM LC-IRWD
38518         2/8 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
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Zoology: A Look at the Animal Kingdom NEW!
Do you find the vast diversity of wild animals in the world a 
bit bewildering? Have you ever found yourself wondering 
what makes something a fish, a mammal, an arthropod, a 
mollusk, a coral...? In this introduction to Zoology Vincent 
Pinto, Wildlife Biologist & Naturalist, will help you make 
sense of the seemingly endless diversity in the Animal 
Kingdom. Not only will you learn which species are related 
to each other, you’ll also delve into the fascination natural 
history of representative species—both within Arizona and 
beyond. This class will greatly help you in making sense of 
the stunning diversity of animals that roam our planet. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38529          1/4 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38530          3/1 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD  

SPECIAL INTEREST
FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
The Art of Planning and Hosting the Perfect 
Tea Party
From aromatic teas to tasseography and everything in 
between. You will gain a complete understanding of the 
history and cultural aspects of a beloved and ancient 
ceremony. Our journey will take us around the globe-
beginning in the Far East and ending up in the continental 
United States. And, yes, we will be enjoying our own tea 
ceremony during the last class. LAST CLASS HELD IN THE 
WEST CENTER KITCHEN. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39260       2/5-19 M 12-1:30PM ABN-REC

Northwest Wines
Experience the secret gems of the world - wines from 
Washington and Oregon: Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 
Riesling, and Chardonnay, of course, Zinfandel, Malbec and 
Pinot Noir too. The Northwest is where tradition consists 
of innovation and experimentation. Learn how great wine is 
made in the ‘rainy’ Northwest. Material fee of $10 includes 
wine, use of wine glass, cheese and crackers, payable to 
instructor at class. Please refrain from wearing perfume or 
cologne, as it affects the bouquet of the wine. NO REFUNDS 
AFTER 3/8. 
Instructor: Gene Stein 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38885        3/15  Th      4-6PM SRS-FSTA

Vegetarian Cooking NEW!
Learn how to cook quick, easy and heart healthy dishes. 
You will learn the nutritional benefits of vegetarian food, 
the research on the benefits of vegetarianism and also have 
a chance to sample tasty dishes with recipes each class. 
We cover grains, beans, veggies, sauces and meal planning. 
Instructors Traudi Lockrem and Pat Ambrosic have been 
vegetarians for many years. 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38591       2/5-26  M 9:30-11AM WC-KIT

Vintage Wines NEW!
What is vintage wine? What’s a vertical tasting? Does vintage 
matter as much as terroir or winemaker? Does vintage 
really matter? What’s so special about 2015? We will taste 
wine from Washington, California, France, and other places. 
Perhaps we will compare vintages. $10 material fee payable 
to instructor includes wine, use of wine glass, cheese and 
crackers. Please refrain from wearing perfume or cologne. 
NO REFUNDS AFTER 2/22. 
Instructor: Gene Stein 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38884          3/1   Th      4-6PM SRS-FSTA

Wine and Women NEW!
Taste wine from pioneering women winemakers from 
Washington, California, Argentina, and France. Are 
there differences between women and men in their wine 
preferences? Are there such things as masculine and 
feminine wines? $10 material fee payable to instructor 
includes wine, use of wine glass, cheese and crackers. Please 
refrain from wearing perfume or cologne. NO REFUNDS 
AFTER 2/15. 
Instructor: Gene Stein 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38883        2/22   Th      4-6PM SRS-FSTA

Wine Appreciation I
You know how to drink wine, but do you really know how to 
taste it? Wine is not only about relaxing and socializing, it is also 
about beauty and community. Learn what you can tell from 
seeing, smelling, swirling and sipping wine. Sensory evaluation 
can also be applied to coffee, tea, cheese and chocolate. Learn 
the language of wine and double your pleasure. Bonus tips on 
best buys in Green Valley! We will sample a dozen wines. $10 
material fee payable to instructor includes wine, use of wine 
glass, cheese and crackers. Please refrain from wearing perfume 
or cologne. NO REFUNDS AFTER 2/1.
Instructor: Gene Stein 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38882          2/8   Th       4-6PM SRS-FSTA 
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GENERAL
AARP Smart Driver Course
This classroom refresher course is designed for drivers age 
50 and older. It is a great first step to help drivers assess 
and enhance their driving skills. The course is taught in one 
four-hour session. It covers rules of the road, normal age-
related physical changes that may impact our driving and 
tips to compensate for these changes. Bring your driver’s 
license to class and a cushion to sit on, if desired. MUST 
PRE-REGISTER FOR THIS CLASS. REGISTRANTS WILL 
PAY INSTRUCTOR AT CLASS BY CASH OR CHECK. AARP 
MEMBERS $15, NON-MEMBERS $20. 
Instructor: Dale Kimes Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38006           1/25   Th      9:30AM-1:30PM LC-OCOT
38007         3/22  Th      9:30AM-1:30PM LC-OCOT

Advanced Card Magic NEW!
Prerequisite course is Beginning Card Magic. This course is a 
continuation of Beginning Card Magic that will concentrate on 
additional card magic, plus add more Magic props designed to 
add to the magicians magic performance and magic show. 
Instructor: Gerry Murphy 
Fee: Member $49/Non-member $59 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38597   2/13-3/13 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-AGAV

Astronomy - Where are the Bright Stars 
and Planets?
Learn the location of the 5 brightest planets in the solar 
system: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. You’ll 
also be able to identify 13 of the brightest stars and their 
constellations, all without the aid of binoculars or telescope. 
We’ll discuss the birth and death of stars, the solar system, 
the beginning of the Universe and the expansion of space. 
Learn the significance of mysterious Black Holes, Worm Holes 
and time travel, along with other bizarre events postulated 
by Einstein’s Theories of Relativity. You can meet with the 
instructor during night or morning hours to locate planets, 
stars and their constellations studied during class. Material fee 
of $20 for handouts and sky charts including color images of 
stars, nebula and light spectra essential for scientific analysis, 
payable to instructor. No math and all concepts presented are 
described by easy-to-understand examples.
Instructor: Park Thoreson 
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37926        2/1-22 Th  9-11:30AM CH-MESQ
37927        3/8-29 Th  9-11:30AM CH-MESQ

AngelSpeake® Advanced Techniques
Prerequisite: Any previous AngelSpeake® class. For those who 
have learned how to do AngelSpeake®, we will now learn how 
to refine our questions and better interpret the answers we 
receive. Please bring some of your most recent writings (if you 
are willing to share). Please bring a journal or paper and pen/
pencil and your previous AngelSpeake® writings.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Certified AngelSpeake® Facilitator
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38427         3/14 W   2:30-4PM  CP1-REC

AngelSpeake® Workshop
This workshop, based on the book ‘AngelSpeake®’ by Trudy 
Griswold and Barbara Mack, focuses on your relationship 
with your Angels and your spiritual path. The Angels want 
to speak to you even more than you want to speak to 
them. Contact your Angels in writing and have fun doing it. 
Learn the Four Fundamentals for accessing Angelic help, 
the Seven Steps to talking with your Angels and how they 
create miracles. There will be time for sharing any special 
Angelic encounters you may have had. Absolutely no writing 
experience is required to take this workshop! 
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, certified AngelSpeake® facilitator 
Fee: Member  $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38424         1/10 W 2:30-4:45PM  CP1-REC
38425         2/14 W 2:30-4:45PM CP1-REC
38426         4/20 F    2-4:15PM CP1-REC

Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters 
in the End NEW!
In this course we will examine ideas from Atul Gawande’s best 
seller Being Mortal: What Matters in the End. He discusses 
how the medical community treats the subjects of dependence, 
dying, and death. Being Mortal shows how the ultimate goal is 
not a good death but a good life-all the way to the very end.
Instructor: Mark Horton
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $50 Classes:  4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39263      1/10-31 W    9-11AM CH-MESQ

Beginning Card Magic NEW!
Have fun! Try something new! Explore the art and skill of 
simple, highly entertaining ‘Walk-Around Magic,’ taught by 
a professional magician with 20+ years’ experience. Study 
the fascinating history of magic and the stories of famous 
magicians and illusionists. Then learn basic card tricks and 
montes, moving on to pocket magic, money magic, and more. 
Develop your own magic show and perform it on the last day 
of class! Includes all magic supplies and handouts. 
Instructor: Gerry Murphy 
Fee: Member $49/Non-member $59 Classes: 5
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38596      1/9-2/6 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-AGAV
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Chakra Balancing
Are you feeling tired? Do you have trouble sleeping? Feeling 
anxious, angry, out of balance? Well, maybe your chakras 
need re-aligning! Charkas, the energy centers in our bodies, 
are constantly in motion and sometimes need to be ‘tweaked’ 
to create a better flow of energy throughout our bodies. 
Working with the 7 basic chakras you will learn what to eat 
to strengthen each chakra, how to stay grounded and how to 
increase your vibrational frequency with crystals and simple 
everyday techniques. $5 material fee payable to instructor.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner 
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38429      2/5-19 M 3:30-4:30PM EC-GAME

Civil Discourse - Mind Expansion
This course involves discussion of current topics as they 
relate to past and present events. Prejudice, dogma and 
bigotry discouraged - informed civil discourse encouraged. 
Instructor: Paul McCreary
Fee:  Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38008     1/16-30 Tu 1-3PM EC-LNGE
38009      2/1-15 Th           10AM-12PM EC-LNGE
38010      3/1-15 Th           10AM-12PM EC-LNGE

Climate Change in Arizona & Beyond: 
Survival Guide NEW!
Despite politically-motivated protestations to the contrary, 
there is overwhelming scientific consensus that the Earth’s 
climate is warming at an alarming rate. Global changes 
are occurring to many natural environments as well as to 
multitude of human enterprises. Here is Arizona we are 
particularly vulnerable to global warming, given our arid 
landscapes and minimal precipitation. Join Wildlife Biologist 
and Conservationist Vincent Pinto as he guides you through 
the implications of climate change. Learn what we all can do 
on a personal level to lessen the effects of climate change on 
both ourselves and our fragile Sky Islands via an informative 
slideshow. 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38463          1/17 W       2-4 PM LC-IRWD
38464         2/15 W   10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38465          3/8 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD
38466          4/3 Tu 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

Change Your Look, Chalk Paint Your 
Furniture NEW!
These two classes are designed to teach the student the basics 
of chalk painting. Each student will learn technique, color 
choice, and proper finishing of their chosen sample piece. Your 
results will amaze you, I can promise you that! NOTE: Each 
student must bring a small piece of wooden furniture, a wooden 
carved plaque, or a wooden figurine as a practice piece the first 
day of class. $25 material fee payable to the instructor. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $100/Non-member $110 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39258     1/15-29 M      1-4PM ABN-REC
39259      3/5-19 M      1-4PM ABN-REC

Color Your World
’I’ll never be confused by color again.’ In these class you will 
analyze your reaction to certain colors used together and 
as a group. We will discuss monochromatic, analogous, and 
complementary colors in art and decorating which will give 
each student confidence when making major color decisions 
in their hobbies and surroundings. Material fee of $7 payable 
to instructor. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $29/Non-member $39 Classes:3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38452       2/7-21 W    9-10AM ABN-REC

Declutter Your World
We can only move forward when we learn to let go.’ In these 
classes you will learn how to define clutter in your living 
space. An organized process will be provided so you can 
once and for all rid yourself of ‘blockages’ and create an 
environment that is easy to maneuver through and beautiful 
to reside in. A four-hour journey that is guaranteed to 
change your life. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes:2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38450      1/8-15 M    9-11AM ABN-REC
38451      3/5-12 M    9-11AM ABN-REC

Decorate Your World (Beginning)
Does your home reflect your personality, lifestyle, and 
the colors you love in a beautiful and unique way? If you 
answered not really, then this class is for you! At the 
completion of these classes, you will leave with a very clear 
understanding of your perfect color palette and decorating 
style, which can be easily incorporated into any budget. 
Material fee of $5 payable to instructor. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $39/Non-member $49 Classes: 2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38453     1/11-18 Th     9-11AM  ABN-REC
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Decorate Your World (Intermediate)
’I can create a beautiful, supportive, and energizing home.’ 
In these intermediate classes we will learn how to listen 
to our home-what does it want? What to do want? We will 
be discussing architectural details, presenting our existing 
homes, and the effect our surroundings have on color choice 
for ceilings, walls, and floors. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $39/Non-member $49 Classes:2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38454         3/1-8 Th    9-11AM ABN-REC

Designing Custom Draperies (Beginning)
’Create a more beautiful view of your world.’ Say ‘adios’ to your 
‘tired’ vertical blinds and ‘hola’ to a fresh look in your home 
with custom-made drapes.  We will take you through the 
creative journey of choosing style, cut, fabric option, and ‘color 
way’ that is complementary to your dwelling and lifestyle.
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39261         2/1-8 Th    9-11AM ABS-REC

Designing Custom Draperies (Intermediate)
’There are no limits to my creativity.’ We will experience hands-
on production and actually complete a set of draperies for a 
home in Green Valley. All steps to the process will be explained 
and each student will have a role to play in the process. 
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39262      3/15-29 Th    9-11AM ABN-REC

Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) for 
Weight Loss NEW!
Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) is a rapid, highly effective 
easy-to-learn self-healing technique. All chronic pain, whether 
physical, emotional or mental is about the story we tell 
ourselves about the experience. This simple method of tapping 
on acupressure points on the body dissolves anxiety, panic or 
limiting beliefs of any kind. EFT works in a matter of minutes, 
replacing emotional distress with a form of peace, calm or 
confidence. Material fee of $5 payable to instructor.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner
Fee: Member $75/Non-member $85 Classes:4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38431       2/6-27 Tu   2:30-4PM EC-GAME

From Drab to Glam: Makeup Tips and 
Techniques for Women
Have you noticed a few changes in your appearance over 
the past few years--’how did that happen overnight?’ Would 
you like to look more radiant and feel more confident? 
Makeup routines we used in our 20s and 30s probably don’t 
work for us anymore, but what does? And how do we know 
what products will be the best for us? As we mature, there 
are tips and techniques we should all know. This class will 
offer a demonstration of makeup techniques and answer 
your questions. You will leave knowing the products and 
techniques that will help you be your best you. Material fee 
of $2 paid to instructor at class. 
Instructor: Elise Marquam-Jahns 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $39 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38277         1/18 Th 10AM-12PM LC-ACAC
38278         2/15 Th 1-3PM LC-IRWD
38279          3/5 M 1-3PM LC-ACAC
38280          4/5 Th 10AM-12PM LC-IRWD

How to Organize and Preserve Your 
Family History
As a parent or grandparent, have you thought about preserving 
information about your family’s history? This course is designed 
to help you create a historical legacy for current and future 
generations. Your instructor, who has forty years as an archivist, 
will walk you through activities including: identifying what items 
to preserve-from photos to letters to newspaper clippings, how 
to organize them, and how to preserve them. Information on 
suppliers and helpful web sites are included to assist you once 
the class is finished. $5 material fee paid to instructor. 
Instructor: Tom Wilsted 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37879       2/8-15 Th    9-11AM LC-ACAC

Intuition NEW!
We hear this word a lot. Do you know what it really means? 
Do you believe in it? Do you think you have this ability? 
Intuition is the ability to acquire knowledge without proof, 
evidence or conscious reasoning or with out understanding 
how the knowledge was acquired. We think of intuition 
as a magical phenomenon-but hunches are formed out of 
our past experiences and knowledge, so it’s not nearly as 
flighty a tactic as it may sound. This workshop will help you 
understand how it works, how to enhance your innate ability 
and be able to utilize this valuable gift. 
Instructor: Patricia Izzi,Holistic Health Practitioner
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 3
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38432     4/10-24 Tu  2:30-4PM EC-GAME

SPECIAL INTEREST
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Makeup Party: Learn and Practice Makeup 
Techniques
The right makeup and techniques can erase 5-20 years! 
BRING YOUR OWN MAKEUP, mirror, and brushes so you 
can learn the right makeup techniques and practice these 
techniques in class. You can also volunteer for an eye, eyebrow 
or cheek in-class demonstration. So you can later reference 
what products to apply where, you’ll receive a comprehensive 
handout and face chart. You’ll leave looking great and knowing 
what products and techniques can help you look your 
glamorous best. $2 material fee payable to instructor.
Instructor: Elise Marquam-Jahns 
Fee: Member $29/Non-member $39 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38283         1/8  M      1-3PM LC-JNPR
38284        3/13  Tu      3-5PM LC-ACAC

Matinee Movies 
At each class we’ll watch a movie that’s been chosen to 
provoke reflection and stimulate class discussion.  Following 
the showing, we’ll critique the film, share our reactions 
to its contents, and engage in an informal give-and-take 
of opinions on the film’s merits. Bring your own popcorn. 
Instructors: Louis Simon 
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 Classes: 6
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37962    1/8-2/12 M       1-4PM LC-IRWD
37963   2/19-3/26 M       1-4PM LC-IRWD

Modern & Urban Survival It’s not if, but when!
You owe it to yourself to take this life-saving class! Be it an 
earthquake, flood, a disease epidemic, water shortage, or 
any number of other scenarios, you and your family will have 
to make the right choices to come out alive. Using modern 
equipment, tools, and the latest gadgets, Vincent Pinto 
will reveal numerous skills, techniques, and preparations 
required to minimize the risks you are subjected to during a 
disaster. Learn what gear works and what doesn’t. Discover 
the basic do’s and don’ts of modern survival. Discover how to 
create fire, make shelter, purify water, navigate, deal with a 
variety of emergencies and much more!  All of the skills and 
knowledge revealed in this class are applicable in Arizona 
and elsewhere. 
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes:1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38461         1/31 W   2-4:30PM LC-IRWD
38462         2/21 W   2-4:30PM LC-IRWD

Peace, Contentment, Joy: They’re Yours 
for the Thinking
The patterns of thought we choose play a powerful role 
in our enjoying the life we have. In this series, we have 
fun exploring the world of thoughts through a variety of 
techniques, such as Ellis’ RET, Loretta La Roche’s humor, 
Luis’ 4 agreements, etc. We will have video clips, discussions, 
and interactive activities. Your will leave with a much better 
understanding or your own thought patterns, how those 
thoughts affect you, and choices you can make. 
Instructors: Pat and Joe Ambrosic 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38412    2/13-3/6  Tu        9:30-11:30AM CH-MSQT

Shakespeare I: A Winter’s Tale/As You Like 
It NEW!
We shall spend the first two weeks with one of Shakespeare’s 
oddest and most beautiful plays, ‘A Winters’s Tale’ and 
greet summer with one of his most popular, ‘As You Like 
It’. You may join in lively discussion, read aloud or just 
relax and enjoy the time together. The instructor has had 
more than 50 years acting in and directing, studying and 
teaching Shakespeare. Please bring a ‘Complete Works 
of Shakespeare’ or copies of the two plays, which we will 
discuss in the order indicated. 
Instructor: Jay Kobler 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38420       1/9-30 Tu       1-3PM ABS-REC

Shakespeare II: Romeo and Juliet/Antony 
and Cleopatra NEW!
We shall consider two pairs of lovers-one adolescent, one 
mature- as different from each other as any two pairs could 
be. You may join in lively discussion, read aloud or just 
relax and enjoy the time together. The instructor has had 
more than 50 years acting in and directing, studying and 
teaching Shakespeare. Please bring a ‘Complete Works 
of Shakespeare’ or copies of the two plays, which we will 
discuss in the order indicated. 
Instructor: Jay Kobler 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38421      2/6-27  Tu      1-3PM ABS-REC

SPECIAL INTEREST
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Shakespeare III: Othello/Cymbeline NEW!
You are invited to immerse yourself in two of Shakespeare’s 
most intriguing plays, a dark tragedy, ‘Othello’ and a 
fanciful romance, ‘Cymbeline’, one of his so-called ‘problem’ 
plays. You may join in lively discussion, read aloud or just 
relax and enjoy the time together. The instructor has had 
more than 50 years acting in and directing, studying and 
teaching Shakespeare. Please bring a ‘Complete Works 
of Shakespeare’ or copies of the two plays, which we will 
discuss in the order indicated. 
Instructor: Jay Kobler 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38422       3/6-27 Tu      1-3PM ABS-REC

Shakespeare IV: King Lear NEW!
We shall turn our attention to the play many of Shakespeare’s 
admirers consider his finest. Because of its length and 
complexity, all four sessions shall be devoted to it. Depending 
on the preferences of the class, we may also be able to view 
some of the late Sir Laurence Olivier’s stunning performance 
in the title role. Join in lively discussion, read aloud or just 
relax and enjoy the time together. Instructor has had more 
than 50 years acting in and directing, studying and teaching 
Shakespeare. Please bring a ‘Complete Works of Shakespeare’ 
or a copy of ‘Lear’, which we will discuss in the order indicated.
Instructor: Jay Kobler 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes: 4
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38423       4/3-24  Tu       1-3PM ABS-REC

Songs for Political Action NEW!
From the earliest days of our republic music has accompanied 
and inspired political and social movements. We’ll listen to and 
discuss songs advocating independence from Britain, political 
campaign songs, abolition songs, temperance songs, labor 
union songs war songs (pro- and anti-), suffragette songs. 
Material will be drawn from country music, blues, ethnic and 
popular music from the 19th and 20th centuries.
Instructor: Norm Cohen
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 Classes:3
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38532    2/21-3/7  W          10:30M-12PM SRS-ANZA

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table 
From place settings to tablescapes and everything in between, 
learn how to create an unforgettable dining centerpiece for 
everyday meals and all types of fun entertaining. In these two 
classes, we will be allowing our imagination to take the fore-
front as we create four varied themes using beautiful objects 
in unusual ways. Come join us in our ‘staged’ dining room.
Instructor: Donna Vernon 
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 Classes:  2
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39257       2/7-14  W    12-2PM ABN-REC

The Bible for Atheists 8: The Role of 
Women in the Bible NEW!
A continuing exploration of the Old Testament from 
historical, cultural and stylistic perspectives. You don’t have 
to be an atheist-just willing to treat the Bible like other 
works of historical literature. The subjects will be some 
of the women described in the Old Testament-some well-
known (such as Sarah, Rebekkah, Miriam, Ruth, Deborah, 
Delilah, Jezebel), other less familiar (Tamar, Rehab, Judith, 
Job’s wife). We’ll also review biblical laws concerning women. 
An Old Testament Bible is recommended (any version). 
Instructor: Norm Cohen
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 Classes:6
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38531   1/10-2/14  W        10:30AM-12PM SRS-ANZA

The Paradox of Choice: Why More is Less
Join us as we explore and discuss why at some point choice-
the hallmark of individual freedom and self-determination 
that we so cherish-becomes detrimental to our psychological 
and emotional well-being. You will learn some surprising 
and fascinating facts derived from social science research. 
We will read ‘The Paradox of Choice’ by Barry Schwartz and 
view several videos. Class participation is encouraged and 
essential for good discussions. The book can be purchased at 
Amazon.com for about $11. 
Instructor: Grant Stitt
Fee: Member  $45/Non-member $55 Classes:10
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38534   1/11-3/15 Th 3-4:30PM LC-CTWD

Truth, Facts, Knowledge & Belief—From 
Bible to Body Politic NEW!
How do we know what’s true or false? What is evidence? 
What’s the boundary between knowledge and belief? 
What distinguishes conventional wisdom (common sense), 
traditional knowledge and reveled knowledge? The 
questions are as pertinent in the Bible as in today’s body 
politic. In this short class we’ll consider how we arrive at the 
truth and what that means - in the Bible, in history, in science 
and in politics.
Instructor: Norm Cohen 
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 Classes:2
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38535     3/13-20 Tu       10:30AM-12PM SRS-ANZA

SPECIAL INTEREST
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TECHNOLOGY
Cut the Cord on Cable/Satellite TV Costs
I will show you how you may reduce or eliminate your costly 
cable TV/satellite services and still enjoy your local channels 
plus hundreds of movies, news, sports, TV shows, and 
music channels by using low cost streaming media devices 
such as Roku, Chromecast, and others with your TV and a 
simple indoor antenna.  Learn how to easily hook up, set 
up, and begin enjoying this new medium of entertainment. 
Instructor: Bob Ogus 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38611        1/16  Tu 1:15-4PM SRS-KINO
38612        3/13     Tu 1:15-4PM SRS-KINO
38613         4/3 Tu 1:15-4PM SRS-KINO

Google: Beyond the Search Box
If you think you know Google, think again! There are 
numerous uses for Google beyond a simple search engine. 
In this 4-session workshop, participants will learn how to 
maximize the tools and applications in the Google world, 
including Google: Email, Maps, Translate, Photos, Calendar, 
Drive, Docs, Music, Finance, Voice, Shopping, Groups, Earth, 
You Tube, advanced search, plus many more. You’ll learn how 
each of these can improve your internet experience. $10 
material fee payable to instructor. 
Instructor: Bob Ogus 
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 Classes:4
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
37928       2/6-27 Tu 1:15-3:30PM SRS-KINO

iPad I - Beginner
This course is designed for the brand new iPad owner, or 
someone who has had one for awhile and wants to refresh/
learn the basic ins and outs. We will show you This course is 
designed for the brand new iPad owner, or someone who has 
had one for awhile and wants to refresh/learn the basic ins and 
outs. We will show you how to navigate and set up the various 
features that come with your iPad. As well, we’ll show you 
all of the shortcuts and how to navigate through the various 
screens plus closing up all your open screens and web pages to 
get optimum battery life. You must bring an Apple iPad or mini 
iPad to class along with your APPLE ID & PASSWORD. 
Instructor: Ron Phillips 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38104         1/5 F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38105        1/12  F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38106        1/26  F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38107         2/9 F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38565        2/16  F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38566         3/2  F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38567         3/9  F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38568        3/16  F       1-4PM SRS-KINO

iPad II - Intermediate
In this intermediate class, we will cover in more depth the 
use and features of the apps that come with your iPad: 
Safari, Messages, AirDrop and Email, basic photo and camera 
and Contacts on your Apple iPad. We will give you more 
information on how to best use them, set up Bookmarks, 
Favorites and share your iPad to get the most use out of its 
features. You MUST bring an Apple iPad or iPad mini and 
your APPLE ID and PASSWORD to class. We recommend 
that you take the iPad Basics class first; a good knowledge of 
iPad skills is needed.
Instructor: Ron Phillips 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38112          1/12 F      1-4PM SRS-KINO
38113            1/19 F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38114          2/2 F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO 
38115        2/23  F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO 
38116             3/9 F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO 
38569        3/23  F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO

iPad III - Apps
Learn about the best and most useful apps for your iPad and 
mini iPad. Plan your trips, gas purchases, and shopping using 
your tablet, including keeping lists and reminders. Sync your 
tablet to your smart phone and computer. Organize your 
apps into subfolders. NOTE: We will not be covering the 
topics already covered in our other 2 iPad classes. 
Instructor: Ron Phillips 
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38124         1/19  F      1-4PM SRS-KINO
38125          2/2   F      1-4PM SRS-KINO
38126          3/2   F      1-4PM SRS-KINO
38127        3/23   F      1-4PM SRS-KINO

Meet Alexa (Amazon Echo) & Google’s
Assistant (Google Home)
Using Echo’s Alexa or Google’s Assistant is as simple as 
asking a question. Just ask to play music, read the news, 
control your smart home, tell a joke, and so much more—
these devices will respond instantly. Whether you are at 
home or on the go, they are designed to make your life easier 
by letting your voice-control your world. Learn all about 
these exciting devices in this ‘hands-on’ workshop where 
we will explore all the Amazon Echo and the Google Home 
devices. Whether curious or serious, check these devices out 
at our workshop.
Instructor: Bob Ogus 
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 Classes:1
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38607         1/23  Tu 1:15-3:30PM SRS-KINO
38608          3/6  Tu 1:15-3:30PM SRS-KINO

SPECIAL INTEREST
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Phone and TV Technology
You pay a lot for TV and phone, learn how to get the most out 
of them and lower your bills. There are options for utilizing 
technology in your home that can save you significant 
amounts of money. We’ll discuss lower cost options for your 
home and cellular phone service, as well as your TV. If you’re 
a snowbird, you can have both a Green Valley and summer 
residence phone number for free. There are many options 
for TV service, anywhere from free to relatively inexpensive. 
Learn how to use your TV to your best advantage. 
Instructor: Ron Phillips
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 Classes: 1
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38204         1/5   F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38205           1/26   F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38206         2/9   F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38207        2/16   F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO
38208        2/23   F       1-4PM SRS-KINO
38570        3/16   F 9AM-12PM SRS-KINO

DAY TRIPS

January
Casa Grande Ruins and Queen Creek 
Olive Mill Tour
We have combined two great attractions to make one 
wonderful day trip. We begin our outing with a stop at 
the Casa Grande Ruins National Monument. The ancient 
Sonoran Desert people built the compound around 1350 
C.E. and the ‘great house’ is one of the largest prehistoric 
structures ever built in North America. Spend some time 
exploring the ruins and the visitor’s center before we head 
to the Queen Creek Olive Mill. This is Arizona’s only working 
olive farm and mill and they produce boutique, hand-crafted 
extra virgin olive oils. We’ll enjoy an informative Olive Oil 
101 class to learn how this unique farm is operated as well 
as the history of the farm and the mill. You’ll also discover 
how their signature oils are made. A delicious picnic lunch 
is served and there is time set aside for shopping in their 
market before we make our way back to Green Valley. 
Fee includes transportation, picnic lunch, admissions, bus 
refreshments, services or a tour director, and driver tip. Bus 
departs from the WEST end of the Desert Hills UPPER parking 
lot at 9am and returns at 5:15pm. Deadline to purchase tickets 
1/15/18. No refunds after 1/15/18.
Fee: Member $113; Guest $118; General Public $123 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39249       1/29   M          9AM-5:15PM DH-PARK

Sandhill Cranes and Amerind Foundation Tour
This tour is a great way to see the birds that make their way 
to the marshlands at Whitewater Draw Wildlife area. We 
begin our day with a journey to the Whitewater Draw which 
is a favorite feeding and loafing area for waterfowl. We are 
on the lookout for the Sandhill Cranes that make their way 
to the Sulphur Springs Valley each winter. Learn about these 
interesting, giant birds as they fly across the sky in massive 
formations. We will enjoy a box lunch at this location. Then we 
travel to the Amerind Foundation Museum located in scenic 
Texas Canyon. The Amerind houses one of the finest private 
collections of Native American art and artifacts in the country. 
Come along and explore with us! Bring your binoculars and 
don’t forget your walking shoes. Fee includes transportation, 
services of a tour director, box lunch, admission to Amerind, 
bus refreshments, and driver tip. Bus departs from the WEST 
end of the Desert Hills UPPER parking lot. Deadline to purchase 
tickets 1/12/18. No refunds after 1/12/18.
Fee: Member $107; Guest $112; General Public $117 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
38849        1/19    F           8AM-4:30PM DH-PARK

February
Canyon Lake Boat Tour on the Apache Trail
Today we will board our deluxe motorcoach and travel to 
Canyon Lake, which is located north of Apache Junction. We’ll 
take a break in Florence. For lunch, we travel to the Dirtwater 
Springs Restaurant. This eatery is full of western atmosphere 
and we are sure you’ll leave here happy! We then travel along 
the paved portion of the Apache Trail. Tucked into the base of 
the Superstition Mountains is the beautiful man-made Canyon 
Lake. We board Dolly’s Steamboat and cruise Canyon Lake as 
the captain narrates on the scenery, geology and history of the 
area. Steep canyon walls ascend out of a crystal blue body of 
water. This makes for a very enjoyable 1 and 1/2 hour cruise. 
We travel home today full of great memories of this wondrous 
part of the state. Join us! Fee includes transportation, lunch 
(tax and tip), boat fare, bus refreshments, services of a tour 
director, and driver tip. Bus departs from the WEST end of the 
Desert Hills UPPER parking lot at 8am and returns at 6:15pm. 
Deadline to purchase tickets 1/31/18. No refunds after 1/31/18.
Fee: Member $120; Guest $125; General Public $130 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39246          2/8   Th           8AM-6:15PM DH-PARK

TRIPS & TOURS
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Tucson Rodeo and Parade
See over 200 entries in the world’s largest non-motorized 
parade. Enjoy the view from grandstand seating. We will 
enjoy lunch at the Silver Saddle Steakhouse, then take our 
reserved seats at the rodeo. The rodeo, which will celebrate 
its 92nd year, features bareback and saddle bronc riding, 
steer wrestling, team calf roping, team roping, barrel racing, 
and bull riding. Current and former world champions 
compete in this nationally televised event. ‘The Fiesta de 
los Vaqueros’ ranks among the top 15 professional rodeos 
in North America and is honored in the ProRodeo Hall of 
Fame. Dust off your boots, grab your hat and come along for 
this great day! Fee includes transportation, parade bleacher 
seating and reserved Rodeo seating, lunch (tax and tip), 
services of a tour director, bus refreshments, and driver 
tip. Bus departs from the WEST end of the Desert Hills UPPER 
parking lot at 7:15am and returns at 5:30pm. Deadline to 
purchase tickets is 2/8/18. No refunds after 2/8/18. 
Fee: Member $124; Guest $129; General Public $134 
CR#       DATES      DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39250         2/22 Th      7:15AM-5:30PM DH-PARK

March
All About Frank Tour - Arizona Heritage 
Center and Taliesin West 
This day trip takes us to the Phoenix Valley to celebrate the 
famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright. 2017 is Mr. Wright’s 
150th birthday and we’ll start our trip off with a tour of a 
special exhibit honoring the man and his many architectural 
achievements at the Arizona Heritage Center. This native 
Wisconsinite had a profound impact on this region with his 
varied body of work as well as areas from the upper Midwest 
of the US to Japan.  We then treat ourselves to a hearty 
buffet lunch at The Wandering Horse Buffet located in the 
Talking Stick Casino in Scottsdale. We then visit Taliesin 
West, Frank Lloyd Wright’s winter architectural studio 
in northeast Scottsdale, Arizona. Wright’s southwestern 
masterpiece is located on 600 acres of rugged desert in the 
foothills of the McDowell Mountains and the complex of 
buildings overlooks the entire metropolitan Phoenix Valley. 
Knowledgeable guides will explain how the architecture 
relates to the site and provide a general overview of Wright’s 
theories and designs. Join us for this great tour which is 
all about Frank! Fee includes: roundtrip transportation, 
buffet lunch (tax and tip), admission to Arizona Heritage 
Center and Taliesin West, bus refreshments, services of a 
tour director and driver tip. Bus departs from the WEST end 
of the Desert Hills UPPER parking lot at 7:45am and returns 
at approximately 7pm. Deadline to purchase tickets and no 
refunds after 2/27/18.
Fee: Member $134; Guest $139; General Public $144
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39247          3/6                     Tu           7:45AM-7PM  DH-PARK
 

TRIPS & TOURS
Barleen’s Arizona Opry Show
For over 33 seasons the Barleen family has fed and 
entertained folks at their 500-seat Apache Junction dinner 
theatre. We will enjoy a hearty, home-cooked lunch (beef 
and chicken breast entrée) and then a Grand Ole Opry style 
show. Some of your favorite holiday and country tunes will 
fill the theatre along with musical variety, side-splitting 
comedy, yodeling and just plain fun. This is good, clean family 
entertainment which will highlight all of your favorite tunes 
and get you in the mood for the upcoming holiday season. 
Come along and enjoy a trip to the Arizona Opry with us! Fee 
includes transportation, show ticket, lunch (tax and tip), bus 
refreshments, services of a tour director, and driver tip. Bus 
departs from the WEST end of the Desert Hills UPPER parking 
lot at 9:15am and returns at 6:15pm. Deadline to purchase 
tickets and no refunds after 2/28/18. 
Fee: Member $105; Guest $110; General Public $115 
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39251         3/14  W      9:15AM-6:15PM DH-PARK

April
Twilight Dinner Cruise on Canyon Lake
This afternoon finds us departing Green Valley on board 
our deluxe motorcoach and traveling to Canyon Lake, which 
is located north of Apache Junction. We’ll take a break in 
Florence. We board Dolly’s Steamboat for their dinner cruise 
which offers all the grandeur of their daytime cruise plus the 
ambiance of the twilight. Observe Canyon Lake wildlife as 
they settle in for the evening. This dinner cruise route extends 
another three or four miles upriver from their regular day 
cruise, allowing for different views and cliffs in excess of 
1200’! The sunset, moon and stars, and the good food served 
on board all make for a memorable journey! Join us! Fee 
includes: roundtrip transportation, dinner (tax and tip), boat 
fare, bus refreshments, services of a tour director, and driver 
tip. Bus departs from the WEST end of the Desert Hills UPPER 
parking lot at 2:30pm and returns at 10:30pm. Deadline to 
purchase tickets 4/16/18. No refunds after 4/16/18.
Fee: Member $140; Guest $145; General Public $150
CR#       DATES       DAY         TIME              LOCATION
39248         4/30 M 2PM-10:45PM DH-PARK

When registering for a tour, please be sure 
to provide us with your email address, this 
is especially important with the overnight 

trips! We will contact you or send any 
additional information via email.
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18 Th   CH       10am Sarver Heart
20 S      EC       10am Arizona Oncology Center 
25 Th   DH       9am Green Valley Gardeners

February
1 Th    DH       9am Green Valley Gardeners
1 Th    EC       10am PCOA
2 F       EC       1pm Parkinson’s Group 
3 S       DH      10am Tucson Audubon Society
5 M      DH      2pm SAV Neighborhood Watch
7 W      EC       9am Northwest Medical Center
8 Th     EC       8am Utah Summer Citizens Program
8 Th     DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners 
14 W      WC     9am Whipple Observatory
14 W      EC       2pm Tucson Orthopedic Institute
15 Th     CH      10am Sarver Heart
17 S        EC      10am Arizona Oncology Center
22 Th     DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners

March
1 Th     DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners
1 Th     EC       10am PCOA
2 F        EC       1pm Parkinson’s Group
3 S        DH      10am Tucson Audubon Society
7 W       EC       9am Northwest Medical Center
8 Th      DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners
12 M       SRS     2pm SAV Neighborhood Watch
14 W       WC      9am Whipple Observatory
15 Th      CH      10am Sarver Heart
17 S         EC       10am Arizona Oncology Center
22 Th      DH       9am Green Valley Gardeners
29 Th      DH       9am Green Valley Gardeners

April
2 M       SRS     2pm SAV Neighborhood Watch
5 Th      DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners
5 Th      EC       10am PCOA
6 F        EC       1pm Parkinson’s Group
7 S        DH      10am Tucson Audubon Society
12 Th      DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners
14 S        EC       10am Arizona Oncology Center

LECTURES
OVERNIGHT TRIPS
Rocky Point, Mexico
GVR has partnered with Gray Line/Wake-Up Tucson to offer 
you this opportunity to travel to Rocky Point, Mexico with 
bilingual guide Bob. The luxury Gray Line motorcoach will 
pick you up here at GVR 7:30am on the first day for the Hotel 
Peñasco del Sol Beach Resort. They offer expedited border 
crossing and speedy bus check-in service upon arrival at the 
hotel. On the second day, simply enjoy the beach or local 
shops or take advantage of some of the optional activities 
available. On the third day, our bus will take us to the Old 
Port for an afternoon of dining and curio shopping (on your 
own), sightseeing; and if interested, buying fish to take home, 
so bring your coolers! Dust off your passports and plan to 
spend these four days on the beach with us in Rocky Point. 
(Or ask us where you can get an expedited passport.) Fee 
includes roundtrip transportation, 3 nights lodging at the 
Peñasco del Sol Beach Resort, ground transportation to the 
Old Port in Rocky Point. Your meals, optional activities, and 
gratuities are not included. This trip is presented by Gray 
Line/Wake-Up Tucson. Bus departs from the WEST end of the 
Desert Hills UPPER parking lot at 8:30am and returns between 
3:30 and 5pm (depending on traffic and time spent at the 
border). Deadline for purchase and no refunds after 1/8/18.

Fees are listed as Double Occupancy/Single Occupancy. Please 
see staff for triple occupancy rates. Member $396/$582; Guest 
$406/$592;General Public $411/$597

CR#     DATES         DAY              TIME           LOCATION 
39252     1/22-25         M-Th        8:30AM-4PM DH-PARK

GVR LECTURE SERIES
Sponsored by Posada Life Community Services, our Lecture 
Series is free and open to all GVR Members and the General 
Public. Please look for more information in the GVR Now!, 
our monthly publication, and informational flyers at our 
GVR center bulletin boards.

January
4 Th  DH       9am Green Valley Gardeners
4 Th  EC       10am PCOA
5 F     EC       1pm Parkinson’s Group 
6 S     DH      10am Tucson Audubon Society
8 M    DH      2pm SAV Neighborhood Watch 
10 W    WC      9am Whipple Observatory
10 W    EC       2pm Tucson Orthopedic Institute
11 Th   DH      9am Green Valley Gardeners
17 W    WC      9am Whipple Observatory
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REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
Registration for classes may be done online, by mail, by 
phone, or by visiting one of GVR’s major centers. Early 
registration is encouraged. By registering early, we are 
able to give instructors an accurate count of students, 
and possibly avoid cancellations due to low enrollment. 
For your convenience, we accept cash, checks, and credit 
cards (Visa and Mastercard).  

Please do not send cash through the US Mail. If the 
class for which you registered by mail is full, you will 
automatically be placed on a waiting list and contacted 
when there is an opening.  If no openings occur, your 
money will be refunded.  Do not attend the class unless 
your registration is confirmed.  

ON-LINE
Online registration begins at 8 am 
Monday, December 4. Please have 
your GVR number and PIN available 
to access your account online. 
Online registration is unavailable to 
tenants and non-members. Visit 

www.gvrec.org, hover over the “Activities” tab to 
display the options, then click “Online Registration” 
towards the bottom left. Follow the instructions to 
access your account and register for classes. Please 
note there is a third-party fee (percentage of the total 
amount) for online transactions. A “Help Desk” is 
available online if you need further assistance. Classes 
that offer discounted fees for multiple registrations 
are not available for online registration.

WALK-IN
Walk-in registration begins at 8 am 
Monday, December 4 at all major 
centers. Please bring your completed 
registration form, payment, and your 
GVR card. Cash, checks, and Visa and 
MasterCard are accepted.

MAIL-IN
Members may mail in their 
registration forms as soon as class 
catalogs are available; However, 
mail-in registrations will not be 
processed until after the initial 
walk-in registrations have been 

processed.  Please fill out the form completely and 
include payment. Use separate registration forms for 
each person. Mail your registration and payment (no 
cash, please) to:  

Green Valley Recreation, Inc. 

Attn: Member Services Class Registrations  

PO Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85622 

PHONE-IN
Registrations will be accepted over the 

phone beginning at 8 am Tuesday, 

December 5 at all major social centers. 

Please provide your name, GVR 

number, and the course number(s).  

We accept Visa and MasterCard credit cards only.

Canoa Hills Center (CH)
(520) 625-6200
3660 S. Camino del Sol
Closed 11:30 am - 12:30 pm

East Center (EC)
(520) 625-4641
7 South Abrego Dr.
Closed 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm

Las Campanas Center (LC)
(520) 648-7669
565 W. Belltower Dr.
Closed 11:30 am - 12:30 pm

West Center (WC)
Box Office (520) 625-0288
1111 GVR Dr. 
Open weekdays 8 am - 4 pm; 
Weekends and holidays 10 am - 2 pm

Santa Rita Springs (SRS)
(520) 393-0360
921 W. Via Rio Fuerte
Open 8 am - 1 pm
Dec. - Apr.

These Customer Service offices are open weekdays from 8 am-4 pm. Members may purchase tickets, register for 
programs, or obtain guest or tenant cards at any of these offices. You can reach our centers by calling:  

(520) 625-3440 or toll free at (844) 693-2116
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Due to the necessity of the tour company to arrange ahead 
of time and pre-pay for bus accommodations, admission 
tickets, and meals, no refunds will be issued after the date 
stated on the reservation confirmation. 

Classes may be cancelled by GVR due to lack of enrollment, 
instructor illness, or other unforeseen circumstances. If a 
class you are enrolled in is cancelled, you will be notified 
as soon as possible and given the opportunity to register 
for another class or receive a full refund. If you registered 
online, the class fee and service fee both will be refunded. 

Full refunds will be issued if registration is cancelled by 
the member five (5) business days prior to the class start 
date. Online convenience fees will not be refunded in the 
event the student withdraws from a class. Those wishing 
to withdraw four (4) or less business days prior to the class 
start date (not including the day the class meets) will receive 
a refund, less the $5 withdrawal fee for each class. Refunds 
will not be offered the day the class starts. 

If you are unable to attend a class you have registered for, 
please notify GVR as soon as possible. This allows us to 
accommodate members on a waiting list. 

If you paid by cash or check, you will receive a refund check 
in the mail. If you paid with Visa or MasterCard, you will 
receive a credit on your card. Please allow up to fifteen (15) 
business days for your refund to be processed.

TOUR REFUNDS

WITHDRAWLS & REFUNDS

NON-MEMBER REGISTRATIONS
Everyone in the community is invited and welcome to 
register for classes offered by GVR!  Our goal is to offer 
a wide range of leisure, social, and educational classes 
to encourage lifelong learning and allow you to expand 
knowledge, talents, and skills. To optimize your experience, 
we offer knowledgeable and friendly staff and instructors, 
state-of-the-art equipment, and classroom space conducive 
to learning.

Non-GVR members may register for classes in person at 
Canoa Hills, East Center, Las Campanas, and West Center.  
The course fee is $10 higher for non-GVR members. 
Registration opens two weeks prior to the start date of the 
course, and early registration is suggested as classes fill 
up quickly. (Note:  Ceramics, Clay Studio and Lapidary are 
reserved exclusively for GVR members.) You may receive 
“Class Pass” upon registration and must acknowledge in 
writing that you will abide by GVR policies while attending 
courses at our centers.  Non-members may attend a course 
that allows drop-ins if there is space available.

• Check the course description to confirm the class
allows drop-ins.

• Check with a CSR to confirm the class is active (not
cancelled).

• Drop-in availability is determined by class
enrollment: drop-ins are not accepted in a full class.

• Check the course description for any dates that
the class will not be held or dates the class may be
moved to another facility.

• Payment will be made to instructor at the beginning
of class by cash or check made payable to GVR.
Check the course description for the drop-in fee.

• To ensure a seat in class, registration is
recommended.

DROP-IN POLICY 
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Please complete the entire form to avoid delays in the processing of your registration.  Print all 
information clearly.  Members are responsible for reading the class cancellation policy.

PLEASE PRINT & COMPLETE ALL FIELDS

Name  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________________

GVR #  ____________________ Phone #   _________________________ Cell Phone #  _____________________________

E-mail*  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

*By providing your e-mail address, you acknowledge that GVR may send you periodic news and information.
GVR will not share, rent or sell your e-mail address with any other entity.

      Do not complete credit card information if enrolling in person!

• Class location, days and times are subject to change.
• Please make checks or money orders payable to: Green Valley Recreation, Inc.
• Do not send cash in the mail.
• Mail registration form and payment to: Green Valley Recreation, Inc, P.O. Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85622
• Photographs/video may be taken at any time throughout and within Green Valley Recreation. By attending and

participating in GVR’s classes/programs/events, you consent to photographing and using your image and likeness.

OFFICE USE ONLY

Session:  _________________________

Staff initials:  _____________________

Date Processed:  _________________

Supply List:  ______________________

[  ]      [  ] 

Credit Card Number:  ______________________________

CVC # (back of card):  _______________________________

Expiration Date:  ___________________________________

Name on Card:  ____________________________________

Signature:  _________________________________________

Total

(at time of registration)

GVR COURSE REGISTRATION FORM

(zip code)
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PERSONAL TRAINER
Shelley Whitlatch 
Ph: (520) 349-3037
fitspecialtiesbysw@gmail.com

The owner of Fitness Specialties, LLC, Shelley is a GVR 
fitness orientation instructor and Certified Personal 
Trainer.  She has a M.S. in Exercise Physiology, and is 
the health promotion coordinator for the Pima Council 
on Aging, Matter of Balance, and Enhanced Fitness 
Programs. There is a fee for service.

PERSONAL TRAINER 
Glenda Martinez 
Ph: (520) 298-3941 
Alt. Ph: (520) 979-1216

Glenda provides Specialized Exercise Training (SET) 
and is certified by the American Council on Exercise 
and Older Adult Fitness.  A licensed practical nurse, 
she has over 25 years’ experience in post-rehabilitation 
conditioning.  There is a fee for service.

TENNIS INSTRUCTION
Ray Wardlaw  
Ph: (520) 625-0274

Ray has over 20 years of instructional experience, 
and is USPTA Pro 2.  Private and group lessons are 
available. Students will be expected to reserve or 
schedule court time for lessons.  Contact the instructor 
for private and group lesson fees.

SWIMMING LESSONS
Leslie Akers
Ph: (520) 625-1205 
Alt. Ph: (317) 373-1124

A Red Cross Certified Lifeguard, Leslie has been a water 
safety instructor for more than 30 years.  Private swim 
lessons available for a fee.







Your most trusted leader in
Cooling & Heating since 1968

520.625.1234
www.greenvalleycooling.com

ROC# 046649, 077735 & 252049
Licensed • Bonded • Insured

XNLV244111

Jennifer Shrader Associate Broker

(520) 440-3458 • YourBestMoveYet@aol.com
www.copperviewrealty.com



Specializing in:
Orthopedic Injuries
Sports Medicine Rehab
Total Joint Replacements
Basic Hand Therapy
Neurological Disorders
Pain Management 
Vestibular Disorders (BPPV). 

We also offer modalities such as:        
Electrical Stimulation
Ultra Sound
Iontophoresis
Cold Compression
Mechanical Traction

The Santa Rita Outpatient Therapy is conveniently located next
door to the Santa Rita Skilled Nursing and Rehab Center in the
Green Valley Professional Center.  Our clinic is furnished with
state of the art, modern equipment, such as one of Southern
Arizona’s only anti-gravity treadmills, the Alter-G. The Alter-G is
an anti-gravity treadmill that helps to reduce stress on joints
and injured areas of your lower body.  It enables our clients to
walk and/or run with little to no pain and maintain a normal gait
pattern.  

Santa Rita Outpatient Therapy 
provides services for both Insurance 
and Self-Pay Clients. Our clinic has 
multiple insurance contracts and we accept 
several out-of-network insurance. Please contact our clinic to
make an appointment or if you would like more information about
our services.

170 N. La Cañada, Suite 20 
Green Valley, AZ 85614 

(520) 352-3049 •  www.santaritacare.com

Now Offering
Speech Language

Pathology Services
& Occupational

Therapy

SANTA RITA OUTPATIENT
THERAPY

Pioneer Health Group
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